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Abstract

The spatial structure and geometry of biological systems can have a strong effect on

that system’s evolutionary dynamics. In particular, spatially structured populations may

invade one another, giving rise to invasion fronts that may exhibit qualitatively different

evolutionary dynamics in different dimensions or geometric configurations. For examples of

invasion fronts arising in nature, one might think of a thin layer of bacteria cells growing on

a Petri dish, an animal species expanding into new territory, or a cancerous tumor growing

into and competing with the surrounding healthy tissue. Perhaps the most well-studied class

of invasion fronts in population genetics is the Fisher wave, which was developed to explain

how an advantageous gene sweeps throughout a population.

In this thesis, I will focus on the study of invasion fronts which develop an enhanced

roughness due to internal dynamics of the invading population; namely, I make use of simple

lattice and analytic models to explore how the interface between an unstable, mutating

population and a healthy bystander population develops an enhanced roughness as the

mutating population approaches a population collapse via mutational meltdown. I track

the roughening of an interface by defining a width function on the interface which evolves in

time according to a power-law. Departure from the expected diffusive power-law behavior

will serve as an indicator for enhanced roughness of the interface. I will do this analysis for

flat interfaces in 1 and 2 spatial dimensions. I will additionally show some qualitative results

for the case of 3 spatial dimensions.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The spatial structure and dimensionality of a biological system can have a strong affect

on the evolutionary dynamics of that system. In particular, macroscopic phenomena such

as travelling wave fronts of a cellular population invading into a new territory can have

qualitatively different dynamics as the dimension of the front changes. Understanding the

dynamics of travelling wave fronts is interesting in general as such fronts can arise in a myriad

of scientific disciplines and phenomena, such as the growth of a bacteria colony (Fig. 1.2(a)),

the growth of silicon thin films on a substrate, the propagation of flame or chemical reaction,

the invasion of new territory by an animal population in an ecological habitat, the spread of

a virus throughout a susceptible population, or the growth of a tumor as it fights for space

and resources with the surrounding tissue (Fig. 1.1). In this thesis, I wish to pay particular

attention to the evolutionary dynamics of invading population fronts, with a special focus

on the roughening properties of such fronts. Indeed, as the fronts propagate in space and

time, they typically “roughen” and develop undulations in their shape. We shall see in this

thesis that such undulations may be important signatures of the dynamics occurring within

the wave.

For the remainer of this chapter, I will introduce the necessary details in order to talk

about roughening invasion fronts. First, I will give a brief review of well-mixed population

genetics, and I will then introduce the idea of spatially structured populations. Next, I will

discuss population invasion fronts and roughening phenomena. In Ch.2 I will discuss the

dynamics of roughening invasion fronts in 1 and 2 spatial dimensions. The particular focus

1



Figure 1.1: Spatially-resolved tumor showing an irregular, “rough” shape, taken from
Ref. [1]. The colored dots in the figure are meant to indicate mutational heterogeneities
present in the tumor from the early stages of tumor growth. The presence of such
heterogeneities support the so-called Big Bang model for tumor growth [1].
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t

Figure 1.2: Invading population fronts in d = 1, 2, and 3 spatial dimensions. In each of the
subfigures, the time direction is denoted by the black arrow. (a) A micrograph of a microbial
colony (E. coli) of two fluorescently labeled, selectively neutral strains, adapted from Ref. [2].
The colony grows outward in the direction of the arrow, with the actively-growing population
confined to the colony rim. Thus, the growing population has effective spatial dimension
D = 1 and we can understand the evolution of the system as a d = 1+1 dimensional process,
with the +1 indicating the time-like direction in which the overall population grows. After
starting from an initially mixed state, the two species tend to segregate and the boundary
between two species is a single point whose time evolution is shown by the white line. (b)
A computer simulation of a two-dimensional population on a lattice, where each lattice site
contains an actively-dividing cell which displaces a neighboring cell after each cell division.
The lattice is initialized with half green and half red cells, the latter enjoying a selective
advantage. In this D = 2 spatial dynamics, we see a single snapshot of the advancing species
(red) as it invades the green species due to the selective advantage. The black lines show
the position of the interface between strains, starting at the initial state at t = 0 where
the two species are separated by a straight line. (c) The same computer simulation in (b),
implemented for a three-dimensional population on a lattice. This time, the two species are
initially separated by a flat, two-dimensional interface. For these D = 3 dynamics, we see
a time series for the invasion of the advancing species (red) as it invades the space initially
occupied by the green species (not shown). The invasion front in each picture can be thought
of as the surface defined by the furthest extent of the red cells into the green strain territory.

3



will be on unstable, mutation populations invading stable, ‘bystander’ populations. In Ch.3

I will compare the bystander model introduced in Ch.2 with biological experiments, with a

focus on tumor growth and development. Next, in Ch.4, I will discuss the implementation

of the bystander model using lattice simulations in C++, including a discussion of the

algorithms used and optimization. Finally, I conclude with Ch.5, where I will review the

most important aspects and results of the thesis.

1.1 Well-mixed population genetics

In population genetics, an invasion front can arise whenever one population grows into the

territory of another population where both populations compete and fight for resources.

Thus, our system will consist of a number of distinct “species”, which for the concerns of this

thesis will be assumed to represent distinct alleles of a single genetic locus. Each species will

have its own growth rate, depending on the selective advantage of each species’ phenotype.

The spatial structure of the system being considered, along with the spatial distribution of the

present populations, will determine which individuals compete with one another for space and

resources. The dimensionality of the population’s spatial structure will also determine the

dimensionality of the invasion front; in general, an invading population initially distributed

over D spatial dimensions will give rise to a D − 1 dimensional invasion front, as shown in

Fig. 1.2. For example, in a microbial colony grown on a Petri dish, the actively-dividing

population is confined to the effectively one-dimensional population rim as the interior of the

population will typically not receive enough nutrients to grow. In this case, strains within

that actively-growing population will develop point-like interfaces. As these populations

grow, these point-like interfaces will wander, creating the “genetic sector” pattern shown in

Fig. 1.2(a). If, on the other hand, the population on the Petri dish is constantly supplied

with nutrients, then the effectively two-dimensional actively growing populations will develop

line-like (one-dimensional) interfaces between strains, as shown with a computer simulation

in Fig. 1.2(b). For three-dimensional populations such as actively growing tumors, strains

within such populations will develop more complex interfaces, such as undulated (effectively

two-dimensional) surfaces. As we will see in Ch. 2 and Ch. 3, the spatial structure and
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dimensionality of the invasion front will strongly affect how that front evolves over time,

thus having an effect on the determination of whether the invasion was successful. It is clear

that there will be a wide range of possibilities for both the dimensionality and geometry of

the population, as various factors such as the nutrient conditions, local environment, and

growth substrate will all have an effect on the spatial population structure.

Before I can discuss the influence of spatial structure on evolutionary dynamics in general,

it is first necessary to understand the dynamics of systems with no spatial structure, i.e., well-

mixed systems. I will then move on to discuss spatially structured systems, with a particular

focus on the behavior of invading fronts. In well-mixed populations, it is understood that

each individual is equally likely to interact and compete with every other individual in the

medium, as any cell within the population is equally likely to be near any other one when the

population is well-stirred. Due to the typically large number of actively-dividing cells in such

populations, the population densities of each species type in such well-mixed experiments

evolve in a deterministic manner according to a particular set of coupled differential equations

which accurately capture all the dynamics of the evolution. As an illustrative example,

consider the simple case of a well-mixed test tube initially containing equal quantities of some

species A and another species B with three possible “reactions” representing the outcomes

of strain-strain competition and possible mutation:
A+B

kA−→ A+ A

A+B
kB−→ B +B

A
µ−→ B

(1)

The reaction rates kA, kB represent the relative growth rates, respectively, of species A

and species B, while µ is the rate at which species A mutates into species B. Suppose we

know that cells of species A will produce another cell of the same species at the rate ΓA,

and that species B will similarly reproduce at the rate ΓB. Thus, the relative growth rates

kA, kB can be written as:

kA =
ΓA

ΓA + ΓB
; kB =

ΓB
ΓA + ΓB

(2)

This type of setup might represent two species of bacteria suspended in the same liquid

medium, competing with one another for resources.
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If we let ρA, ρB represent the densities of species A and B, respectively, the coupled

differential equations governing the evolution of this system will be given by d
dt
ρA = kAρAρB − kBρAρB − µρA

d
dt
ρB = −kAρAρB + kBρAρB + µρA

(3)

These coupled differential equations can be decoupled into two homogenous, second-order

differential equations. Thus, given the reaction rates kA, kB, µ and appropriate initial

conditions, the coupled differential equations in Eq.(3) have unique solutions and so the

evolution is deterministic. An important assumption here is that the number of A and B

cells remains large so that individual cell deaths and births do not substantially alter the

densities ρA,B. As we will see, this determinism becomes lost when we look at spatially-

distributed populations [such as the colony shown in Fig. 1.2(a)] because such populations

will have locally small population sizes, enhancing the stochastic effects of individual birth

and death events.

1.2 Spatial population genetics

We return our attention now to spatially structured populations. Spatially structured

populations, such as the neoplastic cells of a tumor, have more complex dynamics than the

deterministic model described in the previous section: the geometry of the population will

influence which individuals compete and the population will develop spatial heterogeneities

as different species will occupy spatially distinct portions of the total population. Perhaps

the most striking difference between spatially structured evolutionary dynamics and the

well-mixed case is that the spatial heterogeneities introduced in the former give rise to small

number fluctuations, or genetic drift. That is, since each individual in the population now

only interacts with a finite number of other individuals in the local vicinity, we can no longer

assume that the local densities evolve according to deterministic differential equations, but

instead their dynamics are inherently stochastic.

One way to look at a spatially structured system is to place each cell with diameter a at

the vertices of some lattice, and to assign some dynamical rules for cell division and death,

which here would correspond to the replacement of a cell in the lattice. A schematic of the
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dynamical rules implementing such spatial dynamics is shown for a one-dimensional lattice

in Fig. 1.3, where species A is represented by the red cells and species B is represented

by the blue cells, and where we have set a = 1 so that lengths will be measured in cell

diameters. For the purposes of this thesis, we will consider the situation where each site can

only contain a single individual. Alternatively, we could have allowed more than a single

individual, say N individuals, to occupy each site on our lattice; in this case, the well-mixed

case would be recovered in the limit as N −→ ∞. The case of finite N is known as a

stepping-stone model, reviewed in detail in Ref. [3]. Note that the lattice shown in Fig.

1.3 is in fact a two-dimensional lattice; with one dimension running along the length of the

actively-dividing population, and another dimension representing the “time-like” direction of

overall population growth. This could be an actual spatial dimension when the population

is invading virgin territory, or it could represent the time-series of a dividing population. In

the example of Fig. 1.3, each row represents a single generation of cells who compete with

their nearest neighbors to survive into the next generation, which is displaced approximately

one cell diameter in the growth direction. Beyond growing edges of microbial colonies as in

Fig. 1.2(a), we might find these effectively one-dimensional spatially structured populations

in ecology, such as an animal species that lives along a coast line. If we let τg represent the

average time it takes for a single generation (row) to produce the next generation (row) of

cells, then we expect the system to evolve in multiples of τg; it is usually beneficial to set

τg = 1 and treat the time as being measured in generations. In general, a spatially structured

system with D spatial dimensions can be described by a d = D+ 1-dimensional model. This

is particularly useful for systems with d < 3 since the entire evolution of the system can be

embedded in 3D space.

To find an analytical description of the evolutionary dynamics, it is useful to move to a

coarse-grained model. We define fA(x, t), fB(x, t) to respectively represent the fraction of

cells of species A,B, in a small patch surrounding a point x on the population frontier at time

t, as illustrated in Fig. 1.4. To illustrate the stochastic behavior of this setup, let us focus on

a single local patch in Fig. 1.4. If we set the time of the system in the figure to be t0, the state

of the local patch labelled xi is given by the set of variables {fA(xi, t0) = 1, fB(xi, t0) = 0}.

Now we may ask, what is the probability that in the next generation, say at time t1, that
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t

Figure 1.3: To give our two-species model spatial structure, we may assign an individual
cell to each site on a single row of an 2−dimensional hexagonal lattice. A single row of
the 2−dimensional lattice represents a single generation; the next generation is obtained by
allowing each cell to compete with its neighbor for the spot in the adjacent site in the next
generation, as shown by the thick arrows in the figure. Such an evolution will be a d = 1 + 1
dimensional process, with the +1 time-like direction (thin arrow) representing the direction
of the overall population growth.
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Figure 1.4: In order to find an analytical description of the evolutionary dynamics of the
lattice model, we move to a coarse-grained model in which we define the fractions of each
species as functions over coarse-grained “patches” of the lattice in each generation. Each
patch is indexed by the pair (xi, t) where xi is the index of the patch and t is the generation.
In the figure, we show values for the fractions of species A (red) and B (blue) in each patch
to illustrate how this is done in practice.
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fB(xi, t1) = 1/3? The only possibility for a blue cell to enter the patch xi in the next

generation, is for the blue cell at the edge of patch xi−1 to win in competition with the red

cell at the edge of the patch xi, which will occur with probability P (B|B +A) = kB. Thus,

the probabilities for the future state of patch xi are given by

P ({fA(xi, t1) = 1, fB(xi, t1) = 0} | {fA(xi, t0) = 1, fB(xi, t0) = 0}) = kA,

P ({fA(xi, t1) = 2/3, fB(xi, t1) = 1/3} | {fA(xi, t0) = 1, fB(xi, t0) = 0}) = kB,

where the line indicates that we condition on the particular state shown to the right of

the line. Similarly, the probabilities of the next generation at time t2 will depend on

the state of the system at time t1 and we may generate the conditional probabilities

P ({fA(xi, t2), fB(xi, t2)} | {fA(xi, t1), fB(xi, t1)}). As the stochastic rules only depend on the

current state of the system, we have a Markov stochastic process. Of course, other coarse-

graining procedures are possible and the precise nature of the coarse-grained stochastic rules

will depend on the details of the coarse graining [4].

To find the equations for the time-evolution of our system, we would write down a master

equation for the Markov process just described and then derive the appropriate Langevin

equations. This method is out of the scope is this thesis, so I will simply state the resulting

stochastic differential equations, derived from an analogous coarse-graining procedure: ∂tfA = D∇2fA + kAfAfB − µfA +
√

2τ−1g ∆fAηA(x, t)

∂tfB = D∇2fB + kBfAfB + µfA +
√

2τ−1g ∆fBηB(x, t)
(4)

where D ≈ a2/τg is the diffusion constant and measures the rate of cell rearrangement at

the invasion front; τg is the generation time; ∆ = N−1 is the measure of the strength of

genetic drift and is the inverse of the number of cells N in each patch – note that the effect

of genetic drift, then, is strongest when N = 1, the limit in which we recover our lattice

model; ∇2 is the usual Laplace operator for the dimension and geometry of our system – for

the 1D model being discussed we have ∇2 = ∂2

∂x2
; and η(x, t) are Gaussian noise functions

with 〈η(x, t)〉 = 0 and 〈η(x, t)η(x′, t′)〉 = δ(x− x′)δ(t− t′).

The spatially structured model described by Eq. (4) admits travelling wave solutions.

These travelling wave solutions represent invading population fronts between our two species.
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Returning for a moment to the lattice model, imagine a set-up in which we have an infinite

one-dimensional lattice with site indices given by i ∈ Z; suppose we place cells of type A

on all sites such that i < 0 and cells of type B on all sites such that i ≥ 0. At time t = 0

there will be a population front between the cells at sites i = −1, i = 0, and this front will

travel either left or right, depending on the relative values of ΓA,ΓB. The overall shape of

the front may be described by Eq. (4) on sufficiently large length scales.

I will discuss travelling wave fronts in more detail later, after which I will discuss the

main focus of this thesis: roughening invasion fronts. But first, I am going to briefly review

the motion of the interface between two species in a one-dimensional population on a lattice.

As we shall see, in this case, the boundary between species performs a random walk.

1.3 Random walks

In the previous section I proposed a setup for our lattice model for competition between

two species which would produce a single travelling front with the direction of propagation

determined by the relative values of the growth rates ΓA,ΓB. Since the spatial dimension

of our lattice is D = 1, the travelling front will have dimension D = 1 − 1 = 0 and thus

will be a single point. In a more realistic population, the interface would be some localized

region which may represent a group of cells where the two strains intermix. This travelling

front/point might represent the invasion of a coastal animal species as it takes new territory

along its one-dimensional habitat from another species. This type of invasion front, being

a single point, can alternatively be represented as a walker on a lattice. Treating this 0-

dimensional invasion front as a walker on a lattice will allow us to find analytical expressions

for some properties of interest, namely the wandering of the front due to individual cell birth

and death. I will briefly introduce the concept of a random walker, and then show that the

invasion front will wander an average distance w > 0 away from its initial position according

to a power law in time,

〈w(t)〉 ∼ tν , (5)

where ν is an exponent whose value is to be determined, and in general will be insensitive

to the details of the model.
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We define a one-dimensional random walk by placing a walker on a 1D lattice. Over

each time step ∆t of the simulation, the walker can move either to the left or to the right

by an amount ∆x with probabilities kB, kA, respectively. This corresponds to displacements

of a single A cell by a B cell and vice-versa. The question of interest is to determine the

probability of the random walker to be at some location x after some large number N of

time steps: t = N∆t. This probability is written as P (x, t), and can be found by writing

out the master equation for the system and solving it with the appropriate initial condition

representing a single initial walker at the origin, say. In the continuum limit where we take

∆x,∆t→ 0, the probability to find a random walker at some point (x, t) is given by

P (x, t) =
1√

4πDt
exp

[
−(x− vt)2

4Dt

]
(6)

where D is a parameter that determines the diffusivity, and v is the “velocity” and determines

the bias of the walker which, as already mentioned determined by the relative values of kA, kB.

In Fig. 1.5 we see examples of our 1D lattice model behaving as a random walker in three

cases: v = 0, v < 0, and v > 0.

Note that Eq. (6) is the specific probability distribution given the condition that the

random walker started out at t = 0 as a delta function centered at the origin. With the

probability distribution we may now calculate any property f(x) of the random walker that

is a function of the position by

〈f(x)〉 =

∫
dxf(x)P (x, t). (7)

In particular, we can find the average distance 〈w(t)〉 of the walker from the origin, which

would represent the distance a single domain wall wanders away from its starting point in

the evolutionary dynamics. Calculating this distance yields:

〈w(t)〉 ≡
√
〈(x(t))2〉 − 〈x(t)〉2

=

√∫
dxx2P (x, t)−

(∫
dxxP (x, t)

)2

=
√

2Dt+ v2t2 − v2t2 =
√

2Dt (8)

Thus, we see that the exponent ν in Eq. (5) should be ν = 1
2
for our one-dimensional lattice

model. This type of process, with ν = 1
2
, is referred to as a diffusive process, in that the
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Figure 1.5: We see, using three special cases, that the 1D lattice model with appropriate
initial conditions really does behave as a random walker on a lattice. The bias of the random
walker is determined by the relative values of kA, kB.
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random walker representing the interface between the two species diffuses. A random walker

with wandering exponent ν > 1
2
is called super-diffusive, while a walker with ν < 1

2
is called

sub-diffusive. Note that a more realistic one-dimensional population, such as the edge of

microbial colonies like the one in Fig. 1.2(a), the overall population shape also roughens over

time, developing undulations. These shape undulations may couple to the motion of our

interfaces between species. In this case, the population frontier roughness typically enhances

the motion of the domain walls, leading to a super-diffusive behavior with ν > 1/2 [5].

1.4 Fisher waves

In general, travelling wave solutions to Eq. (4) are known as Fisher waves and are solutions

to the Fisher-Kolmogorov-Petrovsky-Piskunov equation, which we will consider in this

section. The noiseless, non-stochastic version of the Fisher-KPP equation is similar to the

stochastic versions, but without stochastic terms. The Fisher equation, or the Fisher-KPP

equation, was first studied in order to explain the spread of advantageous genes throughout

a population. Continuing with the example proposed in the previous sections as a simple

spatially distributed population, let us consider an animal species uniformly distributed along

a one-dimensional coastal habitat. Suppose there arises some spontaneous mutation within

the species that happens to provide the species with a selective advantage. In terms of the

growth rate factors, suppose the advantageous effect of the mutation is such that Γµ = Γ0+s

where Γµ is the growth rate of the mutant type of the animal species, Γ0 represents the “wild-

type” growth rate, and s, the selection parameter, is a paremeter that measures the degree

of selective advantage gained by the mutant species. It is beneficial here to normalize the

growth rates so that the wild-type growth rate is set to unity, so we have

Γ0 = 1, Γµ = 1 + s . (9)

The advantageous gene will sweep through the population as a travelling wave according

to the Fisher-KPP equation. The equation may be readily derived from Eq. (4) by assuming

that the total fraction of the wild-type and mutant strains add up to 1. So, letting f ≡ f(x, t)
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represent the fraction of the mutant species at some location x and time t along the one-

dimensional population, the Fisher-KPP equation reads

∂tf = D
∂2f

∂x2
+ sf(1− f) , (10)

where s is the selection parameter, and D is the diffusion constant, and is a measure of local

rearrangements of the population on scale much smaller than that of the travelling wave.

Note that 1−f is necessarily the local fraction of the wild-type strain. Since we have for the

moment chosen to ignore the noise, this type of Fisher wave will evolve deterministically. A

primary question of interest for the Fisher wave is how quickly will the mutant type sweep

over the entire population; or, put differently, what is the speed, v, of the travelling wave

solution to Eq. (10)? As it turns out, the travelling wave solution to Eq. (10) will have a

characteristic speed dependent on the rate of diffusion D and the selection parameter s. I

will follow the analysis from Fisher’s original paper[6] to find the necessary bounds on the

wave speed.

Let us assume a travelling wave form for the solution of Eq. (10)

f(x, t) = f(x− vt) ≡ f(z) ,

which have the following partial derivatives:

∂f

∂t
= −v df

dz
, and

∂f

∂x
=
df

dz
.

Substituting this travelling wave ansatz into Eq. (10) yields

D
d2f

dz2
+ v

df

dz
+ sf(1− f) = 0 . (11)

Since we assume the advantageous mutation arises in a localized area inside a population

filled with the wild-type strain, then at each snapshot in time we have f = 0 in front of

the wave (where the wild-type strain dominates) and behind the wave we have f = 1 (in

the region the mutant population has already swept). An example of the travelling wave

front is illustrated in Fig. 1.6 for successive time snapshots. The interesting stuff happens at

the wave front, where f is changing with respect to the wave front position. When working

within a single snapshot in time we may talk about the “wave front position” in terms of the

variable x, but it is important to understand the general wave-front position is given for all
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df
† 0

Figure 1.6: Successive time snapshots of a one-dimensional travelling wave. In the middle
waveform, I have labelled the inflection point where dg

df
= 0 (black dot) as well as the regions

in front of and behind the inflection point where dg
df
> 0 and dg

df
< 0, respectively.
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times in terms of the variable z = x − vt. Also note that in this coarse-grained model, the

wave front has a width, given roughly by the region over which f transitions from 0 to 1.

It is useful to rewrite Eq. (11) in terms of the gradient of f , which we denote

g = −df
dz

. (12)

Then, using the chain rule,

d2f

dz2
=

d

dz
(−g(f(z)))

= −dg
df

df

dz
= g

dg

df
, (13)

where dg
df

is a measure of how the gradient of f changes due to changes in f . We expect

there to be some value for the fraction, f , of the mutant gene for which the gradient, g, is

maximal. This maximal point is marked with a dot in Fig. 1.6. Also shown in Fig. 1.6 are

the regions on the wave front for which we expect dg
df

to be positive or negative. Using Eq.

(13), Eq. (11) becomes

Dg
dg

df
− vg + sf(1− f) = 0 . (14)

At the maximal gradient, dg
df

= 0, Eq. (14) gives

vg = sf(1− f) . (15)

In front of the wave, where dg
df
> 0 we see that g −→ 0 as f −→ 0, and it is not clear what

happens to dg
df

as f −→ 0. If we assume that g, f both approach zero at the same rate, then

it follows that

lim
f→0

g

f
−→ u ,

where u is some yet to be determined constant. Then, by employing L’Hôpital’s rule, and

using the chain rule, namely

dg

dz
=
dg

df

df

dz
=⇒ dg

df
=
dg/dz

df/dz
,

we also get

lim
f→0

dg

df
−→ u ,
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so Eq. (14) becomes, in the limit of vanishing fraction f of the mutant,

lim
f−→0

(
D
g

f

dg

df
− v g

f
+ s(1− f)

)
= Du2 − vu+ s = 0 . (16)

The quadratic equation in Eq. (16) has real solutions for u only for wave speeds, v, such

that

v ≥ 2
√
Ds . (17)

Note that the assumption that g
f
−→ u as f −→ 0, where u is some constant, works since

we can rule out the other possibilities, g
f
−→ 0 and g

f
−→∞, by looking at constraints on v

due to Eq. (14). In the first case, since we are in front of the wave where dg
df
> 0, if g

f
−→ 0,

then, dividing out a factor of g, for the first term of Eq. (14) we have D dg
df
> 0, and so for

the full equation to be equal to zero, we must have v > s/( g
f
). So if g

f
−→ 0 with vanishing

f , then we must have v −→∞, which we can rule out as a possibility.

Alternatively, if g
f
−→ ∞ (and so, by once again applying L’Hôpital’s rule, dg

df
−→ ∞),

again dividing out a factor of g from Eq. (14), the final term s/( g
f
) must go to zero from

the positive side, s/( g
f
) −→ 0+, and so in order for the full equation to be equal to zero, we

must have v > D dg
df
. So if g

f
−→ ∞ with vanishing fraction, v must grow without bound,

as well. Thus, we find that for physical travelling wave solutions to Eq. (10), we must have
g
f
−→ u as f −→ 0 in front of the wave, and so the wave speed of these physical travelling

waves must be greater than or equal to vmin = 2
√
Ds.

Although we have found a minimal velocity for the Fisher wave, one may show that

this minimal speed is approached for any sufficiently sharp initial interface between strains

[7]. The result from Eq. (17) for the speed of a Fisher also holds in systems with spatial

dimension D > 1.

1.4.1 Noisy Fisher Waves

Recall that a population distributed over D spatial dimensions will give rise to D − 1-

dimensional invasion fronts. So far we have only concretely discussed Fisher waves arising in

one-dimensional systems, where we expect the travelling wave solution to Eq. (10) to have

a localized region representing the interface between strains, while the corresponding lattice
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model will have just a single point representing such an interface. The astute reader might

wonder, then, why the arguments in this section have treated the wave not as a single point

but as being spread out over a finite region of space, as depicted by the waveforms in Fig.

1.6. Truly, the lattice model we investigated in the previously has a 0-dimensional, point-like,

boundary between the two populations, as can be seen clearly in Fig. 1.5. The apparent

contradiction is resolved when we recall that we first arrived at Eq. (4) via course-graining

our lattice model (Fig. 1.4); this course-graining of our spatial dimension into “patches”

allowed us to track the states of our lattice in terms of a real-valued function f : R1+1 −→ R,

but is also required us to treat these patches as representing well-mixed populations. Recall

that the contribution of the noise term in Eq. (4) is determined by the quantity ∆ = N−1;

so, by ignoring the noise in Eq. (11) we have essentially taken the limit of the stochastic

version as N −→ ∞, taking us into the continuous, deterministic case where the invasion

front has become smeared out.

One way to connect the discrete/stochastic and continuous/deterministic cases is to

introduce to Eq. (10) a new variable, ε, which we can think of as the value of f(x, t)

when there is just a single cell at the site indexed by (x, t). Thus, when f(x, t) < ε we set

f(x, t) = 0, introducing a cutoff to the density. In this way, the continuous/deterministic case

is obtained in the limit ε −→ 0 which is equivalent to the limit N −→∞. A reasonable choice

is ε = 1/N . It turns out that introducing this ε – and thus approaching the discrete/stochastic

case – introduces corrections to the velocity of the traveling waves [8, 9] . That is, for a

fixed ε, the travelling wave solution of (10) will have a wave velovity vε which converges to

v0 = 2
√
Ds as ε −→ 0. This correction to the velocity, for ε = 1/N , has the form [10]

vε − v0 ∼
√
Ds

1

log2N
. (18)

In other words, the fluctuations due to discrete cell birth/death events will serve to increase

the wave speed by a an amount proportional to 1/ log2N . Note that this correction varies

very slowly with N , so we may expect it to be significant even if N is large.

The effects of small number fluctuations/genetic drift on the dynamics of spatial reaction-

diffusion systems is of great interest to a wide range of scientific fields. In addition to

introducing corrections to invasion front velocities, fluctuations have been shown to have
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other effects on reaction diffusion systems such as introducing new states that are not present

in the mean-field description[11], or introducing new spatial correlations which can lead to

macroscopic phenomena that are absent in the mean-field description[12]. As we will see

in the next section, one such example of fluctuation-induced macroscropic phenomena is

the enhanced roughening effect of a population front as the invading population approaches

the critical point of an active-to-inactive phase transition – an example of a phase diagram

for such a phase transition is shown in Fig. 1.7, where the phase transition critical line is

indicated by the dashed black line.

1.5 Roughening population fronts

Returning for a moment to the Fisher-KPP equation, in the small N limit, we can insert a

stochastic term into Eq. (10) to obtain the noisy Fisher-KPP equation

∂tf = D∇2f + sf(1− f) +
√
f(1− f)η, (19)

which captures aspects of the stochastic birth/death dynamics. Details on this derivation

are given in, e.g., Ref. [4]. Here, η(x, t) is a Gaussian noise with mean 〈η(x, t)〉 = 0 and

correlations 〈η(x, t)η(x′, t′)〉 ∝ δ(x− x′)δ(t− t′). Since we are now allowing for fluctuations

in our system, one might wonder what affect these fluctuations might have on an invading

population front. We have already argued that such fluctuations will modify the wave speed.

We might also correctly guess that the front itself will develop undulations that can be

observed on a macroscopic scale.

Since we are now talking explicitly about invading population fronts and their shape, we

should take a moment to pause and talk about dimensionality. Let us focus on lattice models

in particular, ignoring for the moment the coarse-grained models leading to the Fisher-KPP

equation. In the previous sections we discussed an invading front using a lattice model in

which the populations were distributed along a single dimension. It was already mentioned

that such a system might model the evolutionary dynamics of a coastal animal species.

As we saw in the previous sections, an invasion front in a one-dimensional system will be

represented by a single point; This is generalized to higher dimensions in the following way:
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Figure 1.7: A phase diagram for an active-to-inactive phase transition with selection and
mutation. In the active (purple) or inactive (yellow) regions we might expect an invasion
front to behave as a travelling wave. Near the phase transition when no species has a clear
advantage over the other, the behavior of such a front is uncertain.
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For invading population fronts, a system with D spatial dimensions will give rise to a D− 1-

dimensional front. For the single point, the idea of “roughness” is represented by the large

spread in values for the position of the front over many runs. We already saw some of these

aspects by studying the average deviation 〈w(t)〉 of the domain wall away from its initial

position (which we argue moves diffusively). In larger dimensions, the idea of roughness will

be seen in the geometry of the front itself. So, for a population distributed over two spatial

dimensions, such as a bacteria colony growing on a Petri dish (with nutrients continually

supplied so that cells continue dividing everywhere within the population), an invasion front

will be a one-dimensional line, as we see for the lattice model example of a fast-growing

species (red) invading a slow-growing species (green) in Fig. 1.8. We will focus on two-

dimensional systems for the remainder of this section since they give rise to the simplest

invasion fronts with geometric fluctuations.

To quantify these fluctuations, it will be helpful to first come up with a useful coordinate

system. One such coordinate system for a one-dimensional population front (this describing

the boundary between populations distributed over two spatial dimensions) is depicted in

Fig. 1.8. In the figure I have shown a snapshot in time say, at time t, of an invading

population (red) as it colonizes the territory of another population (green). The details

of the lattice model and update rules for the system shown in the figure are described in

the next chapter and I will not discuss it here, as the details are not important for our

general arguments. It will suffice to say that we have a 2-dimensional hexagonal lattice with

appropriate update rules that are applied each generation and the time is advanced by the

generation time τg. By coarse-graining the lattice in the usual way, we have density functions

fR(x, t), fG(x, t) : R2+1 −→ R describing the distribution of red and green cells, respectively,

over the two-dimensional space. The initial conditions are such that at time t = 0, the

fractions are

(fR, fG) =

 (1, 0) , y ≤ y0

(0, 1) , y > y0
(20)

This describes two blocks of red and green cells, respectively, separated by the line y = y0.

If the red population enjoys a selective advantage over the green one, we expect for

the red population to sweep over the green population, establishing a Fisher wave (in the
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Figure 1.8: A picture of the evolution of a two-species lattice model with competition
where species A (red) is invading species B (green). Initial conditions are such that at t = 0
fA(x, 0) = 1, fB(x, 0) = 0, y < y0; fA(x, 0) = 0, fB(x, 0) = 1, otherwise; and so the height
function h(x, t) for the population front is defined as h(x, t) = y(x, t)− y(x, 0) = y(x, t)− y0
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appropriate coarse-grained picture of the lattice evolution). Now, we may track the position

of the population front as a height function h(x, t) : R1+1 −→ R, where x is the position

along the front. This is possible because we have set up our coordinate system and initial

condition so that one of the spatial dimensions, which we have taken to be the x-direction,

is parallel to the dimension of the front. This way, the height function, h(x, t) is defined as

the distance travelled by the front in the y-direction, y(x, t):

h(x, t) = y(x, t)− y0, (21)

with y(x, t) the y-coordinate of the boundary between green and red regions at a fixed x and

time t.

Now, we expect the red cells to sweep through the green cells like a Fisher wave, but

since we are now allowing fluctuations we may now ask what is happening along the front

itself? We first note that our height function holds the same information about the shape

of our front regardless of the chosen reference point, y0 in Fig. 1.8. So, we might imagine

moving to a reference frame that is moving at the same speed as the Fisher wave. In such a

reference frame, we expect that the front will grow and roughen due to localized fluctuations

along the front. Such growth, influenced by small number fluctuations, is a well-studied

phenomenon and occurs in, for example, the growth of biofilms or in a chemical species

depositing on a catalyst. If the growth of the interface can be described by the height field

h(x, t), then under a wide range of conditions, the height field h(x, t) will obey the so-called

Kardar-Parisi-Zhang (KPZ) equation [13]:

∂

∂t
h(x, t) = ν∇2h(x, t) +

λ

2
(∇h(x, t))2 + η(x, t), (22)

where ν represents the tension in the front which tends to smooth the front out, λ represents

interface growth normal to the front (which tends to increase “roughness”), and η(x, t) is the

usual spatiotemporal Gaussian noise. Note that the equation is unchanged when we add a

total constant to our height function h(x, t) −→ h(x, t) +C, as expected. It has been shown

that for simple population genetics models on a lattice, population fronts do indeed roughen

according to the KPZ equation [14]. An example of what this roughening might look like

visually is shown in Fig. 1.9.
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Figure 1.9: An example of a roughening effect for an invading population front. Referring
to the type of active-to-inactive phase transition shown in Fig. 1.7, in (a) the invading
population is in the active phase and evolves like a travelling Fisher wave; and in (b) the
invading population is near the phase transition producing a visible enhancement in the
roughness of the front.
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This kind of roughening effect is of primary importance to the remainder of this

dissertation. In particular, I sought to determine whether such a roughening effect might

be produced by the internal dynamics of an invading population. This investigation is

detailed in Chapter 2. It should be noted that the three-species model introduced in the

next chapter cannot be readily described using the Fisher equation as introduced in this

chapter. As I will show, the interface between an unstable population consisting of two

separate species and a bystander population consisting of a separate third species will develop

an enhanced roughness as the internal dynamics of the unstable population approaches

mutational instability. Thus, to describe this more complicated model, the Fisher wave

equation would need to be modified in order to take into account the internal dynamics of the

unstable population. Such an equation was derived for a mutationally unstable population

with many mutations in [15]. To derive analogous equations for the three-species model

introduced in the next chapter, the equations in [15] would need to be further modified to

take into account the existence of a neutral bystander species.
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Chapter 2

Invasion of unstable populations

The following text in this chapter is taken from an article, titled Shape of population interfaces

as an indicator of mutational instability in coexisting cell populations, which was accepted

for publication by the Journal of Physical Biology in August, 2020. The figure titles were

revised from the original text so that they follow the proper figure caption guidelines as

detailed in the UTK Guide to the Preparation of Theses and Dissertations, 2020-2021.

Invasion and competitive exclusion is a common phenomenon in biology, with examples

spanning a wide range of length and time scales: An invasive land animal species may

compete with the species already present in the ecological habitat [16], microbial strains

may compete and invade each other within a growing biofilm [17, 18], or virus strains may

compete for host resources [19]. Such competitions also exist within the tissues of various

organisms, during development and in cancerous growth: a tumor which starts out as a small

cluster of rapidly growing and mutating cells must compete with surrounding healthy tissue

[20]. In all of these examples, the spatial structure of the population may have a significant

impact on the strain competition and evolution.

Spatially-distributed populations are markedly different from their well-mixed counter-

parts. Because local population sizes are small compared to the population size in a well-

mixed test tube, genetic drift or small number fluctuations become more important: Strains

within spatially-distributed populations are more likely to locally fix. Also, deleterious

mutations more readily accumulate at leading edges of growing populations compared to

well-mixed populations where natural selection would eliminate such variants [21, 22]. There
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may be mitigating factors that reduce this mutational load, however, such as the presence

of an Allee effect due to strain cooperation, for example [23]. These considerations are

particularly important for invading cancerous populations which exhibit genomic instability

[24, 25] and are typically spatially heterogeneous, consisting of a wide distribution of strains

[26, 27, 28, 1]. It is becoming increasingly clear that spatial evolutionary models are necessary

to understand the evolutionary dynamics of cancer cell populations [29, 30].

The mutations that drive uncontrolled growth in cancerous populations are the so-called

driver mutations. However, the majority of mutations are passenger mutations which have

a neutral or slightly deleterious effect on the cancer cells. Such mutations are ubiquitous in

cancerous populations, although their importance for cancer progression has only recently

been recognized [31]. Weakly deleterious passenger mutations can rapidly accumulate at

the edges of spatially-distributed populations, and the combined deleterious effect can lead

to a cancer population collapse. Therefore, the elucidation of the impact of the passenger

mutations may lead to new cancer therapies and a better understanding of the efficacy of

existing therapies [32, 33]. Indeed, an effective cancer treatment may involve increasing the

mutation rate such that the passengers overwhelm the drivers or increasing the deleterious

effect of the passengers such that the drivers are no longer able to sustain tumor growth. The

accumulation of deleterious mutations leading to population collapse is termed “mutational

meltdown” [34, 35]. Already there is evidence that cancer therapies may be developed that

target passenger mutations to expose vulnerabilities in cancer growth [36] and that cancer

cell lines are particularly vulnerable to mutational meltdown [37].

In this paper, we develop a simple spatial model of the invasion of a cellular population

(i.e., a “bystander”) by another population (i.e., an “invader”) that is acquiring deleterious

mutations. We show that when the mutating invader is near a mutational meltdown, the

interface between the invader and bystander becomes rougher and more undulated. Such

interface shapes and physical cues are important as advances in medical imaging allow us

to probe the spatial structure of cancerous growth with unprecedented detail [38]. Tumor

shape is increasingly being used for diagnostic purposes. For example, the shape of a tumor

boundary is used as a diagnostic tool in breast cancers where a rougher tumor edge may

indicate a more malignant growth [39]. Spatial heterogeneities also influence the timing
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of the cancer progression [40]. It is therefore useful to build explicitly spatial models to

understand what to look for in clinical images and to better understand the spatial signatures

of particular evolutionary dynamics.

Although these spatial evolutionary aspects have only recently been explored in cancerous

populations, many of the predictions of spatial models have been borne out in studies of

microbial range expansions where a population of microbes grows into virgin territory (e.g., as

a colony on a Petri dish). Here, small number fluctuations and local fixation yield a sectoring

phenomenon where initially mixed strains demix into uniform sectors containing a single

strain over time [5, 2]. The previously mentioned enhancement of deleterious mutations near

population edges has also been verified via DNA sequencing of bacterial range expansions

[22]. Also, the mutational meltdown we will consider in this paper has been demonstrated in

yeast cell colonies, where a simple lattice model of the kind employed in this work successfully

predicted the effects of the increased genetic drift in spatial populations [41]. Increasingly,

results from such microbial populations and simple spatial evolutionary models are yielding

insights into what may happen in cancerous populations [42, 29]. The results presented here

are also applicable to the microbial range expansions.

The evolutionary dynamics explored here (e.g., the motion and coarsening of the sectors

of strains) has universal properties tying together a large class of systems including tumor

growth, reaction-diffusion processes, granular material avalanches, and epidemic spreading

[43]. For example, tumor shapes have been shown to have the same fractal boundary

properties as films deposited by molecular beam epitaxy [44]. Therefore, many of the

techniques originally developed to understand physical phenomena, such as the phase

ordering of deposited binary films [45, 46], may be employed to understand the spatial

evolutionary dynamics of microbial populations [47]. The universal properties of all of these

systems include coarse-grained properties such as the scaling of interface roughness with time

[48], a quantity we will explore here for the interface between the bystander and the invader.

We may thus reasonably expect our results to hold generally, as we will be concerned with

such coarse-grained properties.

In cancerous tissue, current sequencing techniques have a limited ability to probe

the spatial structure of the cancer cell population. Adaptation of sequencing techniques
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to spatially-distributed populations is important as spatial effects have been shown to

significantly impact DNA sequencing data of cancerous cell populations [49]. Our study

presents a complementary approach where we show that physical cues such as the shape

of an interface between competing cellular strains may indicate certain properties of the

evolutionary dynamics of the tissue (e.g., the proximity to a mutational meltdown transition).

Such heuristic measures are useful in conjunction with DNA sequence information, which is

often difficult to interpret and does not typically take into account the spatial structure of

the cancerous population [49].

In this paper, we build a model for how a mutating strain invades a non-mutating strain

in both one- and two-dimensional habitats, which we call d = 1+1 and d = 2+1 evolutions,

respectively. The +1 indicates the time dependence. Our focus here is on the competition

between multiple strains within a population, so for simplicity we consider flat habitats

which do not change shape as the population evolves. For d = 1 + 1, such a habitat may

be a coast, a river bank, or a thin duct. For d = 2 + 1, the strains may be in a microbial

population growing on a flat surface or in an epithelial tissue. Another possibility is that

the population in which the strains compete is the leading edge of a range expansion. In

this case, we assume that the population growth is confined to a thin region at the edge,

which remains flat during the range expansion. This approximation will hold as long as

there is a sufficient surface tension keeping the population edge uniform which occurs in

yeast cell colonies, for example [50]. However, if the population edge roughens over time,

the roughening will generically change the genetic sector motion [14], an analysis of which

is beyond the scope of the current work.

Note that for a cellular population at the edge of a range expansion, the +1 dimension

represents the direction of the range expansion. So, in other words, for d = 1 + 1, the strains

we study may live along a thin, effectively one-dimensional edge of a two-dimensional range

expansion (e.g., a thin microbial colony grown on a Petri dish). For d = 2 + 1 evolution, the

population may be the effectively two-dimensional, flat edge of a three-dimensional range

expansion. A more realistic scenario is perhaps the d = 3 + 1-dimensional case where a

population embedded in three dimensions evolves in time with various strains within the

population competing for the same space. Although we do not study this case specifically
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here, the lower dimensional cases provide intuitions for considering this scenario. Also, if

the geometry of the three-dimensional population has a large aspect ratio, then our one

and two (spatial) dimensional models will describe the behavior of cross sections of the

population. A similar kind of dimensional reduction was recently employed for describing

bacterial competition in three-dimensional channels [51].

Previous work has shown that range expansions develop frontiers with enhanced

roughness when the population is near a phase transition in its evolutionary dynamics (e.g.,

at a mutational meltdown transition [14] or near the onset of mutualistic growth [52]). In

this work, we consider invasion frontiers which are markedly different as the invader grows

into a surrounding population which may reinvade if the invader growth rate decreases. So,

the invasion front speed v will depend on the relative growth rates of the two populations

and may vanish or change signs. In other words, the competition interfaces studied here have

a variable speed, unlike a range expansion in which a population grows into a virgin territory

with some particular growth rate. In this sense, the competition interface studied here is

more similar to a range shift, in which the population growth is limited by the environment

[53]. We will see that in the case of d = 2 + 1-dimensional expansions, the average speed v

of the invasion front will influence the interface roughness.

We will also show here that, like the range expansion, the invasion frontier develops

an enhanced roughening at the mutational meltdown transition of the invader population.

However, unlike a range expansion frontier, the roughening is more subtle, especially in

the d = 2 + 1-dimensional case where the relative growth difference between the invader and

bystander populations (and consequent invasion front speed v) also influences the roughening

dynamics. The invasion frontier does not maintain a compact shape, and isolated pieces

of the invading population may pinch off and migrate into the surrounding “bystander”

population, especially when the growth rates of the two populations are nearly equal. In

this paper we will discuss these issues and connect the shape of the undulating frontier to

the evolutionary dynamics of the invading population.

The paper is organized as follows: In the next section, we present our lattice model

for invasion by a mutating population for d = 1 + 1 and d = 2 + 1-dimensional cases.

In Section 2.2 we briefly review the nature of the mutational meltdown transition that may
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occur in the unstable invading population. In Section 2.3 we study the survival probability of

the invading strain and construct phase diagrams characterizing whether or not the invasion

is successful as a function of the internal mutation rate µ and the selective advantage of the

various cellular strains. In Section 2.4, we analyze the roughening invasion front near the

mutational meltdown transition for the invading population. Finally, we conclude with a

discussion of the implications of our results in Section 2.5.

2.1 Model

We consider a simple lattice model, in the spirit of the Domany-Kinzel cellular automaton

[4, 54], of invasion of a stable population by a mutating invader consisting of two species,

a fast-growing and a slow-growing strain into which the fast-growing one can mutate. We

set the fast-growing strain growth rate to unity Γf = 1 without loss of generality, so that

time is measured in generation times τg of the fast-growing strain. The slow-growing strain

within the invader population will have growth rate Γs = 1 − s, where 0 ≤ s < 1 is

a measure of the deleterious effect of the mutation. In a tumor or microbial colony, we

know that the initial cluster of growing cells may encounter other cells (e.g., surrounding

healthy tissue or competing microbial strains). So, we have a third species representing the

“bystander” population. The bystander will not mutate, but will be able to displace the

mutating population via cell division. We set the bystander growth rate to Γb = 1 + b − s,

with b the selective advantage of the bystander over the slow-growing invader strain.

The internal dynamics of the invading population (i.e., the mutation rate µ and selection

parameter s) will influence how the invader interacts with the bystander strain, with

increasing µ or s leading to an overall fitness decrease for the invading population, as

might happen in a cancerous tissue during a course of therapy that increases the deleterious

mutation rate of the cancerous cells. We focus on the region between the mutating population

and the bystander, which we call the invasion front. As we will show, when the invader is

close to mutational meltdown, the invasion front develops an enhanced “roughness.”

The specific lattice model rules are as follows: In both one- and two-dimensional

population scenarios, we consider a three-strain model in which a single “bystander” strain
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(yellow cells in Fig. 2.1) grows in the presence of a fast-growing invading strain (red cells in

Fig. 2.1) that can mutate to a more slowly growing strain (black cells in Fig. 2.1). These cells

occupy a single lattice location, as shown in Fig. 2.1. During each generation (cell division)

time τg, the lattice of cells is regenerated by allowing for adjacent cells to compete and divide

into empty sites representing the next generation of cells. In a range expansion context,

these empty sites would represent unoccupied territory at the frontier. Alternatively, these

updates can represent a turnover of cells due to birth and death within the population. After

all empty sites in the next lattice have been filled (rows for d = 1+1 and sheets for d = 2+1

as shown in Fig. 2.1(a) and (b), respectively), the process can be repeated, generating a

sequence of successive generations of the population (or, alternatively, a moving frontier of a

range expansion). Note that each time a red, fast-growing cell is chosen to occupy an empty

site, it mutates to a slower-growing black strain with probability µ.

So, our model contains just three parameters: the deleterious effect of the mutation s,

the selective advantage b of the bystander population over the slow-growing strain, and the

mutation rate µ. We will be interested in the regime 0 < Γs ≤ Γb ≤ Γf , for which 0 ≤ s < 1

and 0 ≤ b ≤ s. In this case, the bystander either invades the slow-growing strain or is invaded

by the fast-growing strain, as illustrated in Fig. 2.2 for a d = 1 + 1 simulation. Note that

this reinvasion by the bystander population makes the invasion frontier markedly different

from, say, a range expansion frontier. In a range expansion frontier, the range expansion

always moves in one direction according to the growth rate of the total population. Here, the

interface between the bystander and invader can move in different directions or even remain,

on average, stationary. We will see that this aspect will be important when studying the

roughness of the interface.

Our parameterization allows us to tune the dynamics of the black/red mutating invader

population separately. As we will analyze in the next section, the invader has an internal

“mutational meltdown” at which the fast-growing red strain is removed from the population

due to mutation. This occurs for µ & s2 in d = 1 + 1 dynamics and µ & s ln s in d = 2 + 1

dynamics (µ > s in well-mixed populations). Note that an important limitation of our

model is that we assume cells divide into adjacent spots on the lattice so that cell motility

is essentially absent (apart from the short-range cell rearrangements occurring due to the
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Figure 2.1: Update rules for the bystander model. (a) In d = 1 + 1 dimensions each
generation is evolved by allowing for two cells from the previous generation to compete for
an empty lattice site, as shown by the arrows. The probability of occupation by a cell of a
type i = s, f, b is proportional to its growth rate Γi, where s is the slow growing black strain,
f is the fast growing red strain, and b is the yellow bystander. If a red (fast-growing) cell is
placed in the empty spot, then it in addition has a probability µ of mutating to the slower-
growing black strain. (b) For a two-dimensional population (d = 2 + 1) the generations are
evolved on staggered triangular lattices, as shown. This time, three cells compete to divide
into empty lattice sites. Otherwise, the dynamics are the same as the d = 1 + 1 case.
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Figure 2.2: A d = 1+1 simulation of a red/black mutating population invading a bystander
yellow one. Here, the yellow strain grows faster than the black strain but slower than the fit
red strain. The invasion front between the black/red population and the bystander strain
can be characterized by a random walk with alternating bias. The yellow strain invades the
black patches and is invaded by the red patches. The sizes of the red and black patches are
controlled by the internal dynamics of the black/red strain. We illustrate the characteristic
sizes ξ⊥ and lifetime ξ‖ of the black patches.
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cell division). This is a reasonable approximation for certain microbial populations such as

yeast cell colonies [41] or small, avascular solid tumors where cells primarily proliferate [55].

2.2 Mutational meltdown

Let us first focus on the invading population and perform a simple analysis of the internal

dynamics. The invader consists of two strains: one fast-growing red strain and a second

slow-growing black strain into which the fast-growing strain mutates with rate µ per cell per

generation. In the parameter space (µ, s), we find two distinct phases [4]: In one phase, the

fraction of the fast-growing strain remains positive after many generations, ρf (t→∞) > 0;

we call this phase the active phase. In the other phase, called the absorbing or inactive phase,

the fast-growing strain eventually completely dies out and ρf (t → ∞) = 0. There is a line

of continuous phase transitions (µ∗, s∗) which defines the boundary between the two phases.

Examples of these phases, and the critical region (µ ≈ µ∗, s ≈ s∗), are shown in Fig. 2.3

where we have removed the bystander population in order to see the internal dynamics of

the invader.

We can understand this transition in a well-mixed population (a mean-field approach).

Consider just the invading, mutating population. The fraction ρf ≡ ρf (t) of the fast-growing

strain within the mutating population changes according to:

dρf
dt

= sρf (1− ρf )− µρf , (1)

which approaches ρf (t → ∞) = 1 − µ/s for µ < s, and ρf (t → ∞) = 0 for µ > s. The line

µ = s is our set of critical points (µ∗, s∗ = µ∗). For a spatially distributed population, small

number fluctuations or “genetic drift” dramatically alters the shape of the phase boundary:

The phase transition occurs for µ∗ ∼ (s∗)2 in one-dimensional populations (such as at the

edge of a growing biofilm [41]) and µ∗ ∼ s∗ ln(s∗) for two-dimensional populations [15].

This phase transition, called a “mutational meltdown,” is known to belong to the directed

percolation (DP) universality class [43]. For the particular lattice model we consider here,

this has been explicitly verified [4] by mapping the model to the well-studied Domany-

Kinzel cellular automaton [54]. The efficacy of this simple model has been demonstrated in
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Figure 2.3: Simulated sectors of a black/red mutating population invading a bystander
population (surrounding white area). The sectors in the figure were initialized by a single
red cell in a (a) one-dimensional and (b) two-dimensional population. The populations are
evolved for about 100 generations, with the time direction indicated. In (a), we indicate the
motion of the invasion front (which in this case is a point) between the two populations. In
(b), the invasion front would be the complicated boundary between the black/red population
and the white space at each time slice t along the vertical direction. The phases of the internal
dynamics of the invading population (inactive, critical, and active phases) are indicated. In
the inactive phase, the red, fast-growing mutant is lost from the population over time. As
the invader population transitions from the inactive to the active phase in which the red
strain is maintained, the invasion front exhibits enhanced undulations.
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a synthetic yeast strain, for which the parameters µ and s could be tuned over a broad range

encompassing the DP phase transition [41].

Note that when the population approaches the mutational meltdown transition, the slow-

growing black strain within the population begins to take over. In the active phase in

Fig. 2.3, the black strain makes finite-sized, small patches within the red population. Then,

as we approach the transition, the black strain patch sizes diverge. In the critical regime,

the average patch size becomes infinite. Then, in the “inactive” phase, the red strain will

eventually die out completely, leaving behind just the slowly growing black strain. We shall

see that it is this divergence of the black strain patch size near the transition which is

responsible for enhanced invasion front roughening.

The two-species model may be generalized to include an arbitrary number of possible

mutations, and such models have been shown to exhibit critical behavior that deviates from

the DP universality class, but the loss of the fittest mutant in the population is still well-

described by DP [15]. The multi-species generalization has many additional interesting

phenomena such as multi-critical behavior [56], which would allow for interesting extensions

of the work presented here. In this paper, for simplicity, we shall focus on the fittest mutant in

an invading population with just two species. The fittest strain could represent, for example,

a driver mutation which has swept through a cancerous tissue. The driver strain could then

acquire deleterious mutations over time with rate µ. We will focus here on just the initial

loss of fitness, characterized by a single mutation to the slower growth rate Γs = 1− s.

2.3 Invasion probabilities

We now construct a phase diagram for successful invasion of the bystander strain by the

mutating invader (Fig. 2.4). We initialize a well-mixed population of equal parts of the

mutating red and bystander yellow strains (ρb = ρf = 1/2) on the lattice, and then calculate

the density ρm = ρf + ρs of the mutating red/black population at long times t. If ρm → 0

and the red/black population dies out at long times, then the “invasion” is unsuccessful.

Otherwise, ρm approaches a non-zero value and the invasion succeeds. The results are

shown in Fig. 2.4 for d = 1 + 1 and d = 2 + 1, where we see the two distinct phases. We
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Figure 2.4: Phase diagrams for (a) the d = 1+1 case and (b) the d = 2+1 case, calculated
by initializing a well-mixed population of the red and yellow strains and evolving the whole
population for t ≈ 106 generations. In (a) we use a one-dimensional population of L = 5000
cells and average over 256 runs of the evolution. In (b) we have a two-dimensional population
with L2 cells, where L = 500. Here we average over 40 evolution runs. In both cases we set
s = 0.3. After evolving for 106 generations, we calculate the red/black mutating fraction of
the total population: ρm = ρf +ρs. In each phase diagram, the black dashed line corresponds
to the mean field prediction µ = s− b. The green and white dashed lines correspond to the
improved predictions [see Eqs. (5a), (5b), (6a), (6b)] for µ � µ∗ and µ ≈ µ∗, respectively,
that take into account the spatial structure of the population. We also indicate the line
µ = µ∗ along which we find a mutational meltdown transition within the invading red/black
population.
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also include the phase boundary µ = s − b for the well-mixed population (blacked dashed

line in Fig. 2.4), which we derive in the next subsection. Note how far away the well-

mixed population transition line is from the actual transition in a spatial population. The

genetic drift associated with the spatial populations suppresses the invasion by the red/black

mutating population.

We also know that as we approach this mutational meltdown transition at µ = µ∗ for a

fixed s [vertical dashed lines in Fig. 2.4], the characteristic sizes ξ⊥ and the characteristic

lifetimes ξ‖ of black, slow-growing strain clusters diverge according to ξ⊥ ∼ ∆−ν⊥ and ξ‖ ∼

∆−ν‖ , where 0 < ∆ < 1 is the distance from the phase transition in the (µ, s) plane and ν⊥

and ν‖ are critical exponents associated with directed percolation (ν⊥ ≈ 1.097, ν‖ ≈ 1.734

for d = 1 + 1 and ν⊥ ≈ 0.734, ν‖ ≈ 1.295 for d = 2 + 1 [43]). We illustrate the sizes

ξ⊥,‖ in Fig. 2.2. The black patches will interact differently with the bystander than with

the red patches of the fast-growing strain. As the patch sizes ξ‖,⊥ diverge (when ∆ → 0),

they would have a more pronounced effect on the invasion dynamics. In particular, there

will be larger regions over which either the yellow strain invades a black patch, or a red

patch invades the yellow bystander. This will increase the amount of “wiggliness" of the

invasion front between the bystander and the mutating red/black population. We will see

in the following that there is a significant enhancement of the roughness as we approach the

mutational meltdown transition.

2.3.1 Mean field analysis

To understand the behavior of this three-species model, we first briefly describe what happens

in a well-mixed (mean-field) context. Consider the time-evolution of the fractions ρf , ρs, ρb

of the fast-growing, slow-growing, and bystander strains, respectively. For a fixed total

population size, we have ρf + ρs + ρb = 1. Given our growth rates Γf = 1, Γs = 1 − s,

and Γb = 1 − s + b, we may define corresponding selection coefficients characterizing the
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competition between pairs of strains:

sbs =
Γb − Γs

(Γb + Γs)/2
=

2b

2− 2s+ b

sfb =
Γf − Γb

(Γf + Γb)/2
=

2(s− b)
2− s+ b

(2)

sfs =
Γf − Γs

(Γf + Γs)/2
=

2s

2− s
,

with selection parameters 0 < s < 1 and 0 < b < s. In terms of these selection coefficients,

the equations for the time-evolution of the bystander and fast-growing strain fractions ρb,f ≡

ρb,f (t) in a well-mixed population are ∂tρb = sbsρb (1− ρb − ρf )− sfbρfρb
∂tρf = sfsρf (1− ρb − ρf ) + sfbρfρb − µρf

. (3)

If ρb = 0, we recover the two-species dynamics of the invader population with a directed

percolation-like process between the fast-growing and slow-growing strains. We can also

verify that there is no sensible stable fixed point where both the bystander population and

the invader coexist. Instead, if µ > s− b, then the bystander will sweep the total population

and ρb(t)→ 1 with increasing time t. Otherwise, if µ < s− b, the invasion by the mutating

population is successful and we find ρb(t) → 0 over time. Moreover, if µ > s, we get a

collapse of the fast-growing strain [ρf (t) → 0], and then the bystander strain will win out

since Γs < Γb. So, the mutational meltdown transition of the invader population occurs

when µ = s in this mean field analysis.

The mean-field analysis tells us that we should expect a critical surface in the (µ, s, b)

parameter space given by µ = s − b separating a region of successful (µ < s − b) or failed

(µ > s−b) invasion of the bystander strain by the mutating invader (which itself may undergo

a mutational meltdown when µ > s). As we have already seen, the spatially-distributed

populations also have this critical surface but the enhanced genetic drift suppresses the phase

space for successful invasion. To add the effects of genetic drift and the spatial distribution

of the population to Eq. (3), we would have to incorporate a spatial diffusion term ∇2ρb,f

in each of the equations and stochastic noise terms describing the birth/death dynamics

(see [15] for a more detailed description). These additional terms significantly modify our
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mean field equations and introduce different phenomena, such as propagating waves (moving

population interfaces) which we will analyze in Section 2.4.

We can get a better approximation to the critical line for the d = 1 + 1 case than

that given by the mean field theory by considering a single domain wall. We expect the

total length along the domain wall to be split into sections of average length `s where the

slow-growing strain competes with the bystander and sections of average length `f where

the fast-growing strain competes with the bystander. During each generation time τg the

domain wall can move by a single cell length a. So, in the fast-growing strain segments, we

expect the fast-growing clusters to out-compete the bystander and protrude by an amount

τg`f (s− b)/a, with τg the generation time. Similarly, we expect the slow-growing clusters to

be out-competed by the bystander and recede by an amount τg`sb/a. At the phase transition,

we expect these competitions to cancel each other out as the mutating invading population

is barely able to invade the bystander in this case. Hence, we should have `f (s− b) ≈ `sb so

that

b ≈ `fs

`s + `f
≈ φf s, (4)

where φf is the red-cell (fast-growing) fraction of the mutating invader population. We now

can use Eq. (4) to predict the critical line in (µ, b)-space for a fixed s in two limiting cases:

µ � µ∗ and µ ∼ µ∗, where µ∗ is the critical value for µ for the specific fixed value of s at

which we get the mutational meltdown transition within the red/black invading population.

To complete the derivation, we just need an estimate for the fraction of fast-growing

strain φf . First, when µ � µ∗, the invader population is in the “active” phase, and the

patches of black slow-growing strain are small and rarely collide, as shown in Fig. 2.3. In

d = 1 + 1-dimensions, the boundaries of these black patches are well-described by pairs

of random walkers, yielding an estimate φf ≈ 1 − A1µ/s
2 [4, 57, 2]. The amplitude A1 is

model-dependent, and we have A1 ≈ 0.5 for this Domany-Kinzel-type model, consistent with

previous results [15]. As µ → µ∗, however, the fast-growing strain vanishes (φf → 0), and

we have to make another approximation. From the random walk model, we expect that φf

vanishes when µ = µ∗ ∼ s2. Then, when µ ≈ µ∗, we would be near a directed percolation

(DP) phase transition where φf serves as an order parameter. The order parameter vanishes
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according to φf ≈ A2(µ
∗−µ)β, where A2 is an amplitude that will depend on s and β ≈ 0.276

is a DP critical exponent [43]. We may now use Eq. (4) to make an estimate of the critical

value of b for d = 1 + 1:

b = s(1− A1µ/s
2) (µ� µ∗) (5a)

b = sA2(µ
∗ − µ)β (µ ≈ µ∗) (5b)

where A1 and A2 can be calculated numerically from separate simulations of the two-species

model. These improved estimates are plotted onto the phase diagrams in Fig. 2.4(a) (green

dashed line for the µ� µ∗ case and white dashed line for the µ ≈ µ∗ case).

For d = 2 + 1-dimensional evolutions, the situation is more complicated because the

patches of the invader strain no longer have a compact shape describable by a simple random

walk [see Fig. 2.3(b)]. However, we expect that the bystander population may reinvade the

invading mutating population when b > sφf because, much like in the d = 1 + 1 case, the

average growth rate of the invader strain is approximately Γ ≈ φfΓf+(1−φf )Γs = 1−s+φfs.

The bystander strain has growth rate Γb = 1 − s + b, so we see that the growth rates are

equal when b = φfs. We now just need estimates for φf for d = 2 + 1. When µ � µ∗,

previous work [15] has shown that φf ≈ 1−A3µ ln(s/s0)/s, with A3 ≈ 0.3 and s0 ≈ 40 some

model-dependent parameters. Conversely, when µ ≈ µ∗, we again find a DP transition with

φf ≈ A4(µ
∗ − µ)β with critical exponent β ≈ 0.584 for d = 2 + 1 [43]. The corresponding

estimates are for d = 2 + 1:

b = s[1− A3µ ln(s/s0)/s] (µ� µ∗) (6a)

b = sA4(µ
∗ − µ)β (µ ≈ µ∗) (6b)

These two approximations are plotted in Fig. 2.4(b), with µ � µ∗ in the green dashed line

and µ ≈ µ∗ in the white dashed line.

The phase diagrams in Fig. 2.4 were constructed with simulations using mixed initial

conditions; the first generation of cells on the lattice were populated by an even mixture of

fast-growing (red) cells and bystander (yellow) cells. These phase diagrams are heat maps

corresponding to the density ρm of the mutating population (red/black strains) after many
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generations. Our simulations were performed for t ≈ 106 generations, which yields the

steady state solution for the mutating population fraction ρm for the vast majority of points

on the phase diagram in Fig. 2.4, except for points very near the phase transition line. Note

that our improved mean field estimates based on directed percolation and the random walk

theory (white and green dashed lines, respectively) do a reasonable job of approximating

the shape of the phase boundary, especially when µ ≈ 0 and our system reduces to a

simple competition between fast-growing red cells and bystander yellow cells. The directed

percolation approximation works better near µ ≈ µ∗, where we find the mutational meltdown

transition of the invader population which is in the directed percolation universality class.

Another biologically interesting quantity to look at is the survival probability Psurv of the

progeny of a single red cell invader in a population of yellow bystander cells as t→∞. Such

a survival probability would represent the probability of tumor invasion, for example, from

a single mutated cell (i.e, a cell with a newly-acquired driver mutation) within an otherwise

healthy population. If the bystander is replaced by the slow-growing strain and we have a

two-species evolution, then the evolution will be exactly the same as a directed percolation

with a “single-seed” initial condition. We would then have Psurv ∝ ρf due to the rapidity

reversal symmetry of directed percolation [43]. In other words, the survival probability tracks

the behavior of the fraction ρf of the fast-growing strain in a different simulation where the

initial condition is a well-mixed population (or a population of just the mutating, fast-

growing strain). In the three-species model we consider, there is no rapidity symmetry due

to the presence of the bystander strain. Nevertheless, we expect that the survival probability

Psurv vanishes on the same critical surface as the fraction ρm (plotted in Fig. 2.4) because the

invader strain will not be able to invade if the fast-growing strain is lost from the population.

We show in Fig. 2.5 the survival probability Psurv at long times, which does indeed vanish at

approximately the same place as ρm in Fig. 2.4. So, the approximations we used to estimate

where ρm vanishes serve as good predictors of the transition of the survival probability, as

well. We also show the phase boundary at a smaller values of s (s = 0.1) in the right panels

of Fig. 2.5. Note that our estimates work for the phase boundary in this case, also.
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Figure 2.5: Long-time survival probabilities Psurv of clusters generated from a single
mutating red cell in a yellow bystander population for (a) d = 1 + 1-dimensional range
expansions for s = 0.3 (left panel) and s = 0.1 (right panel), after t = 106 generations on a
lattice with size L = 5000 cells averaged over 128 runs; and (b) d = 2 + 1-dimensional range
expansions for s = 0.15 (left panel) and s = 0.1 (right panel), after t = 2× 103 generations
on a lattice with size L2 cells with L = 500, averaged over 256 runs. We show the expected
transition shape near the µ ≈ µ∗ DP transition in the white dashed line [Eqs. (5b),(6b)].
The black dashed line is the transition position for a well-mixed population. The green
dashed line is an improved mean-field estimate of the transition discussed in the main text
[Eqs. (5a),(6a)].
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2.4 Roughening invasion fronts

We now study the shape of the interface between the mutating and bystander populations.

When either of the populations is invading the other, the invasion front behaves as a noisy

Fisher-Kolmogorov-Petrovsky-Piscounov wave [6, 58]. Most previous studies of such waves

have focused on competition between two homogeneous populations or the range expansion of

a population into virgin territory. The noise plays a crucial role here [59], strongly modifying,

for example, the wave speed. Also, in the (exactly soluble [60]) d = 1 + 1 case, there is a

diffusive wandering of the front around its average position.

For d = 2 + 1, the situation is more complicated, but generally the noisy wave front will

have a characteristic roughening. This roughening falls in the Kardar-Parisi-Zhang (KPZ)

universality class [13], although observing the predicted scaling behavior of this class is

challenging for noisy Fisher waves [10, 61]. For example, for the KPZ class of interfaces, the

characteristic size σw of the interface should grow as σw ∝ t1/3. However, a basic analysis of

the noisy Fisher waves [62] is more consistent with σw ∝ t0.272, which is also what we observe

in our model. Although this apparent discrepancy has been explained, the proper recovery

of the KPZ exponents requires a deeper analysis outside the scope of the current paper [10].

So, for our simulations, we will find consistency with previous analyses of noisy Fisher waves

and leave the more extensive analysis of the interface shape scaling for future work. Also, as

the speed of the invasion goes to zero, we expect a transition to a different, “voter-model” [63]

interface coarsening behavior as both the mutating and the bystander populations become

stable and do not invade each other (on average). The interface roughens in a different way

in this “critical” case, with the characteristic size σw of the interface increasing diffusively as

σw ∝ t1/2. We will observe such crossovers in our simulation results.

We discuss these issues in more detail below and show that our model exhibits a range

of behaviors depending on the invasion speed and the proximity of the mutating population

to the meltdown transition. These invasion waves are examples of “pulled” wavefronts [64],

which are driven by the growth (invasion) at the leading edge of the wave. Various aspects

of such wave fronts are reviewed in, e.g., Ref. [65]. We shall see in the following that adding

mutations to one of the populations significantly modifies the expected pulled front wave
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behavior and, in the d = 1 + 1 case, introduces a super-diffusive wandering of the interface.

The d = 2 + 1 case presents an even richer set of behaviors depending on the mutation rate

and relative fitness of the mutating and bystander populations. Our purpose here will not

be the particular value of scaling exponents, but rather general features of the roughening

dynamics such as a change in roughening due to the internal evolutionary dynamics of the

invading strain.

2.4.1 d = 1 + 1-dimensional invasions

In d = 1 + 1, domain walls between the bystander and the invading populations can be

characterized by a random walk with alternating bias (when Γs < Γb < Γf ) as the bystander

will invade the slow-growing species and be invaded by the fast-growing species within the

mutating population. As we approach the mutational meltdown transition, the average size

of clusters of the slow-growing strain will diverge as expected from the directed percolation

transition. In Fig. 2.6 we see a comparison of two domain walls for d = 1+1. At the bottom

of the figure, Fig. 2.6(b), we see a domain wall where the mutating red/black population is far

from the two-species phase transition. In this case, the black patches in the population are

small and do not influence the motion of the invasion front much. Conversely, in Fig. 2.6(a),

we see a domain wall with the mutating population near a mutational meltdown. In this

case, there is an enhancement of the “roughness” of the domain wall as the large black patches

create more regions of alternating bias in the domain wall between the yellow bystander and

the red/black invading population.

To obtain a more quantitative estimate of this roughening effect, we set up a simulation

with initial conditions that include a sharp boundary between the bystander and the

mutating population: the bystander occupies lattice sites i ≤ L/2, and all other lattice

sites i > L/2 are occupied by the mutating population (taken to be all red, fast-growing

cells initially). We then track the position x(t) of the invasion front over time. We measure

the roughness of the front by calculating the variance of the position:

〈[w(t)]2〉 = 〈[x(t)− 〈x(t)〉]2〉 = 〈[x(t)]2〉 − 〈x(t)〉2, (7)
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Figure 2.6: A picture of the domain wall in a d = 1 + 1-dimensional evolution between the
invading black/red population and the bystander yellow population (a) near the two-species
(DP) phase transition (µ = 0.02765, b = 0.045, s = 0.3) and (b) far from the mutational
meltdown DP phase transition (µ = 0.005, b = 0.2775, s = 0.3). We see that the roughness of
the domain wall becomes enhanced for (a) with a domain wall diffusion coefficient Dw ≈ 0.5
as compared to Dw ≈ 0.06 for (b) (calculated using the time-averaged squared displacements
of the wandering interface in the corresponding figures [66]). The width of the population
is L = 300 cells, and we show the evolution over 104 generations. This long evolution time
allows for an observation of the domain wall wandering. However, as a result, the cells are
compressed along the time direction in this figure.
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where we average over sufficient runs to ensure convergence. In the case of a domain wall

between just two strains, perhaps with a difference in growth rates, the domain wall performs

a biased random walk [4]. Therefore, we may expect that our position x(t) also performs a

diffusive motion in time. The number fluctuations at the boundary introduce a stochasticity

to the motion, while the difference in growth rates provides a deterministic bias. So, for a

boundary between two strains, we expect the variance σw(t) ≡
√
〈[w(t)]2〉 to satisfy

σw(t) ≈
√
Dwt, (8)

with Dw a diffusion coefficient for the domain wall. Indeed, x(t) itself should perform a

biased random walk and we may extract the diffusion constant Dw from a time series of the

position x(t) performing a time average of the squared displacements of the interface [66].

We did this for the simulations shown in Fig. 2.6. We see that when the population is near

a mutational meltdown at µ ≈ µ∗ [Fig. 2.6(a)], the observed diffusivity is much larger than

for a population far away from this transition [Fig. 2.6(b), with µ� µ∗]. However, a proper

measurement of Dw requires an ensemble averaging over many simulation runs and also a

longer time series.

We shall see in the following that a more detailed analysis of the boundary motion will

show that x(t) actually performs a super-diffusive motion near the mutational meltdown

µ ≈ µ∗, with displacements satisfying σw(t) ∝ tν , with ν > 1/2. Super-diffusivity is not

uncommon in spatial population dynamics: In a range expansion, for example, the roughness

of the expansion front may contribute to the motion of sectors of strains, introducing super-

diffusivity to the sector boundary motion [5]. However, this super-diffusivity depends on the

conditions of the growth, and a diffusive motion often serves as a reasonable approximation

[67, 68]. Moreover, if we are just thinking about populations living in a fixed one-dimensional

geometry, then we expect sector boundary motion to be diffusive. We will find diffusive

motion of our sector boundaries everywhere in the (s, b, µ) parameter space, except near the

mutational meltdown µ ≈ µ∗ where the sector motion becomes super-diffusive.

Let us now analyze the dynamics in more detail. For a domain wall or invasion front

between our mutating, heterogeneous invader population and the homogeneous bystander,

the slow- and fast-growing strain patches of the invader will interact differently with the
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bystander. We can analyze how this impacts the domain wall motion by studying the

standard deviation σw(t) =
√
〈[w(t)]2〉, averaged over an ensemble of simulation runs. We

sample our evolved population at times t = ti and calculate the effective exponent associated

with the interface width:

ν(t = ti) ≡
ln[σw(ti)/σw(ti−1)]

ln[ti/ti−1]
, (9)

where we choose ti/ti−1 ≈ 2. The effective exponent ν(t) approaches a limiting value at

long times. Moreover, any super-diffusive enhancement to the roughness would be seen as a

limiting value ν > 1/2. The exponent is plotted for various values of (s, b, µ) in Fig. 2.7. We

find that there is an enhanced, super-diffusive roughness (ν > 1/2) whenever the mutating

population is close to the mutational meltdown (DP) transition at µ = µ∗ [along the vertical

line in the phase diagram in Fig. 2.4(a)]. The enhanced value of ν near the DP transition may

be understood by considering the limiting case b = 0. In this case, the bystander population

and slow-growing strain within the mutating population will grow at the same rate, so then

an initial condition with a single red fast-growing cell in a population of yellow bystander cells

will expand as it would in a standard DP process with a single seed initial condition. Hence,

the standard deviation σw(t) scales with the DP dynamical critical exponent: σw(t) ∼ tνDP ,

with νDP = 1/z ≈ 0.6326 for d = 1 + 1 [43]. This exponent is indicated with the upper

dashed line in Fig. 2.7. Introducing a non-zero b > 0 should not change the situation much;

we would only expect a difference in the bias of the domain wall motion.

Away from the DP transition, the invasion front has a diffusive behavior, with σw(t) =
√
Dwt. The diffusion constant Dw may be measured and serves as a good indicator of the

mutational meltdown transition because Dw should diverge as µ → µ∗ for fixed b and s.

This is illustrated in Fig. 2.8 for s = 0.3 and values of b along the phase transition boundary.

In this d = 1 + 1-dimensional case, the value of b, according to our simplified analysis,

does not change the wandering behavior of the domain walls as it only serves to change the

domain wall bias. This hypothesis is consistent with the data shown in Fig. 2.7, where the red

squares and purple crosses, despite having very different b values, both exhibit super-diffusive

exponents ν(t) > 1/2 at long times because both points are near the mutational meltdown

transition at µ = µ∗. We do see small b-dependent differences, but these may be due to the
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Figure 2.7: For varying values of s = 0.3 (top row), 0.1 (middle), and 0.05 (bottom),
we show how, as we move along the critical line starting from (µ, b) = (0, s) towards
the two-species critical point at (µ, b) = (µ∗, 0), the domain walls separating a bystander
population from a mutating one acquire super-diffusive behavior. The phase diagrams on
the left illustrate where we calculate the roughness exponent ν(t) on the right. Two limiting
values of the exponent are indicated with dashed lines in each plot: a diffusive ν = 0.5
(lower lines) and a super-diffusive, directed percolation value ν ≈ 0.6326 (upper lines). The
phase diagrams were created from simulations with L = 5000, t = 105 generations, and
averaged over 256 runs. The exponent curves on the right were created from simulations
with L = 5× 104, t = 105 generations, and 400 runs.
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Figure 2.8: The diffusion coefficient, Dw, of the boundary between healthy and cancerous
populations, measured for various values of µ approaching µc with s = 0.3 and b adjusted
so that the mutating and bystander populations remain relatively neutral. We see that as
µ→ µ∗ ≈ 0.02765, Dw diverges as the domain wall becomes super-diffusive. The coefficients
were calculated from simulations with L = 3 × 104, t ≈ 2 × 106 generations, and averaged
over N = 1280 runs.
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finite time of our simulations. Indeed, the (super-)diffusive scaling of the interface motion

only holds at sufficiently long times. It is clear that, especially for the smaller values of s in

Fig. 2.7, that the exponent ν(t) has not yet saturated to its long-time, limiting value within

the simulation time. In any case, it is clear that we find super-diffusive motion whenever

µ approaches µ∗ in the various panels of Fig. 2.7. As we shall see in the next subsection,

the situation changes dramatically for the d = 2 + 1-dimensional case where the interface

between the bystander and mutating populations will behave differently depending on the

value of b.

2.4.2 d = 2 + 1-dimensional invasions

For a two-dimensional population, the invasion front is no longer a simple point, but rather an

undulating line between the bystander and the mutating red/black population. Moreover,

this line can thicken as pieces of the invader population pinch off and migrate into the

bystander population due to rearrangements induced by the cell division. This dissolution

of the front is more prominent when the bystander and the invader have approximately the

same growth rates. An example of the complicated frontier shapes are shown in Figs. 2.9

and 2.10. In Fig. 2.9 an initially circular mutating population gets reinvaded by the yellow

bystander population in (a) and is approximately neutral with respect to yellow population

in (b). We see that in (b) the initially circular interface dissolves. In (a), the dissolution

is less prominent, but still has an effect. This difference in roughness properties between

Fig. 2.9(a) and (b) indicates that the overall growth speed v of the interface between the

bystander and the invader will influence the interface roughness. This is in marked contrast

to the d = 1 + 1-dimensional case where the average difference in growth rates between the

invader and bystander only changes the bias of the (super-)diffusive motion of the interface.

Thus, for d = 2+1, we will have to consider the dynamics at particular values of the average

interface speed v.

We begin with some qualitative observations of the dynamics. For relatively neutral

populations with an average interface speed v = 0, we again expect to see an enhanced

roughening of the interface over time when the invader population approaches a mutational

meltdown, much like in the d = 1+1-dimensional case. We can see the enhanced roughening
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Figure 2.9: Snapshots at t = 8192 generations of an initially circular cluster of the fast-
growing strain (initial diameter of 400 cells). In (a), the internal parameters (µ, s) of the
cancerous population are set such that there is an average bias of the interface so the growth
speed |v| > 0. In (b), we have |v| = 0, and thus we are on the critical line of the 3-
species phase diagram. In this case, the interface between populations dissolves, thus our
characterization of the interface roughness becomes more complicated in the d = 2 + 1-
dimensional case than it was for the d = 1 + 1-dimensional case, where the boundary was a
single point performing a biased (super)diffusive random walk.
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Figure 2.10: A comparison of the invasion front (in a population with a total of L2 = 1002

cells) along the critical line (equal growths for the bystander and invader) at t ≈ 4000
generations, starting from an initially uniform, flat interface. In (a), a non-mutating invader
is in neutral competition with the bystander (Γf = Γb = 1 and µ = 0) and the interface
remains overall stationary and dissolves over time. In (b), we are just below the mutational
meltdown transition with µ ≈ 0.053 (for s = 0.15) for the invader. We set b = 0 so that
the interface is stationary. We see dissolving of the interface, but there is an enhanced
roughness due to the mutational meltdown. The roughness may be quantified directly for
these simulation snapshots via the width σw as defined in Eq. (11). Note that width (given
in cell diameters) in (b) is twice that in (a).
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qualitatively in Fig. 2.10 for this special case where the invader and bystander have the same

growth rate [i.e., we are on the phase transition boundary in Fig. 2.4(b) and v = 0]. In

Fig. 2.10(a) we have a non-mutating invader and in Fig. 2.10(b) we have an invader near

a mutational meltdown transition. The frontier is more undulated in Fig. 2.10(b) near the

meltdown transition. The increased undulation may be quantified by studying the average

interface width σw, which we now describe.

In order to partially mitigate the effects of the “fuzzing out” of the interface, we quantify

the roughening by looking at the average location of the interface at each time t during the

evolution. To do this, we set up a coordinate system where we orient a linear population

interface along the x-direction of our lattice and we let xi represent the zigzagged columns of

our hexagonal lattice along this direction, as shown in Fig. 2.11. Then, for each column xi,

we define the interface location by averaging over all Nu locations of red/black cells within

a certain range:

y(xi, t) =
1

Nu

ymax∑
y=ymin

y(xi, t), (10)

where ymin = ymin(xi, t) is the location of a black/red cell on the lattice at the point xi (and

time t) such that all cells with y < ymin are also black or red. Similarly, ymax is the location

of the red/black cell for which all cells with y > ymax are all yellow. The scheme is illustrated

in Fig. 2.11.

Using the average location y(xi, t) allows us to define an interface width σw(t) by averaging

over all xi along the interface:

σw(t) =

√√√√〈 1

L

L∑
xi=0

[
y(xi, t)− y(t)

]2〉
, (11)

where

y(t) =
1

L

L∑
xi=0

y(xi, t). (12)

The angular brackets in Eq. (11) indicate an ensemble average over many population

evolutions. However, we may also use σw(t) as an indicator of the front roughness for a

single snapshot of a population at a particular time, as shown in Fig. 2.10. Examples of

the calculated σw(t) (averaged over many simulation runs) for various values of selection
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Figure 2.11: Schematic for finding an average location of the interface between the yellow
bystander and red/black mutating populations. The interface runs along the x direction. We
identify columns xi in the hexagonal lattice as shown with the blue zigzagged line. At each
column xi, the average position y is calculated by averaging over all red/black cell locations
between the red/black cell which is the furthest into the mutating region [at ymin(xi)] and
the black/red cell which is the furthest into the bystander population [at ymax(xi)].
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parameter b and mutation rate µ are shown in Fig. 2.12. For example, in the case where

the invader and bystander populations are relatively neutral and there are no mutations, the

roughening of the interface illustrated in Fig. 2.10(a) is shown with blue circles (connected

by a dashed line) in Fig. 2.12. The interface in Fig. 2.10(b) approximately corresponds to

the red squares in Fig. 2.12. Note that, as expected, σw(t) increases significantly faster in

time for the latter case compared to the former.

Note that it is possible to define the interface width σw in other ways, including estimating

the interface position using the location ymin or ymax (see Fig. 2.11). Alternatively, one might

use the difference ymax−ymin as a measure of the “fuzziness” of the interface, which we might

also expect to roughen near a mutational meltdown. We have verified that using other

definitions of the interface roughness does not change the long-time scaling properties of

the interface roughness or the relative enhancement of the roughness near a mutational

meltdown. It would be interesting, however, to more systematically study the consequences

of using alternative definitions of the roughness.

We will now focus our quantitative analysis on the v = 0 case of a stationary (on average)

interface, since it is along the critical line where we find a predictable roughening effect. We

will then take a closer look at the cases |v| > 0 where either the mutating population

or the bystander has an overall selective advantage. This introduces complications as the

roughening behavior of a moving front is different from a stationary one. Indeed, whenever

|v| > 0, the invasion becomes a noisy Fisher wave which has its own particular roughening

properties. We shall see that a non-zero velocity v will suppress the interface roughness at

long times, but signatures of the roughening due to mutational meltdown persist at shorter

times.

Voter model coarsening, v = 0

Along the 3-species critical surface, where the invader and bystander are relatively neutral,

we expect to see an enhancement of the interface roughening as we approach the mutational

meltdown transition µ → µ∗ for the invader population [the bottom terminal end of the

phase boundary in Fig. 2.4(b)]. To quantify the roughening, we can calculate the effective

exponent ν(t) [see Eq. (9)] from the interface width σw(t) defined in Eq. (11). Without a bias,
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Figure 2.12: The interface width σw [see Eq. (11)] in units of cell diameters of a d = 2 + 1-
dimensional invasion, starting from an initially flat interface between the mutating and
bystander population (σw = 0) 4000 cells long and with s = 0.15 for various values of selection
parameter b and mutation rate µ. [Note that it is helpful to consult the phase diagram in the
top panel of Fig. 2.13 for identifying the locations of these points in the (µ, b) plane.] The
interface is evolved for t = 104 generations, and we average over 160 runs. Lines connect the
points to guide the eye. Note that the value of b strongly influences the behavior of σw, as
seen by comparing the red squares and the purple crosses, both of which have the mutating
population near meltdown (µ ≈ µ∗). In general, we find a suppressed roughness when the
mutating and bystander populations are not relatively neutral (compare blue dashed line to
orange diamonds and purple crosses). Otherwise, for (on average) stationary interfaces, we
see the enhanced roughness due to population meltdown (green triangles and red squares).
The smaller plot shows the roughness at short times.
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we expect that the interface coarsening should be described by voter-model-like dynamics

[69] because the invader and bystander populations divide into each other without a surface

tension. We generally expect a diffusive behavior σw ∝
√
t in this case.

In Fig. 2.13 we see an enhanced roughening as µ → µ∗ as we move along the phase

transition boundary (v = 0): The limiting value ν of the exponent increases as we move along

the phase transition line towards the mutational meltdown at µ = µ∗. Interestingly, near

mutational meltdown, the width σw seems to grow approximately diffusively with σw ∝ t0.5

(red squares in Fig. 2.13), whereas the non-mutating case µ = 0 coarsens according to the

power law σw ∝ t0.4 (blue circles in Fig. 2.13). We might have expected larger values for

these exponents as the non-mutating case should be closest to the voter model dynamics

where interfaces dissolve diffusively, similarly to the dynamics of σw in the d = 1 + 1 case

away from the meltdown transition [69]. However, generalizations of the voter model can

yield different results for interface coarsening and determining the value of the exponent ν

can be subtle [70]. Another possibility is that ν is suppressed due to our particular choice

of lattice update rules. It would be interesting to study the behavior with simulations with

overlapping generations (independently dividing cells).

Although the behavior for d = 2+1 is different from the d = 1+1 case where the domain

wall roughening was clearly super-diffusive near mutational meltdown and diffusive away

from it (see Fig. 2.7), we also find here that the mutational meltdown enhances the interface

undulations by modifying the exponent ν associated with the interface width σw ∝ tν ,

increasing ν from a value of approximately 0.4 to 0.5. A more dramatic difference is found

when we move away from the v = 0 critical line and have either the mutating invader

population or the bystander grow with an overall selective advantage. We then find a moving

Fisher wave with a suppressed exponent ν, as we will see in the next section.

Fisher wave roughening, |v| > 0

The comparison between |v| > 0 and v ≈ 0 dynamics can be seen prominently if we consider

an initially disc-like population of the invader strain. Then, any non-zero velocity will either

shrink or grow the initial disc. An example of an v < 0 evolution is shown in Fig. 2.9(a) where

the bystander strain reinvades the invader, which eventually dies out. Conversely, when v ≈
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Figure 2.13: Interface roughening exponents ν(t) are calculated on the right plots for
different combinations of (b, µ) indicated on the phase diagrams on the left, for varying values
of s = 0.3 (top row), 0.1 (middle), and 0.05 (bottom). As we move along the critical line
(blue circles, green triangles, and red squares), we show the enhancement of the boundary
roughness [from σw ∝ t0.4 to σw ∝ t0.5]. Away from the critical line (purple crosses and
orange diamonds), we see the effects of Fisher wave dynamics. Here either the mutating
population (orange diamonds) or the bystander (purple crosses) has a selective advantage,
and the moving interface has a suppressed roughness at long times, approaching σw(t) ∝ t0.272

(bottom dashed lines in plots on the right), consistent with previous Fisher wave simulation
results [62]. The phase diagrams have the same simulation parameters as in Fig. 2.5. The
exponent curves on the right use interfaces that are initially 4000 cells long, and we average
over 160 runs.
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0, we can see in Fig. 2.9(b) that the boundary between the invader and bystander gradually

dissolves. This illustrates the key feature that makes |v| > 0 different from the critical line:

one of the populations (either the mutating population or the bystander) becomes unstable

and will deterministically shrink in the presence of the other population.

Let us consider first the simplest case when µ = 0 and we have an interface between

a (non-mutating) fast-growing red strain and the yellow bystander. The orange diamond

point data in Fig. 2.13 show what happens in this case. The interface behaves as a noisy

Fisher-Kolmogorov-Petrovsky-Piskunov wave [6, 58] describing the invasion of the bystander.

Without fluctuations (in the mean field limit), these waves admit stationary shapes and we

have no roughening over time. However, fluctuations prevent the formation of stationary

wave fronts for the d = 1 + 1 and d = 2 + 1-dimensional cases. For d = 2 + 1, previous

simulations [62] show that the interface width is expected to grow as tν with ν ≈ 0.272. This

coarsening is consistent with our results for σw, as the orange diamond data points in the

right panels of Fig. 2.13 approach the ν ≈ 0.272 limiting value at long times, indicated by

the lower dashed line. The time until convergence, however, is quite long as the effective

exponent ν(t) continues to decrease over the course of the entire simulation run time.

The case of a non-mutating invader is interesting for d = 2 + 1 because we would naively

expect our system to fall into the KPZ universality class. The average interface position

y(xt, t) could be interpreted as a kind of “height function” and the interface width σw should

scale like σw ∝ t1/3 at early times, consistent with d = 1 + 1-dimensional KPZ dynamics.

A broad class of systems fall into this universality class (see [48] for a review) as the KPZ

equation includes the most relevant nonlinearity associated with lateral growth. However, we

see here that the behavior is more subtle as the fuzzing out of the interface will contribute

to the measured roughness. This complication in measuring the interface roughness was

discussed and analyzed in previous work [10]. Our focus here, however, is not the particular

exponent associated with the roughening but rather the effects of adding mutations. We

will see that adding mutations does enhance the roughness, but only at short/intermediate

times while the fast-growing, mutating strain maintains a significant fraction within the

population.
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Consider the portion of the phase diagram where the bystander can reinvade the mutating

population due to fitness loss at a non-zero mutation rate µ (purple crosses in Fig. 2.13).

Here, the evolution of our system begins at first as biased competition between two species

(between fast-growing and bystander species) but as the fast-growing cells mutate and die

off, the bystander population begins to reinvade the slow-growing species, and eventually we

should find a Fisher wave of the bystander invading the less fit, mutating population. On

the right side of Fig. 2.13 we see that the exponent ν(t) for the purple crosses at first is

enhanced as we would expect near mutational meltdown (µ ≈ µ∗). At later times, however,

once a Fisher wave is established, the exponent eventually dips down and is consistent with

a Fisher-wave-like coarsening [62]. One can track this especially easily in the s = 0.15 case

(top row of Fig. 2.13) where we see that the purple cross data points follow the critical

roughening points (red squares) and then transition to a slower roughening more consistent

with a regular Fisher wave (orange diamonds). The evolution of σw(t) for this case is also

shown in Fig. 2.12. One sees here that at times t < 1000 (smaller plot), the purple cross data

points have a larger width σw(t) due to the mutational meltdown dynamics, but σw(t) then

crosses over to smaller values for longer times when the Fisher wave behavior dominates.

2.5 Conclusion

We have now analyzed a simple model of invasion of a stable, homogeneous population by a

population acquiring deleterious mutations at a rate µ. We examined this invasion in both

one- and two-dimensions as a function of the mutation rate µ, the selective advantage s

of the fast-growing strain within the mutating population, and the selective advantage b of

the bystander population. We have shown that the effectively small local population sizes

(compared to a well-mixed population) suppress the probability that the invasion succeeds.

This suppression can be understood by analyzing the motion of the boundary between the

mutating population and the bystander population it is invading. We find a reasonable

estimate of the phase transition position in the (µ, b, s) phase space, as shown in Figs. 2.4,2.7,

and 2.13. Our model assumed that cell motility within our population is suppressed, with

the only cell rearrangements occurring due to cell division and local competition for space. It
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would be interesting to consider the effects of a spatial motility as it has been demonstrated

that some of the expected features of spatial dynamics, such as spatial heterogeneity and

local fixation of strains is partially mitigated by increased cell motility [71].

Next, we considered the properties of the invasion front and showed that this front

undulates more when the mutating population is near the meltdown transition at which

it loses the fittest strain. For d = 1 + 1 dimensions, this transition is well-characterized by

the directed percolation universality class, and we used properties of this class to understand

the enhancement of the roughening. In the future, it would be interesting to compare our

results to experiments. One possibility is to use microbial populations such as bacteria or

yeast where one may design strains with varying (µ, b, s). Another possibility would be to

examine such invasions in cancers. For instance, it would be interesting to monitor the edges

of a tumor over time as it either grows or shrinks. We predict that if the tumor begins losing

fitness due to accumulated deleterious mutations (during treatment, for example), then we

should be able to observe this transition to “mutational meltdown” as a roughening of the

tumor edges.

For d = 2+1 dimensions, we find a range of behaviors for the roughening interface. When

the speed of the invasion front approaches zero, the interface roughens more significantly due

voter-model-like coarsening. We also find an enhancement of the roughening exponent as the

mutating population approaches meltdown. On the other hand, when either the mutating or

the bystander population has a selective advantage and the population interface develops an

overall velocity, the roughening is suppressed, and we find roughening exponents consistent

with those observed for noisy Fisher waves at long times. Therefore, the long-time behavior

of the population interface roughness serves as an indicator of whether or not a selective

sweep is occurring within the population: Moving population fronts will be smoother than

stationary ones in which the invader and bystander populations are relatively neutral.

At intermediate times, we see signatures of the meltdown as the interface roughens more

rapidly when the mutating population is near the meltdown transition, even in the case when

there is an overall bias to the interface motion (see smaller plot of Fig. 2.12). Also, we focused

here on just one aspect of the roughening, namely the early time behavior σw ∝ tν . For long

times t, the interface undulation size will eventually saturate due to the finite system size L,
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and we might expect a general scaling form σw = tνf(t/Lβ), with f(x) a scaling function and

β a new critical exponent. The scaling properties of this saturation should also depend on

the proximity to the mutational meltdown transition. It would also be interesting to consider

a d = 3 + 1-dimensional evolution such as the invasion of surrounding tissue by a compact

cluster of cancerous cells. In this case, the invasion front would be an entire surface which

could also pinch off and coarsen. Previous simulations of the noisy Fisher wave dynamics

suggest that the situation in this case is similar to the d = 2+1 case considered here [62]. We

would again expect to find some enhancement of the interface roughening when a mutating

invader is near a mutational meltdown transition.

Interestingly, increased roughening is typically an indicator of more malignant cancerous

growths, and the roughness of tumor edges has been a useful prognostic indicator in a wide

variety of cancers [72]. Also, in general, increased heterogeneity results in a worse clinical

prognosis [73]. While our results point to the possibility of an opposite correlation, our model

does not take into account tumor vasculature or cancer cell motility. Conversely, most of the

clinical studies focus on more mature tumors which have developed a vasculature. Hence, we

expect our model to be relevant for early, small avascular tumors or regions of larger tumors

lacking vasculature. These small tumors are not easily detected as they are typically just

a few millimeters in size. Nevertheless, small spheroidal avascular tumors are good in vitro

models for early cancer growth [74]. It would thus be interesting to study the edges of such

cultured tumors under a large mutational load. We may also verify some of our results in

microbial range expansions (e.g., in yeast cell colonies grown on Petri dishes) where there is

little cell motility. A promising experimental realization of a d = 2+1-dimensional expansion

may be a growing cylindrical “pillar” of yeast cells, as realized in Ref. [75].
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Chapter 3

Experimental motivations for the

bystander model

Although the model introduced in the previous chapter is an interesting statistical model

for the study of roughening phenomena in its own right, I should acknowledge that I have

thus far motivated the study of this model by indicating that it could offer insight into the

mutational meltdown of cancerous tumors. I have yet in this thesis to discuss experimental

data about how tumors grow, mutate, and die, nor what the shape of a tumor looks like as it

does these things. I attempt to remedy that in this chapter, where I will seek to justify the

study of this model, and my identification of the model as one that is useful for the study of

tumor growth.

3.1 Driver and passenger mutations

Although it is not possible to directly observe the earliest stages of human cancer growth,

advances in genetic sequencing and genotyping have allowed researchers to investigate the

genetic history of large tumors; these studies have found that cancerous tissues contain

a large number of genetic alterations. Very few of these genetic alterations lead to the

development of a cancerous tumor. The few that drive cancer growth are called “driver”

mutations, since they confer the cells in which they arise a selective advantage which drives

cancer growth. The various other alterations are called “passenger” mutations, and they
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mostly have a negligible impact on cell fitness. Some passenger mutations, however, may

have a deleterious affect on the cell fitness. Despite their deleterious affect on cell fitness,

these passenger mutations can accumulate in the overall cell population enough to have an

effect on the tumor’s long-term survival, leading, for example, to mutational meltdown of

the tumor over time [32, 31].

In my bystander model introduced in the previous chapter, I assume that the existence

of the fast-growing species is due to a driver mutation which confers to the cell a selective

advantage. As discussed in [31], as a tumor grows, there is always a chance for a new

driver mutation or a passenger mutation to occur. When a new driver mutation occurs, the

selective advantage of the mutation causes it to sweep through the population contributing

to tumor proliferation; after some time, however, deleterious passenger mutations begin to

accumulate which again slows the tumor growth until the next driver mutation occurs. This

is demonstrated in Fig. 3.1, taken from [31]. Thus, since I am considering only a single

driver mutation, my model can be thought of as simulating only one period of the saw-

toothed pattern in Fig. 3.1, where accumulations of passenger mutations cause the growth

rate of the tumor population to slow down and possibly lead to mutational meltdown.

In my model, every time a fast-growing cell divides it will mutate at a rate of µ into

the slow-growing strain. In my simulations, the mutation rate typically has a range of

µ ∼ 0.0−0.015 division−1. The simulations of mutational meltdown of tumor populations in

[31] used ranges for the mutation rate, µ, and selective advantage (s and b in my model) which

were centered on values obtained from experimental data. The values explored correspond

to a range of µ = 0.00005 − 50.0 division−1 based on an estimate from literature of µ =

0.05 division−1. The literature-based estimate is slightly larger than the typical values used

in my simulation, though on the same order of magnitude. Note that we also assume a one-

step fitness decrease of the mutant, whereas a more realistic model would take into account

the gradual fitness decrease from an accumulation of multiple deleterious mutations. It

would be interesting to incorporate this more detailed fitness landscape, but we can think

of our model as describing the fate of the initial, most-fit strain within the invading tumor

population [15].
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Figure 3.1: A schematic of cancer evolution taken from [31]. This characteristic saw-tooth
pattern in the population size of a tumor is due to the initial sweep of an advantageous
driver mutation through the population which causes the tumor to proliferate. After the
accumulation of passenger mutations, however, the growth begins to slow down and perhaps
even decrease until the next driver mutation occurs.
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The range of values for µ used in my simple competition-mutation model was constrained

by the fact that the mutational meltdown phase transition for the fast-growing population

occurs when µ = µc ∼ s2 in 1 + 1-dimensions and µ = µc ∼ s/ ln(s) in 2 + 1-dimensions.

In 3 + 1-dimensions, µ would be a bit higher than that estimated from literature in [31]

since the phase transition will occur at µ = µc ∼ s. Thus the value used to the selection

parameter, s, is equally important as the mutation rate; this was estimated in [31] to be

s ∼ 10−3 and the range explored in the mutational meltdown simulations was 10−1 − 10−4.

In my simulations, I used values in the range 10−2− 1.5× 10−1. I used slightly larger values,

since simulations require much more simulation time for smaller s since it takes longer for

the total population of bystander + mutating population to fix. However, as we can see,

these values still correspond to biologically relevant situations.

So far I have discussed the selective advantages or disadvantages a driver or passenger

mutation may confer to the cell in which they occur, without any discussion of the

mechanisms through which these advantages are realized through competition between cells.

I will discuss this briefly in the next section, and then I will discuss roughening phenomenon

in tumors.

3.2 Dynamics of cell-to-cell competition

The competition that occurs between cells in the bystander model is simply due to a difference

in growth rate. This is, of course, a very simplified version of what happens in cell-to-cell

competition in real tissues. Although the specific mechanisms of cell-to-cell competition is

still an open question in the biology, and there are many mechanisms that seem to play

a role, including growth rate signaling and nutrient absorption, the end result remains the

same: cells with higher growth rates tend to proliferate, and cells with lower growth rates

tend to die out [76]. Some possible mechanisms for competition between cells is illustrated

in Fig. 3.2 along with an illustration of the resulting modes of competition: proliferation

of faster-growing cells, or elimination of unfit cells; the illustrations in the figure are taken

from [76].
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Figure 3.2: (a) Schematics, taken from [76], of some proposed mechanisms for cell-to-
cell competition in cell tissues. Note that a wide variety of biological mechanisms may be
involved in interactions between different cell strains. Despite the variety of mechanisms
through which cell-competition occurs, the results of cell competition occurs in two main
modes as depicted in (b): elimination of less fit cells, or proliferation of more fit, or faster-
growing, cells.
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Since the purpose of the bystander model is to quantify the roughening behavior at

an invasion front as one population approaches mutational instability, we have modelled

competition as occurring only due to the relative difference in growth rates, ignoring the

possible mechanisms for cell competition to occur. This is sufficient for the purpose of my

model, since the basic result of fitter cells proliferating and less fit cells dying out is indeed the

main result of cell-to-cell competition mechanisms in real cell populations. More biologically

relevant computational models exist, which take into account, for example, nutrient diffusion,

cell proliferation/quescience/necrotization, or fitness signaling between cells [77, 78]. It would

indeed be interesting to incorporate these more complex dynamics into a future model of

roughening invasion fronts.

I have opted to keep cell competition in my model as a simple difference between growth

rates, since I am less concerned with the specific internal dynamics of the “cancerous"

population (other than whether or not the population is close to mutational meltdown)

and am instead interested in what happens at the boundary between the bystander and

cancerous populations. Of course, the macroscopic dynamics of the two populations arises

due to the microscopic dynamics of the competition between these two populations, and

indeed certain aspects of the bystander model oversimplify with how a tumor really grows.

For example, a real avascular tumor will only grow to a certain size before it stops expanding;

this is due to the necrotization and quiecense of cells at the tumor interior, which results in

a saturation of tumor size after which time the proliferating tumor cells at the edge begin to

grow inward rather than outward, likely due to an accumulation of chemical signals released

by the necrotizing cells at the center of the tumor [78, 79]. Moreover, sufficiently large tumors

will develop a vasculature which allows for nutrients to penetrate the tumor interior. This

results in a complex distribution of dividing cells within the tumor population.

Thus, my model should not be understood as an attempt to model the growth of a

realistic tumor, but rather as an attempt to quantify how interfaces between populations

evolve as a function of one of the population’s internal dynamics. Indeed, we may think of a

small patch of a tumor which is receiving enough nutrients to grow and which contains some

distribution of competing strains. The roughening effect shown to occur in the bystander

model in the previous chapter should be understood as a general behavior that one might
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expect to observe in the shape of a tumor that is close to mutational meltdown. One signature

of this meltdown would be a roughening of the interface between the growing tumor and the

surrounding healthy tissue. As imaging technologies evolve, it will be possible to test these

predictions via detailed, spatially-resolved imaging of cancer progression.

3.3 Roughening in cancerous tumors

Although imaging a time sequence of in vivo tumors is difficult, much progress has been

made in the quantitative analysis of in vitro tumor shapes. Indeed, it is possible to culture

cancerous cells in various geometries. A particular geometry of interest is a “microspheroid”

of cells, which has been increasingly appreciated as a more faithful representation of real

tumors than, say, a well-mixed culture of cells [80].

A quantitative analysis of tumor roughness, however, can be found in [81], in which the

roughness of cultured brain tumor cells in a two-dimensional medium was analyzed. The

typical profile for the growing brain tumor, taken from the paper, is shown in Fig. 3.3 and

the power-law behavior that was extracted for the width function of the tumor is shown in

Fig. 3.4. Interestingly, the authors find that the initial roughness of the tumor grows as

〈w(t)〉 ∼ t0.38, which was confirmed for a variety of tumor types [82]. This value is close to

our simulated value in the bystander model (see Fig. 2.13) at early times, but this cultured

tumor is not competing with health tissue, so our model does not strictly apply. Another

study with cultured cancer cells found a KPZ scaling with 〈w(t)〉 ∼ t0.32 for both linear and

radial tumor interfaces [83]. The linear profiles are shown in Fig. 3.3(a). Examples of some

radial profiles are shown in Fig. 3.3(b). The scaling of the tumor interface roughness may be

measured in these cultured tumors and a robust scaling regime may be measured, as shown

in Fig. 3.4.

The experiments presented here have limitations as they are not direct tests of our model.

For example, it would be interesting to perform an experiment where such a cultured tumor

coexists with another cellular population which may compete with the tumor cells, as in our

“bystander” strain described in the previous chapter. The analysis of the tumor roughness

in [81, 83] also did not look at tumors nearing mutational meltdown. This would also be
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Figure 3.3: (a) Taken from [83], profiles of a growing, cultured tumor (Hela cells). Note
the roughening of the front over time. (b) Taken from [81], typical profiles for the growth
of brain tumors (a rat astrocyte glioma) cultured on a two-dimensional medium in radial
configurations.
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Figure 3.4: Taken from [83], the average tumor profile roughness as a function of time
t. The straight lines correspond to the scaling w ∼ t0.32. The profiles are calculated for
both linear tumor shapes in (a) and for radial ones in (b). Examples of these two different
geometries are shown in Fig. 3.3.
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an interesting condition which would be an explicit test of the predictions made in the

previous chapter. These previous experimental results, however, do provide good evidence

that my model is on the right track with thinking about roughness and power-law behavior

for tumors. Indeed, tumor edges exhibit power-law scaling of their roughness, as shown

explicitly in Fig. 3.4, and this roughness may provide signatures of the internal dynamics

within the tumor.
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Chapter 4

Implementation of lattice simulations in

C++

In the previous chapters I have shown the results of simulations of evolving cellular

populations, with a special focus on the bystander model for cancer growth introduced in

Chapter 2. In this chapter I will give a brief overview of how I implemented these model

using Monte Carlo simulations in C++.

All the simulations I will describe are of stochastic lattice models. The general set-up for

the bystander model is as follows:

1. Start with a lattice containing N sites. The connections between sites will be

determined by the geometry of the lattice. In the following I will use triangular lattices.

2. Assign to each site on the lattice a cell belonging to one of three strains: fast-growing,

slow-growing, or bystander.

3. Define update rules. In the following I use two kinds of update rules: parallel updates,

or random-sequential updates.

4. Update the lattice according to the update rules and increment the time accordingly.

5. Repeat step 4 until the time reaches the pre-determined total simulation time.

For the remainder of this chapter, I will go through each of the steps laid out above to

show my implementation of the bystander model using C++.
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4.1 Step 1 - Setting up the lattice

Setting up the lattice is the most straightforward step. A lattice of any dimension and

geometry is just a collection of N sites, and so can be implemented as a simple 1-dimensional

vector of integers:

vector <int > lattice(N);

I have opted to keep all vectors flattened (that is, 1-dimensional) for optimization purposes.

Doing the multi-dimensional vector-indexing manually allowed me to speed up the simulation

by storing certain values that are repeatedly calculated, like L×L× 3 (as will become clear

later) say, as a global parameter. This speeds up vector access, which is beneficial since vector

access takes up a significant part of the simulation (particularly for the random sequential

case, as we will see). Doing the vector indexing calculations manually also allows me to place

certain calculations in an optimized location to further prevent needless calculations being

repeated such as in nested for-loops.

The number of sites on the lattice will be determined by the dimensionality of the system

being modelled. It is useful to introduce a length variable, say L, so that the number of sites

will be given as N = Ld where d is the dimensionality of the system:

int L = //size of the lattice;

//one dimensional lattice

vector <int > lattice(L);

//two dimensional lattice

vector <int > lattice(L*L);

//three dimensional lattice

vector <int > lattice(L*L*L);

4.2 Step 2 - Assigning cells to each site

To initialize the lattice, I assign an integer value to each site. In the bystander model I

used "1" to indicate the bystander strain, "2" to indicate the fast-growing strain, and "3" to

indicate the slow-growing strain. In a typical simulation, I start with an initial lattice with
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each site randomly assigned either "1" or "2". For the random generator I used the Marsene

Twister pseudorandom number generator via the Boost C++ library:

#include <boost/random.hpp >

int seed = time (0);

boost:: mt19937 generator(seed);

boost:: random :: uniform_int_distribution <int > disint (1,2);

void latt_init(vector <int > &latt , int Nsites)

{

for (int i=0; i<Nsites; ++i) {

latt[i] = disint(generator);

}

}

//1D lattice

vector <int > lattice(L);

latt_init(lattice , L);

//2D lattice

vector <int > lattice(L*L);

latt_init(lattice , L*L);

//3D lattice

vector <int > lattice(L*L*L);

latt_init(lattice , L*L*L);

4.3 Step 3 - Defining update rules

The geometry of the lattice will be defined by the connections between sites on the lattice.

The way this is done in practice will vary slightly depending on the type of update rules used.

For 1- and 2-dimensional lattices, I used parallel update rules; whereas for the 3-dimensional

case I used random-sequential update rules, which I will discuss later.

4.3.1 Parallel update rules

For parallel update rules (for 1- and 2-dimensional lattices), I make use of two vectors,

one representing an "even" lattice, and the other representing an "odd" lattice. These two
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identical lattices will represent subsequent generations of the evolving population. At each

update, I will populate one lattice based on the current state of the other. The way this is

done will vary depending on the dimension of the lattice.

1-dimensional lattice

The one-dimensional lattice is just a straight line with neighboring sites connected to one

another. At every update, neighboring sites on the lattice will compete with one another to

occupy a single site on an identical lattice. This is pictured in Fig. 4.1.

Using Fig. 4.1 as a reference, it is clear which sites will compete with one another during

the update. To run the update, I will cycle through the next lattice (odd or even) and

determine which cells from the previous generation will compete to occupy each site on the

new lattice. Additionally, if the mutation parameter for the simulation is positive, and the

winner of the competition has identity "2" (representing the fast-growing strain), then I

also check to see if a mutation event occurs in which case the current site will ultimately

occupied by identity "3" (representing the slow-growing strain). I repeat this process for a

pre-determined number of generations:

int N_generations = // number of generations to simulate

int L = //size of lattice

vector <int > latt_even(L);

vector <int > latt_odd(L);

boost:: random :: uniform_real_distribution < double > dis(0,1);

latt_init(latt_even , L);

//do the updates

for (int t = 1; t < N_generations; ++t) {

// update odd lattice

for (int i = 0; i < L; ++i) {

int rannum = dis(generator);

latt_odd[i] = compete(latt_even[mod(i-1,L)], latt_even[i], rannum);

if (mu > 0.000001 && latt_odd[i] == 2) {
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<latexit sha1_base64="vDkxN5pUDwj0deL9HrPtVIkfI1U=">AAACQ3icdVDLTgIxFO3gC/EFsjFx0wgkuCEzLNSNCdGNS0zkkcCEdDodaOg80t4xkgl+jVv9Cz/Cb3Bn3JrYARYC8SRNTs599NzjRIIrMM0PI7OxubW9k93N7e0fHB7lC8dtFcaSshYNRSi7DlFM8IC1gINg3Ugy4juCdZzxbVrvPDKpeBg8wCRitk+GAfc4JaClQf4kdF0sCACnDFfL0K/U8TW2yueDfMmsmTPgdWItSAkt0BwUjGLfDWnsswCoIEr1LDMCOyFS7xZsmuvHikWEjsmQ9TQNiM+UncxOmOKKVlzshVK/APBM/TuREF+pie/oTp/ASK3WUvG/Goz8KV4V02/UkqkkHSbO0zS3bBW8KzvhQRQDC+jcqRcLDCFOA8Uul4yCmGhCqOT6WExHRBIKOvacjtFaDW2dtOs166Jm3tdLjZtFoFl0is5QFVnoEjXQHWqiFqLoGb2gV/RmvBufxpfxPW/NGIuZIlqC8fML96CuXw==</latexit>

odd lattice (t%2 “ 1)

<latexit sha1_base64="tMVGw+HTiwRmzehgN1gy3sSo6V4=">AAACRHicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVV7UrcBKugmzLThboRRDcuK9gH2FIy6a0NzWSG5E6xDMWvcat/4T/4D+7ErZhpZ2ErHggczn3k3ONHUhh03XdnYXFpeWU1t5Zf39jc2i7s7NZNGGsONR7KUDd9ZkAKBTUUKKEZaWCBL6HhD67TemMI2ohQ3eEognbAHpToCc7QSp3CHgxBUckQBQd6fIitowq9oO7hSadQcsvuBPQv8TJSIhmqnR2n2OqGPA5AIZfMmHvPjbCdMG13SxjnW7GBiPEBe4B7SxULwLSTyQ1jemSVLu2F2j6FdKL+nkhYYMwo8G1nwLBv5mup+F8N+8GYzovpN2bGVJIOM/9xnJ+1ir3zdiJUFCMoPnXaiyXFkKaJ0q7QwFGOLGFcC3ss5X2mGUebe97G6M2H9pfUK2XvtOzeVkqXV1mgObJPDsgx8cgZuSQ3pEpqhJMn8kxeyKvz5nw4n87XtHXByWaKZAbO9w/5Za7f</latexit>

even lattice (t%2 “ 0)

<latexit sha1_base64="y1wIhRefu9shbL4aQMCGvaz4ESM=">AAACKnicdVDLSgMxFE3qq46v1i7dBIvgqsyIqMuiG5ct2Ae0Q8mkmTY0yQxJRizDfIFb/Qu/xl1x64eYaWdhKx4IHM69h3tygpgzbVx3AUtb2zu7e+V95+Dw6PikUj3t6ihRhHZIxCPVD7CmnEnaMcxw2o8VxSLgtBfMHvJ575kqzSL5ZOYx9QWeSBYygo2V2mxUqbsNdwn0l3gFqYMCrVEV1objiCSCSkM41nrgubHxU6wMI5xmzjDRNMZkhid0YKnEgmo/XSbN0IVVxiiMlH3SoKX625FiofVcBHZTYDPVm7Nc/G9mpiJDm2J+Rq+FSnMzDl4yZz2qCe/8lMk4MVSSVdIw4chEKO8NjZmixPC5JZgoZj+LyBQrTIxt17E1epul/SXdq4Z303Db1/XmfVFoGZyBc3AJPHALmuARtEAHEEDBK3gD7/ADfsIF/FqtlmDhqYE1wO8fcGem6A==</latexit>

i
<latexit sha1_base64="uPcw3yuL3T/jmeuRL/dTzGJ2F78=">AAACLHicdVDLSgMxFE3qq9ZXa5dugkUQhDIjoi6LblxWtA9oh5JJM21okhmSjFiG+QS3+hd+jRsRt36HmXYWtsUDgcO593BPjh9xpo3jfMLC2vrG5lZxu7Szu7d/UK4ctnUYK0JbJOSh6vpYU84kbRlmOO1GimLhc9rxJ7fZvPNElWahfDTTiHoCjyQLGMHGSg/szB2Ua07dmQGtEjcnNZCjOajAan8YklhQaQjHWvdcJzJegpVhhNO01I81jTCZ4BHtWSqxoNpLZllTdGKVIQpCZZ80aKb+dSRYaD0Vvt0U2Iz18iwT/5uZsUjRspid0QuhksyM/ee0tBjVBNdewmQUGyrJPGkQc2RClDWHhkxRYvjUEkwUs59FZIwVJsb2W7I1usulrZL2ed29rDv3F7XGTV5oERyBY3AKXHAFGuAONEELEDACL+AVvMF3+AG/4Pd8tQBzTxUsAP78Al7pp1g=</latexit>

i ` 1
<latexit sha1_base64="Q1ycQWRqPL2MkBoBPA5ANc1BNCE=">AAACLHicdVDLSgMxFE3qq9ZXa5dugkVwY5kRUZdFNy4r2ge0Q8mkmTY0yQxJRizDfIJb/Qu/xo2IW7/DTDsL2+KBwOHce7gnx48408ZxPmFhbX1jc6u4XdrZ3ds/KFcO2zqMFaEtEvJQdX2sKWeStgwznHYjRbHwOe34k9ts3nmiSrNQPpppRD2BR5IFjGBjpQd25g7KNafuzIBWiZuTGsjRHFRgtT8MSSyoNIRjrXuuExkvwcowwmla6seaRphM8Ij2LJVYUO0ls6wpOrHKEAWhsk8aNFP/OhIstJ4K324KbMZ6eZaJ/83MWKRoWczO6IVQSWbG/nNaWoxqgmsvYTKKDZVknjSIOTIhyppDQ6YoMXxqCSaK2c8iMsYKE2P7Ldka3eXSVkn7vO5e1p37i1rjJi+0CI7AMTgFLrgCDXAHmqAFCBiBF/AK3uA7/IBf8Hu+WoC5pwoWAH9+AWJ3p1o=</latexit>

i ´ 1

<latexit sha1_base64="y1wIhRefu9shbL4aQMCGvaz4ESM=">AAACKnicdVDLSgMxFE3qq46v1i7dBIvgqsyIqMuiG5ct2Ae0Q8mkmTY0yQxJRizDfIFb/Qu/xl1x64eYaWdhKx4IHM69h3tygpgzbVx3AUtb2zu7e+V95+Dw6PikUj3t6ihRhHZIxCPVD7CmnEnaMcxw2o8VxSLgtBfMHvJ575kqzSL5ZOYx9QWeSBYygo2V2mxUqbsNdwn0l3gFqYMCrVEV1objiCSCSkM41nrgubHxU6wMI5xmzjDRNMZkhid0YKnEgmo/XSbN0IVVxiiMlH3SoKX625FiofVcBHZTYDPVm7Nc/G9mpiJDm2J+Rq+FSnMzDl4yZz2qCe/8lMk4MVSSVdIw4chEKO8NjZmixPC5JZgoZj+LyBQrTIxt17E1epul/SXdq4Z303Db1/XmfVFoGZyBc3AJPHALmuARtEAHEEDBK3gD7/ADfsIF/FqtlmDhqYE1wO8fcGem6A==</latexit>

i
<latexit sha1_base64="uPcw3yuL3T/jmeuRL/dTzGJ2F78=">AAACLHicdVDLSgMxFE3qq9ZXa5dugkUQhDIjoi6LblxWtA9oh5JJM21okhmSjFiG+QS3+hd+jRsRt36HmXYWtsUDgcO593BPjh9xpo3jfMLC2vrG5lZxu7Szu7d/UK4ctnUYK0JbJOSh6vpYU84kbRlmOO1GimLhc9rxJ7fZvPNElWahfDTTiHoCjyQLGMHGSg/szB2Ua07dmQGtEjcnNZCjOajAan8YklhQaQjHWvdcJzJegpVhhNO01I81jTCZ4BHtWSqxoNpLZllTdGKVIQpCZZ80aKb+dSRYaD0Vvt0U2Iz18iwT/5uZsUjRspid0QuhksyM/ee0tBjVBNdewmQUGyrJPGkQc2RClDWHhkxRYvjUEkwUs59FZIwVJsb2W7I1usulrZL2ed29rDv3F7XGTV5oERyBY3AKXHAFGuAONEELEDACL+AVvMF3+AG/4Pd8tQBzTxUsAP78Al7pp1g=</latexit>

i ` 1
<latexit sha1_base64="Q1ycQWRqPL2MkBoBPA5ANc1BNCE=">AAACLHicdVDLSgMxFE3qq9ZXa5dugkVwY5kRUZdFNy4r2ge0Q8mkmTY0yQxJRizDfIJb/Qu/xo2IW7/DTDsL2+KBwOHce7gnx48408ZxPmFhbX1jc6u4XdrZ3ds/KFcO2zqMFaEtEvJQdX2sKWeStgwznHYjRbHwOe34k9ts3nmiSrNQPpppRD2BR5IFjGBjpQd25g7KNafuzIBWiZuTGsjRHFRgtT8MSSyoNIRjrXuuExkvwcowwmla6seaRphM8Ij2LJVYUO0ls6wpOrHKEAWhsk8aNFP/OhIstJ4K324KbMZ6eZaJ/83MWKRoWczO6IVQSWbG/nNaWoxqgmsvYTKKDZVknjSIOTIhyppDQ6YoMXxqCSaK2c8iMsYKE2P7Ldka3eXSVkn7vO5e1p37i1rjJi+0CI7AMTgFLrgCDXAHmqAFCBiBF/AK3uA7/IBf8Hu+WoC5pwoWAH9+AWJ3p1o=</latexit>

i ´ 1

<latexit sha1_base64="tMVGw+HTiwRmzehgN1gy3sSo6V4=">AAACRHicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVV7UrcBKugmzLThboRRDcuK9gH2FIy6a0NzWSG5E6xDMWvcat/4T/4D+7ErZhpZ2ErHggczn3k3ONHUhh03XdnYXFpeWU1t5Zf39jc2i7s7NZNGGsONR7KUDd9ZkAKBTUUKKEZaWCBL6HhD67TemMI2ohQ3eEognbAHpToCc7QSp3CHgxBUckQBQd6fIitowq9oO7hSadQcsvuBPQv8TJSIhmqnR2n2OqGPA5AIZfMmHvPjbCdMG13SxjnW7GBiPEBe4B7SxULwLSTyQ1jemSVLu2F2j6FdKL+nkhYYMwo8G1nwLBv5mup+F8N+8GYzovpN2bGVJIOM/9xnJ+1ir3zdiJUFCMoPnXaiyXFkKaJ0q7QwFGOLGFcC3ss5X2mGUebe97G6M2H9pfUK2XvtOzeVkqXV1mgObJPDsgx8cgZuSQ3pEpqhJMn8kxeyKvz5nw4n87XtHXByWaKZAbO9w/5Za7f</latexit>

even lattice (t%2 “ 0)
<latexit sha1_base64="y1wIhRefu9shbL4aQMCGvaz4ESM=">AAACKnicdVDLSgMxFE3qq46v1i7dBIvgqsyIqMuiG5ct2Ae0Q8mkmTY0yQxJRizDfIFb/Qu/xl1x64eYaWdhKx4IHM69h3tygpgzbVx3AUtb2zu7e+V95+Dw6PikUj3t6ihRhHZIxCPVD7CmnEnaMcxw2o8VxSLgtBfMHvJ575kqzSL5ZOYx9QWeSBYygo2V2mxUqbsNdwn0l3gFqYMCrVEV1objiCSCSkM41nrgubHxU6wMI5xmzjDRNMZkhid0YKnEgmo/XSbN0IVVxiiMlH3SoKX625FiofVcBHZTYDPVm7Nc/G9mpiJDm2J+Rq+FSnMzDl4yZz2qCe/8lMk4MVSSVdIw4chEKO8NjZmixPC5JZgoZj+LyBQrTIxt17E1epul/SXdq4Z303Db1/XmfVFoGZyBc3AJPHALmuARtEAHEEDBK3gD7/ADfsIF/FqtlmDhqYE1wO8fcGem6A==</latexit>

i
<latexit sha1_base64="uPcw3yuL3T/jmeuRL/dTzGJ2F78=">AAACLHicdVDLSgMxFE3qq9ZXa5dugkUQhDIjoi6LblxWtA9oh5JJM21okhmSjFiG+QS3+hd+jRsRt36HmXYWtsUDgcO593BPjh9xpo3jfMLC2vrG5lZxu7Szu7d/UK4ctnUYK0JbJOSh6vpYU84kbRlmOO1GimLhc9rxJ7fZvPNElWahfDTTiHoCjyQLGMHGSg/szB2Ua07dmQGtEjcnNZCjOajAan8YklhQaQjHWvdcJzJegpVhhNO01I81jTCZ4BHtWSqxoNpLZllTdGKVIQpCZZ80aKb+dSRYaD0Vvt0U2Iz18iwT/5uZsUjRspid0QuhksyM/ee0tBjVBNdewmQUGyrJPGkQc2RClDWHhkxRYvjUEkwUs59FZIwVJsb2W7I1usulrZL2ed29rDv3F7XGTV5oERyBY3AKXHAFGuAONEELEDACL+AVvMF3+AG/4Pd8tQBzTxUsAP78Al7pp1g=</latexit>

i ` 1
<latexit sha1_base64="Q1ycQWRqPL2MkBoBPA5ANc1BNCE=">AAACLHicdVDLSgMxFE3qq9ZXa5dugkVwY5kRUZdFNy4r2ge0Q8mkmTY0yQxJRizDfIJb/Qu/xo2IW7/DTDsL2+KBwOHce7gnx48408ZxPmFhbX1jc6u4XdrZ3ds/KFcO2zqMFaEtEvJQdX2sKWeStgwznHYjRbHwOe34k9ts3nmiSrNQPpppRD2BR5IFjGBjpQd25g7KNafuzIBWiZuTGsjRHFRgtT8MSSyoNIRjrXuuExkvwcowwmla6seaRphM8Ij2LJVYUO0ls6wpOrHKEAWhsk8aNFP/OhIstJ4K324KbMZ6eZaJ/83MWKRoWczO6IVQSWbG/nNaWoxqgmsvYTKKDZVknjSIOTIhyppDQ6YoMXxqCSaK2c8iMsYKE2P7Ldka3eXSVkn7vO5e1p37i1rjJi+0CI7AMTgFLrgCDXAHmqAFCBiBF/AK3uA7/IBf8Hu+WoC5pwoWAH9+AWJ3p1o=</latexit>

i ´ 1

Figure 4.1: In a 1-dimensional lattice, closest neighbors compete with one another to
populate a single site in the next generation, represented as an identical lattice offset by 0.5
(given a cell-size of a = 1). In the figure, x%y represents x modulo y, or the remainder of the
operation x/y. The labels in the figure show how the indices of competing partners depend
on whether the current generation is represented by an "even" or "odd" lattice.
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int rannum2 = dis(generator);

if (rannum2 < mu) ++ latt_odd[i];

}

}

++t;

// update even lattice

for (int i = 0; i < L; ++i) {

int rannum = dis(generator)

latt_even[i] = compete(latt_odd[i], latt_odd[mod(i+1,L)], rannum);

if (mu > 0.000001 && latt_even[i] == 2) {

int rannum2 = dis(generator);

if (rannum2 < mu) ++ latt_even[i];

}

}

}

where the compete function is yet to be defined, and I have made use of periodic boundary

conditions via the following mod function:

int mod(int a, int b)

{

return (a%b + b)%b

}

to ensure the result is always positive, since vectors in C++ do not support negative indices.

The compete function takes in two integers (1, 2, or 3) and a random number and returns

an integer (1, 2, or 3) depending on the relative growth and/or mutation rates. This function

is implemented as follows:

int compete(int A, int B, double RN)

{

double g_A , g_B;

g_A = 1.0 - s_By*( double)((3-A)*(2-A))/2.0 - s_S*( double)((A-2)*(A-1))/2.0;

g_B = 1.0 - s_By*( double)((3-B)*(2-B))/2.0 - s_S*( double)((B-2)*(B-1))/2.0;

if (RN < gA / (gA + gB)) {

return A;

} else {

return B;

}

}
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Where s_By and s_S are the selection paremeters for the bystander and slow-growing

strains, respectively. So g_A,g_B represent ΓA,ΓB, or the growth rates for the competing

species A, B ∈ {1, 2, 3} = {bystander, slow-growing, fast-growing}. If the drawn random

number is less than the relative growth rate of ΓA as compared to ΓB then species A wins;

otherwise, species B wins. Thus, if the relative growth rate of ΓA is very large, there is a

higher chance of it winning, or if it is very small there is a lower chance, as expected.

2-dimensional lattice

The 2-dimensional lattice will be updated in the same way as the 1-dimensional lattice, with

an odd and even lattice that are alternately updated based on the state of the other. Each

lattice will now be two-dimensional, which can easily be obtained from the lattice shown in

Fig. 4.1 but now treating the time direction as a spatial direction. Then, the even and odd

lattices will be stacked on top of one another in layers which will be the new time direction.

This schematic, with appropriate index labels, is depicted in Fig. 4.2.

Using Fig. 4.2 as a reference for the appropriate indices of competing neighbors, we can

write down the update rules for the 2-dimensional lattice which will be almost identical to

the 1-dimensional case. The differences of course will be in the competing neighbors, and

also the compete function will need to be adjusted since now there are three competitors

instead of just two, so a simple comparison of a random number against a single relative

growth rate will no longer suffice.

int N_generations = // number of generations to simulate

int L = //size of lattice

vector <int > latt_even(L*L);

vector <int > latt_odd(L*L);

boost:: random :: uniform_real_distribution < double > dis(0,1);

latt_init(latt_even , L*L);

//do the updates

for (int t = 1; t < N_generations; ++t) {
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<latexit sha1_base64="vDkxN5pUDwj0deL9HrPtVIkfI1U=">AAACQ3icdVDLTgIxFO3gC/EFsjFx0wgkuCEzLNSNCdGNS0zkkcCEdDodaOg80t4xkgl+jVv9Cz/Cb3Bn3JrYARYC8SRNTs599NzjRIIrMM0PI7OxubW9k93N7e0fHB7lC8dtFcaSshYNRSi7DlFM8IC1gINg3Ugy4juCdZzxbVrvPDKpeBg8wCRitk+GAfc4JaClQf4kdF0sCACnDFfL0K/U8TW2yueDfMmsmTPgdWItSAkt0BwUjGLfDWnsswCoIEr1LDMCOyFS7xZsmuvHikWEjsmQ9TQNiM+UncxOmOKKVlzshVK/APBM/TuREF+pie/oTp/ASK3WUvG/Goz8KV4V02/UkqkkHSbO0zS3bBW8KzvhQRQDC+jcqRcLDCFOA8Uul4yCmGhCqOT6WExHRBIKOvacjtFaDW2dtOs166Jm3tdLjZtFoFl0is5QFVnoEjXQHWqiFqLoGb2gV/RmvBufxpfxPW/NGIuZIlqC8fML96CuXw==</latexit>

odd lattice (t%2 “ 1)

<latexit sha1_base64="y1wIhRefu9shbL4aQMCGvaz4ESM=">AAACKnicdVDLSgMxFE3qq46v1i7dBIvgqsyIqMuiG5ct2Ae0Q8mkmTY0yQxJRizDfIFb/Qu/xl1x64eYaWdhKx4IHM69h3tygpgzbVx3AUtb2zu7e+V95+Dw6PikUj3t6ihRhHZIxCPVD7CmnEnaMcxw2o8VxSLgtBfMHvJ575kqzSL5ZOYx9QWeSBYygo2V2mxUqbsNdwn0l3gFqYMCrVEV1objiCSCSkM41nrgubHxU6wMI5xmzjDRNMZkhid0YKnEgmo/XSbN0IVVxiiMlH3SoKX625FiofVcBHZTYDPVm7Nc/G9mpiJDm2J+Rq+FSnMzDl4yZz2qCe/8lMk4MVSSVdIw4chEKO8NjZmixPC5JZgoZj+LyBQrTIxt17E1epul/SXdq4Z303Db1/XmfVFoGZyBc3AJPHALmuARtEAHEEDBK3gD7/ADfsIF/FqtlmDhqYE1wO8fcGem6A==</latexit>

i
<latexit sha1_base64="uPcw3yuL3T/jmeuRL/dTzGJ2F78=">AAACLHicdVDLSgMxFE3qq9ZXa5dugkUQhDIjoi6LblxWtA9oh5JJM21okhmSjFiG+QS3+hd+jRsRt36HmXYWtsUDgcO593BPjh9xpo3jfMLC2vrG5lZxu7Szu7d/UK4ctnUYK0JbJOSh6vpYU84kbRlmOO1GimLhc9rxJ7fZvPNElWahfDTTiHoCjyQLGMHGSg/szB2Ua07dmQGtEjcnNZCjOajAan8YklhQaQjHWvdcJzJegpVhhNO01I81jTCZ4BHtWSqxoNpLZllTdGKVIQpCZZ80aKb+dSRYaD0Vvt0U2Iz18iwT/5uZsUjRspid0QuhksyM/ee0tBjVBNdewmQUGyrJPGkQc2RClDWHhkxRYvjUEkwUs59FZIwVJsb2W7I1usulrZL2ed29rDv3F7XGTV5oERyBY3AKXHAFGuAONEELEDACL+AVvMF3+AG/4Pd8tQBzTxUsAP78Al7pp1g=</latexit>

i ` 1
<latexit sha1_base64="Q1ycQWRqPL2MkBoBPA5ANc1BNCE=">AAACLHicdVDLSgMxFE3qq9ZXa5dugkVwY5kRUZdFNy4r2ge0Q8mkmTY0yQxJRizDfIJb/Qu/xo2IW7/DTDsL2+KBwOHce7gnx48408ZxPmFhbX1jc6u4XdrZ3ds/KFcO2zqMFaEtEvJQdX2sKWeStgwznHYjRbHwOe34k9ts3nmiSrNQPpppRD2BR5IFjGBjpQd25g7KNafuzIBWiZuTGsjRHFRgtT8MSSyoNIRjrXuuExkvwcowwmla6seaRphM8Ij2LJVYUO0ls6wpOrHKEAWhsk8aNFP/OhIstJ4K324KbMZ6eZaJ/83MWKRoWczO6IVQSWbG/nNaWoxqgmsvYTKKDZVknjSIOTIhyppDQ6YoMXxqCSaK2c8iMsYKE2P7Ldka3eXSVkn7vO5e1p37i1rjJi+0CI7AMTgFLrgCDXAHmqAFCBiBF/AK3uA7/IBf8Hu+WoC5pwoWAH9+AWJ3p1o=</latexit>

i ´ 1

<latexit sha1_base64="y1wIhRefu9shbL4aQMCGvaz4ESM=">AAACKnicdVDLSgMxFE3qq46v1i7dBIvgqsyIqMuiG5ct2Ae0Q8mkmTY0yQxJRizDfIFb/Qu/xl1x64eYaWdhKx4IHM69h3tygpgzbVx3AUtb2zu7e+V95+Dw6PikUj3t6ihRhHZIxCPVD7CmnEnaMcxw2o8VxSLgtBfMHvJ575kqzSL5ZOYx9QWeSBYygo2V2mxUqbsNdwn0l3gFqYMCrVEV1objiCSCSkM41nrgubHxU6wMI5xmzjDRNMZkhid0YKnEgmo/XSbN0IVVxiiMlH3SoKX625FiofVcBHZTYDPVm7Nc/G9mpiJDm2J+Rq+FSnMzDl4yZz2qCe/8lMk4MVSSVdIw4chEKO8NjZmixPC5JZgoZj+LyBQrTIxt17E1epul/SXdq4Z303Db1/XmfVFoGZyBc3AJPHALmuARtEAHEEDBK3gD7/ADfsIF/FqtlmDhqYE1wO8fcGem6A==</latexit>

i
<latexit sha1_base64="uPcw3yuL3T/jmeuRL/dTzGJ2F78=">AAACLHicdVDLSgMxFE3qq9ZXa5dugkUQhDIjoi6LblxWtA9oh5JJM21okhmSjFiG+QS3+hd+jRsRt36HmXYWtsUDgcO593BPjh9xpo3jfMLC2vrG5lZxu7Szu7d/UK4ctnUYK0JbJOSh6vpYU84kbRlmOO1GimLhc9rxJ7fZvPNElWahfDTTiHoCjyQLGMHGSg/szB2Ua07dmQGtEjcnNZCjOajAan8YklhQaQjHWvdcJzJegpVhhNO01I81jTCZ4BHtWSqxoNpLZllTdGKVIQpCZZ80aKb+dSRYaD0Vvt0U2Iz18iwT/5uZsUjRspid0QuhksyM/ee0tBjVBNdewmQUGyrJPGkQc2RClDWHhkxRYvjUEkwUs59FZIwVJsb2W7I1usulrZL2ed29rDv3F7XGTV5oERyBY3AKXHAFGuAONEELEDACL+AVvMF3+AG/4Pd8tQBzTxUsAP78Al7pp1g=</latexit>

i ` 1
<latexit sha1_base64="Q1ycQWRqPL2MkBoBPA5ANc1BNCE=">AAACLHicdVDLSgMxFE3qq9ZXa5dugkVwY5kRUZdFNy4r2ge0Q8mkmTY0yQxJRizDfIJb/Qu/xo2IW7/DTDsL2+KBwOHce7gnx48408ZxPmFhbX1jc6u4XdrZ3ds/KFcO2zqMFaEtEvJQdX2sKWeStgwznHYjRbHwOe34k9ts3nmiSrNQPpppRD2BR5IFjGBjpQd25g7KNafuzIBWiZuTGsjRHFRgtT8MSSyoNIRjrXuuExkvwcowwmla6seaRphM8Ij2LJVYUO0ls6wpOrHKEAWhsk8aNFP/OhIstJ4K324KbMZ6eZaJ/83MWKRoWczO6IVQSWbG/nNaWoxqgmsvYTKKDZVknjSIOTIhyppDQ6YoMXxqCSaK2c8iMsYKE2P7Ldka3eXSVkn7vO5e1p37i1rjJi+0CI7AMTgFLrgCDXAHmqAFCBiBF/AK3uA7/IBf8Hu+WoC5pwoWAH9+AWJ3p1o=</latexit>

i ´ 1

<latexit sha1_base64="y1wIhRefu9shbL4aQMCGvaz4ESM=">AAACKnicdVDLSgMxFE3qq46v1i7dBIvgqsyIqMuiG5ct2Ae0Q8mkmTY0yQxJRizDfIFb/Qu/xl1x64eYaWdhKx4IHM69h3tygpgzbVx3AUtb2zu7e+V95+Dw6PikUj3t6ihRhHZIxCPVD7CmnEnaMcxw2o8VxSLgtBfMHvJ575kqzSL5ZOYx9QWeSBYygo2V2mxUqbsNdwn0l3gFqYMCrVEV1objiCSCSkM41nrgubHxU6wMI5xmzjDRNMZkhid0YKnEgmo/XSbN0IVVxiiMlH3SoKX625FiofVcBHZTYDPVm7Nc/G9mpiJDm2J+Rq+FSnMzDl4yZz2qCe/8lMk4MVSSVdIw4chEKO8NjZmixPC5JZgoZj+LyBQrTIxt17E1epul/SXdq4Z303Db1/XmfVFoGZyBc3AJPHALmuARtEAHEEDBK3gD7/ADfsIF/FqtlmDhqYE1wO8fcGem6A==</latexit>

i
<latexit sha1_base64="uPcw3yuL3T/jmeuRL/dTzGJ2F78=">AAACLHicdVDLSgMxFE3qq9ZXa5dugkUQhDIjoi6LblxWtA9oh5JJM21okhmSjFiG+QS3+hd+jRsRt36HmXYWtsUDgcO593BPjh9xpo3jfMLC2vrG5lZxu7Szu7d/UK4ctnUYK0JbJOSh6vpYU84kbRlmOO1GimLhc9rxJ7fZvPNElWahfDTTiHoCjyQLGMHGSg/szB2Ua07dmQGtEjcnNZCjOajAan8YklhQaQjHWvdcJzJegpVhhNO01I81jTCZ4BHtWSqxoNpLZllTdGKVIQpCZZ80aKb+dSRYaD0Vvt0U2Iz18iwT/5uZsUjRspid0QuhksyM/ee0tBjVBNdewmQUGyrJPGkQc2RClDWHhkxRYvjUEkwUs59FZIwVJsb2W7I1usulrZL2ed29rDv3F7XGTV5oERyBY3AKXHAFGuAONEELEDACL+AVvMF3+AG/4Pd8tQBzTxUsAP78Al7pp1g=</latexit>

i ` 1
<latexit sha1_base64="Q1ycQWRqPL2MkBoBPA5ANc1BNCE=">AAACLHicdVDLSgMxFE3qq9ZXa5dugkVwY5kRUZdFNy4r2ge0Q8mkmTY0yQxJRizDfIJb/Qu/xo2IW7/DTDsL2+KBwOHce7gnx48408ZxPmFhbX1jc6u4XdrZ3ds/KFcO2zqMFaEtEvJQdX2sKWeStgwznHYjRbHwOe34k9ts3nmiSrNQPpppRD2BR5IFjGBjpQd25g7KNafuzIBWiZuTGsjRHFRgtT8MSSyoNIRjrXuuExkvwcowwmla6seaRphM8Ij2LJVYUO0ls6wpOrHKEAWhsk8aNFP/OhIstJ4K324KbMZ6eZaJ/83MWKRoWczO6IVQSWbG/nNaWoxqgmsvYTKKDZVknjSIOTIhyppDQ6YoMXxqCSaK2c8iMsYKE2P7Ldka3eXSVkn7vO5e1p37i1rjJi+0CI7AMTgFLrgCDXAHmqAFCBiBF/AK3uA7/IBf8Hu+WoC5pwoWAH9+AWJ3p1o=</latexit>

i ´ 1

<latexit sha1_base64="tMVGw+HTiwRmzehgN1gy3sSo6V4=">AAACRHicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVV7UrcBKugmzLThboRRDcuK9gH2FIy6a0NzWSG5E6xDMWvcat/4T/4D+7ErZhpZ2ErHggczn3k3ONHUhh03XdnYXFpeWU1t5Zf39jc2i7s7NZNGGsONR7KUDd9ZkAKBTUUKKEZaWCBL6HhD67TemMI2ohQ3eEognbAHpToCc7QSp3CHgxBUckQBQd6fIitowq9oO7hSadQcsvuBPQv8TJSIhmqnR2n2OqGPA5AIZfMmHvPjbCdMG13SxjnW7GBiPEBe4B7SxULwLSTyQ1jemSVLu2F2j6FdKL+nkhYYMwo8G1nwLBv5mup+F8N+8GYzovpN2bGVJIOM/9xnJ+1ir3zdiJUFCMoPnXaiyXFkKaJ0q7QwFGOLGFcC3ss5X2mGUebe97G6M2H9pfUK2XvtOzeVkqXV1mgObJPDsgx8cgZuSQ3pEpqhJMn8kxeyKvz5nw4n87XtHXByWaKZAbO9w/5Za7f</latexit>

even lattice (t%2 “ 0)

<latexit sha1_base64="6lx7yiMDMcafz6PBaISlY1p68tc=">AAACQHicdVDLTgIxFO3gC/EFElduGoEEN2SGhboxIbpxiYk8EiCkUy5Q6XQmbQclEz7Grf6Ff+EfuDNuXdkBFgLxJE1Ozr0n9/S4AWdK2/aHldjY3NreSe6m9vYPDo/SmeO68kNJoUZ97sumSxRwJqCmmebQDCQQz+XQcEe38bwxBqmYLx70JICORwaC9Rkl2kjd9AmMQWDpP+Fi/rFdKONrbOfPu+mcXbJnwOvEWZAcWqDazVjZds+noQdCU06Uajl2oDsRkZpRDtNUO1QQEDoiA2gZKogHqhPN8k9xwSg93PeleULjmfrXERFPqYnnmk2P6KFancXifzM99KZ4VYzPqKVQUWwm7vM0tRxV9686ERNBqEHQedJ+yLH2cdwm7jEJVPOJIYRKZj6L6ZBIQrXpPGVqdFZLWyf1csm5KNn35VzlZlFoEp2iM1REDrpEFXSHqqiGKIrQC3pFb9a79Wl9Wd/z1YS18GTREqyfX2ylrR8=</latexit>

even row (j%2 “ 0)

<latexit sha1_base64="3lWbeK0gvI+p63fItCkC+4V7cl8=">AAACP3icdVDLTgIxFO3gC/EF4s5NI5DghsywUDcmRDcuMZFHAhPS6XSg0plO2o6KE/7Frf6Fn+EXuDNu3dmBWQjEkzQ5Ofee3NPjhIxKZZofRmZtfWNzK7ud29nd2z/IFw7bkkcCkxbmjIuugyRhNCAtRRUj3VAQ5DuMdJzxdTLvPBAhKQ/u1CQkto+GAfUoRkpLg/wRd10o+COslu/7lTq8hFb5dJAvmTVzBrhKrJSUQIrmoGAU+y7HkU8ChRmSsmeZobJjJBTFjExz/UiSEOExGpKepgHyibTjWfwprGjFhR4X+gUKztS/jhj5Uk58R2/6SI3k8iwR/5upkT+Fy2JyRi6EihMzcp6mucWoyruwYxqEkSIBnif1IgYVh0mZ0KWCYMUmmiAsqP4sxCMkEFa68pyu0VoubZW06zXrrGbe1kuNq7TQLDgGJ6AKLHAOGuAGNEELYPAMXsAreDPejU/jy/ier2aM1FMECzB+fgFsxKyf</latexit>

odd row (j%2 “ 1)

Figure 4.2: The 2-dimensional lattice is obtained by treating the time-like direction of the
1-dimensional lattice as a spatial dimension. The time direction is then obtained by stacking
offset copies of the 2-dimensional lattice on top of one another. Now, three neighbors will
compete with one another to populate a single site in the next generation. As before, x%y
represents x modulo y. The labels in the figure show how the indices of competing partners
depend on whether the current generation is represented by an "even" or "odd" lattice in
addition to whether the new site exists on an even or odd row..
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// update odd lattice

for (int j=0; j<L; ++j) {

for (int i=0; i<L; ++i) {

int currindex = j*L + i;

//get neighboring indices

int i_left = mod(i-1,L), i_right = mod(i+1,L);

int j_down = mod(j-1,L), j_up = mod(j+1,L)

if (j%2==0) {

// even j

int competitor_a = latt_even[j*L + i];

int competitor_b = latt_even[j*L + i_right ];

int competitor_c = latt_even[j_up*L + i_right ];

} else {

//odd j

int competitor_a = latt_even[j*L + i];

int competitor_b = latt_even[j*L + i_right ];

int competitor_c = latt_even[j_up*L + i];

}

int rannum = dis(generator);

latt_odd[i] = compete(competitor_a , competitor_b , competitor_c , rannum);

if (mu >0.000001 && latt_odd[i]==2) {

int rannum2 = dis(generator);

if (rannum2 < mu) ++ latt_odd[i];

}

}

}

++t;

// update even lattice

for (int j=0; j<L; ++j) {

for (int i=0; i<L; ++i) {

int currindex = j*L + i;

//get neighboring indices

int i_left = mod(i-1,L), i_right = mod(i+1,L);

int j_down = mod(j-1,L), j_up = mod(j+1,L);

int rannum = dis(generator)

if (j%2==0) {
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//even j

int competitor_a = latt_even[j*L + i];

int competitor_b = latt_even[j*L + i_left ];

int competitor_c = latt_even[j_down*L + i];

} else {

//odd j

int competitor_a = latt_even[j*L + i];

int competitor_b = latt_even[j*L + i_left ];

int competitor_c = latt_even[j_down*L + i_left ];

}

latt_even[currindex] = compete(competitor_a , competitor_b , competitor_c , rannum);

if (mu > 0.000001 && latt_even[i] == 2) {

int rannum2 = dis(generator);

if (rannum2 <mu) ++ latt_even[i];

}

}

}

}

The new compete algorithm will need to be able to pick between three competitors

weighted by their respective growth rates. Since the random number is a uniform real

distribution between (0, 1), and there are only three possible outcomes (1, 2, or 3 wins);

an easy way to accomplish this is to divide the interval (0, 1) up into three sections whose

lengths will be determined by how many of each species (1, 2, 3) are participating in the

competition and their relative growth rates. Then, wherever in the range (0, 1) the drawn

random number lands will determine the winner. This algorithm is implemented as follows:

int compete(int A, int B, int C, double RN)

{

vector <int > counts (3,0);

counts[A -1]++;

counts[B -1]++;

counts[C -1]++;

vector <double > gammas (3 ,0.0);

vector <double > factors = {1.0-s_By , 1.0, 1.0-s_S};

double denom = 0.0;

for (int i=0; i<3; ++i) denom += factors[i]*( double)counts[i];

for (int i=0; i<3; ++i) gammas[i] = factors[i]*( double)counts[i]/ denom;
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double sum = 0.0;

for (int i=0; i<3; ++i) {

sum += gammas[i];

if (sum >= RN && gammas[i] >0.000001) return (i+1);

}

}

4.3.2 Random sequential update rules

The 1- and 2-dimensional lattices were easy to implement using parallel update rules since

I was able to utilize an unused spatial direction as the time-direction which allowed me to

create the rules for which cells compete with one another for a spot in the next lattice. For

a 3-dimensional lattice, it is no longer possible to do so, since there is no unused spatial

direction into which I could project a dual lattice. So, for the 3-dimensional case I found it

necessary to switch to random sequential update rules instead of parallel. I should note that

random sequential update rules could have been used from the beginning, but as we will see,

parallel updates are much faster and cheaper computationally.

Before I get into the actual update rules, I’ll go over the structure of the lattice and how

I determine which neighbors compete.

Just as I was able to construct the 2-dimensional lattice from the 1-dimensional update

rules, the 3-dimensional lattice can easily be constructed from the 2-dimensional update rules

with the time-direction now becoming a spatial direction. So the full lattice will consist of

layers of offset, two-dimensional hexagonal lattices stacked on top of one another. Now, any

site in the lattice will have a total of 12 nearest neighbors. I make use of a function I call

get_neighbors to collect all the neighbors of a given set of indices and store the neighbors

into a vector. The proper indices for nearest neighbors will depend both on whether or not

the j-index and the k-index are even or odd.

void get_neighbors(int i, int j, int k, vector <int > &latt , vector <int > &neighbors)

{

int lxindex = mod(i - 1, lattsize);

int rxindex = mod(i + 1, lattsize);

int byindex = mod(j - 1, lattsize);

int fyindex = mod(j + 1, lattsize);
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int uzindex = mod(k + 1, lattsize);

int dzindex = mod(k - 1, lattsize);

if (k%2==0) {

if (j%2==0) {

neighbors [0] = latt[k*L*L + j*L + lxindex ];

neighbors [1] = latt[k*L*L + j*L + rxindex ];

neighbors [2] = latt[k*L*L + fyindex*L + i];

neighbors [3] = latt[k*L*L + fyindex*L + rxindex ];

neighbors [4] = latt[k*L*L + byindex*L + i];

neighbors [5] = latt[k*L*L + byindex*L + rxindex ];

neighbors [6] = latt[uzindex*L*L + j*L + lxindex ];

neighbors [7] = latt[uzindex*L*L + j*L + i];

neighbors [8] = latt[uzindex*L*L + byindex*L + i];

neighbors [9] = latt[dzindex*L*L + byindex*L + i];

neighbors [10] = latt[dzindex*L*L + j*L + lxindex ];

neighbors [11] = latt[dzindex*L*L + j*L + i];

} else if (j%2 == 1) {

neighbors [0] = latt[k*L*L + j*L + lxindex ];

neighbors [1] = latt[k*L*L + j*L + rxindex ];

neighbors [2] = latt[k*L*L + j*L + rxindex ];

neighbors [3] = latt[k*L*L + byindex*L + i];

neighbors [4] = latt[k*L*L + fyindex*L + lxindex ];

neighbors [5] = latt[k*L*L + fyindex*L + i];

neighbors [6] = latt[uzindex*L*L + j*L + lxindex ];

neighbors [7] = latt[uzindex*L*L + j*L + i];

neighbors [8] = latt[uzindex*L*L + byindex*L + lxindex ];

neighbors [9] = latt[dzindex*L*L + j*L + lxindex ];

neighbors [10] = latt[dzindex*L*L + j*L + i];

neighbors [11] = latt[dzindex*L*L + byindex*L + lxindex ];

}

} else if (k%2 == 1) {

if (j%2 == 0) {

neighbors [0] = latt[k*L*L + j*L + lxindex ];

neighbors [1] = latt[k*L*L + j*L + rxindex ];

neighbors [2] = latt[k*L*L + byindex*L + i];

neighbors [3] = latt[k*L*L + byindex*L + rxindex ];

neighbors [4] = latt[k*L*L + fyindex*L + i];

neighbors [5] = latt[k*L*L + fyindex*L + rxindex ];

neighbors [6] = latt[uzindex*L*L + j*L + i];

neighbors [7] = latt[uzindex*L*L + j*L + rxindex ];

neighbors [8] = latt[uzindex*L*L + fyindex*L + rxindex ];

neighbors [9] = latt[dzindex*L*L + j*L + i];

neighbors [10] = latt[dzindex*L*L + j*L + rxindex ];

neighbors [11] = latt[dzindex*L*L + fyindex*L + rxindex ];
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} else if (j%2 == 1) {

neighbors [0] = latt[k*L*L + j*L + lxindex ];

neighbors [1] = latt[k*L*L + j*L + rxindex ];

neighbors [2] = latt[k*L*L + byindex*L + lxindex ];

neighbors [3] = latt[k*L*L + byindex*L + i];

neighbors [4] = latt[k*L*L + fyindex*L + lxindex ];

neighbors [5] = latt[k*L*L + fyindex*L + i];

neighbors [6] = latt[uzindex*L*L + j*L + i];

neighbors [7] = latt[uzindex*L*L + j*L + rxindex ];

neighbors [8] = latt[uzindex*L*L + fyindex*L + i];

neighbors [9] = latt[dzindex*L*L + j*L + i];

neighbors [10] = latt[dzindex*L*L + j*L + rxindex ];

neighbors [11] = latt[dzindex*L*L + fyindex*L + i];

}

}

}

This get_neighbors function effectively defines the geometry of the lattice by defining

the nearest neighbors of any given site. From here, the task is to determine which sites need

to be updated, to collect the nearest neighbors of that site, and implement a competition

algorithm that chooses a winner out of the 12 competitors, and update the lattice and the

time. Determining which site needs to be updated and updating the time are accomplished

using Gillespie algorithm, which will be outlined in the next section.

The Gillespie Algorithm

The current task to evolve the 3-dimensional system is to determine at each time-step which

site is to be updated, then the task is to perform the update and to determine how the time

gets advanced; this is accomplished using the Gillespie algorithm. For the purpose of my

particular model, the algorithm will follow the following steps:

1. Initialize the lattice and compile a list of all active sites; For the purposes of my model,

a site is considered active if the identity of the cell at that site is different than the

identity of a cell at any adjacent cell (additionally, if µ > 0, all red cells are considered

active at all times), as illustrated in Fig. 4.3.

2. Randomly pick one of the sites in the active list, using growth the rates of the cells at

each site as weights.
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<latexit sha1_base64="9K+SpWXT+yGtRCVNzxeAHna9fHo=">AAACMXicdVDLTgIxFG194vgCWbppJCauyAwLdUl04xITeSQwIZ3SgYa2M2k7RDKZn3Crf+HXsDNu/Qk7MAuBeJImJ+fek3t6gpgzbVx3AXd29/YPDktHzvHJ6dl5uXLR0VGiCG2TiEeqF2BNOZO0bZjhtBcrikXAaTeYPubz7owqzSL5YuYx9QUeSxYygo2VekxiYtiMDss1t+4ugbaJV5AaKNAaVmB1MIpIIqg0hGOt+54bGz/FyjDCaeYMEk1jTKZ4TPuWSiyo9tNl4AxdW2WEwkjZJw1aqn8dKRZaz0VgNwU2E705y8X/ZmYiMrQp5mf0Wqg0N+PgNXPWo5rw3k+ZjBNDJVklDROOTITy+tCIKUoMn1uCiWL2s4hMsLIt2pIdW6O3Wdo26TTq3m3dfW7Umg9FoSVwCa7ADfDAHWiCJ9ACbUAAB2/gHXzAT7iAX/B7tboDC08VrAH+/AKq2aoW</latexit>

inactive <latexit sha1_base64="WXq8aaOt85sDTClQkpCr9qu1ZNY=">AAACL3icdVDLTgIxFG3xhfgCWbppJCauyAwLdUl04xITeSQwIZ3SgUrbmbQdIpnMP7jVv/BrjBvj1r+wA7MQiCdpcnLuPbmnx48408ZxPmFha3tnd6+4Xzo4PDo+KVdOOzqMFaFtEvJQ9XysKWeStg0znPYiRbHwOe3607ts3p1RpVkoH808op7AY8kCRrCxUgcTw2Z0WK45dWcBtEncnNRAjtawAquDUUhiQaUhHGvdd53IeAlWhhFO09Ig1jTCZIrHtG+pxIJqL1nETdGFVUYoCJV90qCF+teRYKH1XPh2U2Az0euzTPxvZiYiRetidkavhEoyM/af09JqVBPceAmTUWyoJMukQcyRCVFWHhoxRYnhc0swUcx+FpEJVrZFW3HJ1uiul7ZJOo26e1V3Hhq15m1eaBGcgXNwCVxwDZrgHrRAGxDwBF7AK3iD7/ADfsHv5WoB5p4qWAH8+QXdnKkr</latexit>

active
<latexit sha1_base64="9K+SpWXT+yGtRCVNzxeAHna9fHo=">AAACMXicdVDLTgIxFG194vgCWbppJCauyAwLdUl04xITeSQwIZ3SgYa2M2k7RDKZn3Crf+HXsDNu/Qk7MAuBeJImJ+fek3t6gpgzbVx3AXd29/YPDktHzvHJ6dl5uXLR0VGiCG2TiEeqF2BNOZO0bZjhtBcrikXAaTeYPubz7owqzSL5YuYx9QUeSxYygo2VekxiYtiMDss1t+4ugbaJV5AaKNAaVmB1MIpIIqg0hGOt+54bGz/FyjDCaeYMEk1jTKZ4TPuWSiyo9tNl4AxdW2WEwkjZJw1aqn8dKRZaz0VgNwU2E705y8X/ZmYiMrQp5mf0Wqg0N+PgNXPWo5rw3k+ZjBNDJVklDROOTITy+tCIKUoMn1uCiWL2s4hMsLIt2pIdW6O3Wdo26TTq3m3dfW7Umg9FoSVwCa7ADfDAHWiCJ9ACbUAAB2/gHXzAT7iAX/B7tboDC08VrAH+/AKq2aoW</latexit>

inactive

<latexit sha1_base64="WXq8aaOt85sDTClQkpCr9qu1ZNY=">AAACL3icdVDLTgIxFG3xhfgCWbppJCauyAwLdUl04xITeSQwIZ3SgUrbmbQdIpnMP7jVv/BrjBvj1r+wA7MQiCdpcnLuPbmnx48408ZxPmFha3tnd6+4Xzo4PDo+KVdOOzqMFaFtEvJQ9XysKWeStg0znPYiRbHwOe3607ts3p1RpVkoH808op7AY8kCRrCxUgcTw2Z0WK45dWcBtEncnNRAjtawAquDUUhiQaUhHGvdd53IeAlWhhFO09Ig1jTCZIrHtG+pxIJqL1nETdGFVUYoCJV90qCF+teRYKH1XPh2U2Az0euzTPxvZiYiRetidkavhEoyM/af09JqVBPceAmTUWyoJMukQcyRCVFWHhoxRYnhc0swUcx+FpEJVrZFW3HJ1uiul7ZJOo26e1V3Hhq15m1eaBGcgXNwCVxwDZrgHrRAGxDwBF7AK3iD7/ADfsHv5WoB5p4qWAH8+QXdnKkr</latexit>

active

<latexit sha1_base64="xIHUUcG9eJp5IlMbve8jWmTJ3N4=">AAACMnicdVDLSgMxFE3qq46v1i7dBItQN2VGRN0IRTcuK9iHtEPJpJk2NJkZkoxYhvkKt/oX/ozuxK0fYaadhW3xQOBw7j3ck+NFnClt2x+wsLa+sblV3LZ2dvf2D0rlw7YKY0loi4Q8lF0PK8pZQFuaaU67kaRYeJx2vMltNu88UalYGDzoaURdgUcB8xnB2kiPtb6I0TWyTwelql23Z0CrxMlJFeRoDsqw0h+GJBY00IRjpXqOHWk3wVIzwmlq9WNFI0wmeER7hgZYUOUms8QpOjHKEPmhNC/QaKb+dSRYKDUVntkUWI/V8iwT/5vpsUjRspidUQuhksyMvefUWoyq/Ss3YUEUaxqQeVI/5kiHKOsPDZmkRPOpIZhIZj6LyBhLTLRp2TI1OsulrZL2Wd25qNv359XGTV5oERyBY1ADDrgEDXAHmqAFCBDgBbyCN/gOP+EX/J6vFmDuqYAFwJ9f4H+pCw==</latexit>pµ “ 0q
<latexit sha1_base64="zswSI1YWNsRScWuhlMXIsxze80s=">AAACMnicdVDLSgMxFE3qq46v1i7dBItQN2VGRF1J0Y3LCvYh7VAyaaYNTWaGJCOWYb7Crf6FP6M7cetHmGlnYVs8EDicew/35HgRZ0rb9gcsrK1vbG4Vt62d3b39g1L5sK3CWBLaIiEPZdfDinIW0JZmmtNuJCkWHqcdb3KbzTtPVCoWBg96GlFX4FHAfEawNtJjrS9idI3s00GpatftGdAqcXJSBTmagzKs9IchiQUNNOFYqZ5jR9pNsNSMcJpa/VjRCJMJHtGeoQEWVLnJLHGKTowyRH4ozQs0mql/HQkWSk2FZzYF1mO1PMvE/2Z6LFK0LGZn1EKoJDNj7zm1FqNq/8pNWBDFmgZkntSPOdIhyvpDQyYp0XxqCCaSmc8iMsYSE21atkyNznJpq6R9Vncu6vb9ebVxkxdaBEfgGNSAAy5BA9yBJmgBAgR4Aa/gDb7DT/gFv+erBZh7KmAB8OcX4kipDA==</latexit>pµ ° 0q

Figure 4.3: Any site on the lattice is considered active if the identity of the cell occupying
that site is different from the identity of a cell at any adjacent cell. Shown in the figure is
a 2-dimensional lattice, with the center site in each image the site being determined to be
active or inactive; a 3-dimensional hexagonal lattice will have 12 nearest neighbors (the 6
shown in the figure on the same slice along the z-axis, as well as three cells in the z-slice
above and three cells below). Additionally, all red cells are considered active if µ > 0.
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3. Do competition between the cells at adjacent sites of the chosen site, and replace the

cell at the chosen site with the winning cell.

4. Determine if the chosen site remains active or has become inactive as a result of the

update and do the same check on all adjacent sites, removing or adding these sites

from the list of active sites as appropriate.

5. Calculate the time increment dt by drawing a normally distributed random number,

RN ∈ (0, 1) and calculating dt = − log(1− RN)/NA, where NA is the total number of

sites in the list of active sites. Then, increment the time t = t+ dt.

6. Check if the time has exceeded the predetermined simulation time. If it has, terminate

the simulation; if the time has not yet exceeded the predetermined simulation time, go

back to Step 2 and repeat the process.

Keeping and updating the list of all active sites in the lattice can easily be the most

computationally expensive part of the algorithm, particularly if the removal and addition

of sites to the list results in a resizing of the list container. To get around this issue, I

implement an algorithm by which I create a vector, called active, with size equal to the

maximum possible number of active sites, which is just the total number of sites. I keep

track of the number of active sites via a separate parameter, which I call active_meta. I

then implement add and delete algorithms as follows:

void add(int new_element , vector <int > &active , int &active_meta)

{

active[active_meta] = new_element;

++ active_meta;

}

void delete(int delete_index , vector <int > &active , int &active_meta)

{

active[delete_index] = active[active_meta - 1];

--active_meta;

}
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Using this algorithm, the size of the container never needs to change and adding and

removing elements from my list is just a matter of copying values and keeping track of the

active_meta parameter.

Of course, for the actual simulation the active list and add and delete functions will not

be quite as simple as the algorithms above. With the parallel update rules, it was sufficient

to keep track of the lattice via a vector with size exactly equal to the number of sites. Now,

however, there is more information to keep track of at each site:

1. The identity of the cell occupying the site

2. Whether or not the site is active

3. If the site is active, where the site resides in active, the list of active sites.

Thus, the lattice vector will need to have a size of N × 3, with N = L × L × L for the

3-dimensional case.

Similarly, the active list will need to hold 3 values for each site: the x-, y-, and z-indices.

When referring to vector indices, I will always represent x-, y-, and z-indices by the lower-

case letters i, j, k respectively. Thus, the size of the active vector is also N × 3. As it turns

out, implementing Step 2 of my Gillespie Algorithm will be simpler if I have three separate

active lists, one for each identity of cell. If I combine all three of these lists into one list

with size N × 3× 3, so that the first third of the list contains only bystander cells (m = 1);

the next third will contain only fast-growing cells (m = 2); and the final third will contain

only slow-growing cells (m = 3). Thus, the parameter active_meta will now also have to

be a vector. I implement active_meta as a vector with size 4: the first element will be the

total number of active sites of any identity, the second element will be the number of active

bystander cells, the second element will be the number of active fast-growing cells, and the

third element will be the number of active slow-growing cells. Thus, the last element in any

of the three active lists can be accessed via the formula:

active_index = (m− 1)× L× L× L× 3 + (active_meta[m]− 1)× 3 (1)

An index pointing to a site in the active list will always point to the i-index. The j and

k indices can be obtained by adding 1 or 2 to the index, respectively.
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Given a set of indices (i, j, k), the lattice index in my flattened vector is calculated via

the formula:

latt_index = k × L× L× 3 + j × L× 3 + i× 3. (2)

Given any set of indices, and thus having obtained latt_index, the additional

information of the site is obtained as follows:

1. The index latt_index + 1 will point to an integer that is 0 if the site is inactive, and

1 if the site is active.

2. If the site is active, the index latt_index+2 will point to the site’s position in active,

the list of active sites.

This structure of the active and lattice vectors are illustrated pictorially in Fig. 4.4.

Given the structure thus defined, the add and delete algorithms are implemented as follows:

void add_to_active(int i, int j, int k, int m, vector <int > &active , vector <int > &active_meta

)

{

//get the index pointing to the next unused position in the appropriate active list

int aMx3 = (m - 1)*L*L*L*3 + active_meta[m]*3;

//set the values for i,j,k in the new position

active[aMx3] = i;

active[aMx3 + 1] = j;

active[aMx3 + 2] = k;

//get the index pointing to the position of the site in the lattice vector

int latt_index = k*L*L*3 + j*L*3 + k*3;

// update the lattice by indicating the site is now active and where the site can be found

in the active list

lattice[latt_index + 1] = 1;

lattice[latt_index + 2] = aMx3;

// update the number of active sites

++ active_meta [0];

++ active_meta[m];

}
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<latexit sha1_base64="eQ0LcaN06JFSRFnLjCW5rdewKks=">AAACOnicdVC7TgJBFJ31iesDkNJmIjGxIrsUakm0scREHgkQMjtcYMLsIzN3CWSzX2Krf+GP2NoZWz/AWaAQiCeZ5OTce3LPHC+SQqPjfFg7u3v7B4e5I/v45PQsXyieN3UYKw4NHspQtT2mQYoAGihQQjtSwHxPQsubPGTz1hSUFmHwjPMIej4bBWIoOEMj9Qv5LsIMERPGUUwh7RfKTsVZgG4Td0XKZIV6v2iVuoOQxz4EyCXTuuM6EfYSplBwCandjTVEjE/YCDqGBswH3UsWyVN6ZZQBHYbKvADpQv3rSJiv9dz3zKbPcKw3Z5n43wzHfko3xeyMXguVZGbmzVJ7PSoO73qJCKIYIeDLpMNYUgxp1iMdCAUc5dwQxpUwn6V8zJSp0bRtmxrdzdK2SbNacW8qzlO1XLtfFZojF+SSXBOX3JIaeSR10iCcxOSFvJI36936tL6s7+XqjrXylMgarJ9f7Xmttw==</latexit>

active

<latexit sha1_base64="cn8khfY+7jCjEJGbw9yWtpAkBUA=">AAACO3icdVC7TgJBFJ3FF64vkNJmIjGxIrsUakm0scREHgkQMjtcYMLsIzN3CWSzf2Krf+GHWNsZW3tngUIgnmSSk3PunTlzvEgKjY7zYeV2dvf2D/KH9tHxyelZoXje1GGsODR4KEPV9pgGKQJooEAJ7UgB8z0JLW/ykPmtKSgtwuAZ5xH0fDYKxFBwhkbqFwpdhBkiJpIhCg5pv1B2Ks4CdJu4K1ImK9T7RavUHYQ89iFALpnWHdeJsJcwZe6TkNrdWEPE+ISNoGNowHzQvWQRPaVXRhnQYajMCZAu1L8bCfO1nvuemfQZjvWml4n/eTj2U7opZs/otVBJtsy8WWqvR8XhXS8RQRQjBHyZdBhLiiHNiqQDoYCjnBvCuBLms5SPmWIcTd22qdHdLG2bNKsV96biPFXLtftVoXlyQS7JNXHJLamRR1InDcLJlLyQV/JmvVuf1pf1vRzNWaudElmD9fML1YyuKw==</latexit>

lattice

<latexit sha1_base64="y1wIhRefu9shbL4aQMCGvaz4ESM=">AAACKnicdVDLSgMxFE3qq46v1i7dBIvgqsyIqMuiG5ct2Ae0Q8mkmTY0yQxJRizDfIFb/Qu/xl1x64eYaWdhKx4IHM69h3tygpgzbVx3AUtb2zu7e+V95+Dw6PikUj3t6ihRhHZIxCPVD7CmnEnaMcxw2o8VxSLgtBfMHvJ575kqzSL5ZOYx9QWeSBYygo2V2mxUqbsNdwn0l3gFqYMCrVEV1objiCSCSkM41nrgubHxU6wMI5xmzjDRNMZkhid0YKnEgmo/XSbN0IVVxiiMlH3SoKX625FiofVcBHZTYDPVm7Nc/G9mpiJDm2J+Rq+FSnMzDl4yZz2qCe/8lMk4MVSSVdIw4chEKO8NjZmixPC5JZgoZj+LyBQrTIxt17E1epul/SXdq4Z303Db1/XmfVFoGZyBc3AJPHALmuARtEAHEEDBK3gD7/ADfsIF/FqtlmDhqYE1wO8fcGem6A==</latexit>

i
<latexit sha1_base64="mQXhh1FQtvAysAlxBAlZjd88aIs=">AAACKnicdVDLTgIxFG3xhfgCWbppJCauyIwx6pLoxiUk8khgQjqlA5W2M2k7RjKZL3Crf+HXuCNu/RA7MAuBeJImJ+fek3t6/IgzbRxnDgtb2zu7e8X90sHh0fFJuXLa0WGsCG2TkIeq52NNOZO0bZjhtBcpioXPadefPmTz7gtVmoXyycwi6gk8lixgBBsrtZ6H5ZpTdxZAm8TNSQ3kaA4rsDoYhSQWVBrCsdZ914mMl2BlGOE0LQ1iTSNMpnhM+5ZKLKj2kkXSFF1YZYSCUNknDVqofx0JFlrPhG83BTYTvT7LxP9mZiJStC5mZ/RKqCQzY/81La1GNcGdlzAZxYZKskwaxByZEGW9oRFTlBg+swQTxexnEZlghYmx7ZZsje56aZukc1V3b+pO67rWuM8LLYIzcA4ugQtuQQM8giZoAwIoeAPv4AN+wi84h9/L1QLMPVWwAvjzC3Itpuk=</latexit>

j
<latexit sha1_base64="8yenoTdVVZhtEomAOMk/3kATCWQ=">AAACKnicdVDLSgMxFE3qq46v1i7dBIvgqsyIqMuiG5ct2Ae0Q8mkmTY0yQxJRizDfIFb/Qu/xl1x64eYaWdhKx4IHM69h3tygpgzbVx3AUtb2zu7e+V95+Dw6PikUj3t6ihRhHZIxCPVD7CmnEnaMcxw2o8VxSLgtBfMHvJ575kqzSL5ZOYx9QWeSBYygo2V2rNRpe423CXQX+IVpA4KtEZVWBuOI5IIKg3hWOuB58bGT7EyjHCaOcNE0xiTGZ7QgaUSC6r9dJk0QxdWGaMwUvZJg5bqb0eKhdZzEdhNgc1Ub85y8b+ZmYoMbYr5Gb0WKs3NOHjJnPWoJrzzUybjxFBJVknDhCMTobw3NGaKEsPnlmCimP0sIlOsMDG2XcfW6G2W9pd0rxreTcNtX9eb90WhZXAGzsEl8MAtaIJH0AIdQAAFr+ANvMMP+AkX8Gu1WoKFpwbWAL9/AHPzpuo=</latexit>

k<latexit sha1_base64="NoKUKcM5Oij6YYmuIyhpgvoAcRk=">AAACL3icdVDLSsNAFJ34rPXV2qWbwSK4KomIuiy6cVnBPqANZTKZtGNnkjBzI5aQf3Crf+HXiBtx6184abOwLR4YOJx7D/fM8WLBNdj2p7W2vrG5tV3aKe/u7R8cVqpHHR0lirI2jUSkeh7RTPCQtYGDYL1YMSI9wbre5Dafd5+Y0jwKH2AaM1eSUcgDTgkYqTOgfgR6WKnbDXsGvEqcgtRRgdawatUGfkQTyUKggmjdd+wY3JQo4FSwrDxINIsJnZAR6xsaEsm0m87iZvjUKD4OImVeCHim/nWkRGo9lZ7ZlATGenmWi//NYCwzvCzmZ/RCqDQ3E+85Ky9GheDaTXkYJ8BCOk8aJAJDhPPysM8VoyCmhhCquPkspmOiCAVTcdnU6CyXtko65w3nsmHfX9SbN0WhJXSMTtAZctAVaqI71EJtRNEjekGv6M16tz6sL+t7vrpmFZ4aWoD18wvYq6kq</latexit>¨ ¨ ¨ <latexit sha1_base64="NoKUKcM5Oij6YYmuIyhpgvoAcRk=">AAACL3icdVDLSsNAFJ34rPXV2qWbwSK4KomIuiy6cVnBPqANZTKZtGNnkjBzI5aQf3Crf+HXiBtx6184abOwLR4YOJx7D/fM8WLBNdj2p7W2vrG5tV3aKe/u7R8cVqpHHR0lirI2jUSkeh7RTPCQtYGDYL1YMSI9wbre5Dafd5+Y0jwKH2AaM1eSUcgDTgkYqTOgfgR6WKnbDXsGvEqcgtRRgdawatUGfkQTyUKggmjdd+wY3JQo4FSwrDxINIsJnZAR6xsaEsm0m87iZvjUKD4OImVeCHim/nWkRGo9lZ7ZlATGenmWi//NYCwzvCzmZ/RCqDQ3E+85Ky9GheDaTXkYJ8BCOk8aJAJDhPPysM8VoyCmhhCquPkspmOiCAVTcdnU6CyXtko65w3nsmHfX9SbN0WhJXSMTtAZctAVaqI71EJtRNEjekGv6M16tz6sL+t7vrpmFZ4aWoD18wvYq6kq</latexit>¨ ¨ ¨

<latexit sha1_base64="hPI9ES2fdOV1ejyReUJv7efeclY=">AAACKnicdVDLSgMxFE3qq46v1i7dBIvgqsyIqMuiG5ct2Ae0Q8mkmTY0yQxJRizDfIFb/Qu/xl1x64eYaWdhKx4IHM69h3tygpgzbVx3AUtb2zu7e+V95+Dw6PikUj3t6ihRhHZIxCPVD7CmnEnaMcxw2o8VxSLgtBfMHvJ575kqzSL5ZOYx9QWeSBYygo2V2mJUqbsNdwn0l3gFqYMCrVEV1objiCSCSkM41nrgubHxU6wMI5xmzjDRNMZkhid0YKnEgmo/XSbN0IVVxiiMlH3SoKX625FiofVcBHZTYDPVm7Nc/G9mpiJDm2J+Rq+FSnMzDl4yZz2qCe/8lMk4MVSSVdIw4chEKO8NjZmixPC5JZgoZj+LyBQrTIxt17E1epul/SXdq4Z303Db1/XmfVFoGZyBc3AJPHALmuARtEAHEEDBK3gD7/ADfsIF/FqtlmDhqYE1wO8fd3+m7A==</latexit>m
<latexit sha1_base64="vI8cKLnXvt/vkMKsaexQwbAXHD4=">AAACKnicdVDLSgMxFE3qq46v1i7dBIvgqsyIqMuiG5ct2Ae0Q8mkmTY0yQxJRizDfIFb/Qu/xl1x64eYaWdhKx4IHM69h3tygpgzbVx3AUtb2zu7e+V95+Dw6PikUj3t6ihRhHZIxCPVD7CmnEnaMcxw2o8VxSLgtBfMHvJ575kqzSL5ZOYx9QWeSBYygo2V2t6oUncb7hLoL/EKUgcFWqMqrA3HEUkElYZwrPXAc2Pjp1gZRjjNnGGiaYzJDE/owFKJBdV+ukyaoQurjFEYKfukQUv1tyPFQuu5COymwGaqN2e5+N/MTEWGNsX8jF4LleZmHLxkznpUE975KZNxYqgkq6RhwpGJUN4bGjNFieFzSzBRzH4WkSlWmBjbrmNr9DZL+0u6Vw3vpuG2r+vN+6LQMjgD5+ASeOAWNMEjaIEOIICCV/AG3uEH/IQL+LVaLcHCUwNrgN8/DRemsA==</latexit>

1
<latexit sha1_base64="US0eErMGUFq223C5Rize7baiIu4=">AAACQXicdVC7TgJBFJ3FF+ILNLGxmUhMrMguhVoSbSw1ESEBQmaHC0yYnd3M3CWQdX/GVv/Cr/AT7IytjbNIIRBPMsnJOfdk7j1+JIVB1313cmvrG5tb+e3Czu7e/kGxdPhowlhzqPNQhrrpMwNSKKijQAnNSAMLfAkNf3ST+Y0xaCNC9YDTCDoBGyjRF5yhlbrF4zbCBBETxlGMod0VqgeTtFssuxV3BrpKvDkpkznuuiXnqN0LeRyAQi6ZMS3PjbCTMI2CS0gL7dhAxPiIDaBlqWIBmE4yOyClZ1bp0X6o7VNIZ+rfRMICY6aBbycDhkOz7GXifx4Og5Qui9k3ZmGpJAszf5IWFlfF/lUnESqKERT/3bQfS4ohzeqkPaGBo5xawrgW9ljKh0zbNm3pBVujt1zaKnmsVryLintfLdeu54XmyQk5JefEI5ekRm7JHakTTp7IM3khr86b8+F8Ol+/ozlnnjkiC3C+fwAq1rDQ</latexit>

active index<latexit sha1_base64="NoKUKcM5Oij6YYmuIyhpgvoAcRk=">AAACL3icdVDLSsNAFJ34rPXV2qWbwSK4KomIuiy6cVnBPqANZTKZtGNnkjBzI5aQf3Crf+HXiBtx6184abOwLR4YOJx7D/fM8WLBNdj2p7W2vrG5tV3aKe/u7R8cVqpHHR0lirI2jUSkeh7RTPCQtYGDYL1YMSI9wbre5Dafd5+Y0jwKH2AaM1eSUcgDTgkYqTOgfgR6WKnbDXsGvEqcgtRRgdawatUGfkQTyUKggmjdd+wY3JQo4FSwrDxINIsJnZAR6xsaEsm0m87iZvjUKD4OImVeCHim/nWkRGo9lZ7ZlATGenmWi//NYCwzvCzmZ/RCqDQ3E+85Ky9GheDaTXkYJ8BCOk8aJAJDhPPysM8VoyCmhhCquPkspmOiCAVTcdnU6CyXtko65w3nsmHfX9SbN0WhJXSMTtAZctAVaqI71EJtRNEjekGv6M16tz6sL+t7vrpmFZ4aWoD18wvYq6kq</latexit>¨ ¨ ¨ <latexit sha1_base64="NoKUKcM5Oij6YYmuIyhpgvoAcRk=">AAACL3icdVDLSsNAFJ34rPXV2qWbwSK4KomIuiy6cVnBPqANZTKZtGNnkjBzI5aQf3Crf+HXiBtx6184abOwLR4YOJx7D/fM8WLBNdj2p7W2vrG5tV3aKe/u7R8cVqpHHR0lirI2jUSkeh7RTPCQtYGDYL1YMSI9wbre5Dafd5+Y0jwKH2AaM1eSUcgDTgkYqTOgfgR6WKnbDXsGvEqcgtRRgdawatUGfkQTyUKggmjdd+wY3JQo4FSwrDxINIsJnZAR6xsaEsm0m87iZvjUKD4OImVeCHim/nWkRGo9lZ7ZlATGenmWi//NYCwzvCzmZ/RCqDQ3E+85Ky9GheDaTXkYJ8BCOk8aJAJDhPPysM8VoyCmhhCquPkspmOiCAVTcdnU6CyXtko65w3nsmHfX9SbN0WhJXSMTtAZctAVaqI71EJtRNEjekGv6M16tz6sL+t7vrpmFZ4aWoD18wvYq6kq</latexit>¨ ¨ ¨

<latexit sha1_base64="6/G0qK52fArSINtE9Bt8Io0CKro=">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</latexit>

latt index “ k ˆ L ˆ L ˆ 3 ` j ˆ L ˆ 3 ` i ˆ 3

<latexit sha1_base64="y1wIhRefu9shbL4aQMCGvaz4ESM=">AAACKnicdVDLSgMxFE3qq46v1i7dBIvgqsyIqMuiG5ct2Ae0Q8mkmTY0yQxJRizDfIFb/Qu/xl1x64eYaWdhKx4IHM69h3tygpgzbVx3AUtb2zu7e+V95+Dw6PikUj3t6ihRhHZIxCPVD7CmnEnaMcxw2o8VxSLgtBfMHvJ575kqzSL5ZOYx9QWeSBYygo2V2mxUqbsNdwn0l3gFqYMCrVEV1objiCSCSkM41nrgubHxU6wMI5xmzjDRNMZkhid0YKnEgmo/XSbN0IVVxiiMlH3SoKX625FiofVcBHZTYDPVm7Nc/G9mpiJDm2J+Rq+FSnMzDl4yZz2qCe/8lMk4MVSSVdIw4chEKO8NjZmixPC5JZgoZj+LyBQrTIxt17E1epul/SXdq4Z303Db1/XmfVFoGZyBc3AJPHALmuARtEAHEEDBK3gD7/ADfsIF/FqtlmDhqYE1wO8fcGem6A==</latexit>

i
<latexit sha1_base64="mQXhh1FQtvAysAlxBAlZjd88aIs=">AAACKnicdVDLTgIxFG3xhfgCWbppJCauyIwx6pLoxiUk8khgQjqlA5W2M2k7RjKZL3Crf+HXuCNu/RA7MAuBeJImJ+fek3t6/IgzbRxnDgtb2zu7e8X90sHh0fFJuXLa0WGsCG2TkIeq52NNOZO0bZjhtBcpioXPadefPmTz7gtVmoXyycwi6gk8lixgBBsrtZ6H5ZpTdxZAm8TNSQ3kaA4rsDoYhSQWVBrCsdZ914mMl2BlGOE0LQ1iTSNMpnhM+5ZKLKj2kkXSFF1YZYSCUNknDVqofx0JFlrPhG83BTYTvT7LxP9mZiJStC5mZ/RKqCQzY/81La1GNcGdlzAZxYZKskwaxByZEGW9oRFTlBg+swQTxexnEZlghYmx7ZZsje56aZukc1V3b+pO67rWuM8LLYIzcA4ugQtuQQM8giZoAwIoeAPv4AN+wi84h9/L1QLMPVWwAvjzC3Itpuk=</latexit>

j
<latexit sha1_base64="8yenoTdVVZhtEomAOMk/3kATCWQ=">AAACKnicdVDLSgMxFE3qq46v1i7dBIvgqsyIqMuiG5ct2Ae0Q8mkmTY0yQxJRizDfIFb/Qu/xl1x64eYaWdhKx4IHM69h3tygpgzbVx3AUtb2zu7e+V95+Dw6PikUj3t6ihRhHZIxCPVD7CmnEnaMcxw2o8VxSLgtBfMHvJ575kqzSL5ZOYx9QWeSBYygo2V2rNRpe423CXQX+IVpA4KtEZVWBuOI5IIKg3hWOuB58bGT7EyjHCaOcNE0xiTGZ7QgaUSC6r9dJk0QxdWGaMwUvZJg5bqb0eKhdZzEdhNgc1Ub85y8b+ZmYoMbYr5Gb0WKs3NOHjJnPWoJrzzUybjxFBJVknDhCMTobw3NGaKEsPnlmCimP0sIlOsMDG2XcfW6G2W9pd0rxreTcNtX9eb90WhZXAGzsEl8MAtaIJH0AIdQAAFr+ANvMMP+AkX8Gu1WoKFpwbWAL9/AHPzpuo=</latexit>

k <latexit sha1_base64="NoKUKcM5Oij6YYmuIyhpgvoAcRk=">AAACL3icdVDLSsNAFJ34rPXV2qWbwSK4KomIuiy6cVnBPqANZTKZtGNnkjBzI5aQf3Crf+HXiBtx6184abOwLR4YOJx7D/fM8WLBNdj2p7W2vrG5tV3aKe/u7R8cVqpHHR0lirI2jUSkeh7RTPCQtYGDYL1YMSI9wbre5Dafd5+Y0jwKH2AaM1eSUcgDTgkYqTOgfgR6WKnbDXsGvEqcgtRRgdawatUGfkQTyUKggmjdd+wY3JQo4FSwrDxINIsJnZAR6xsaEsm0m87iZvjUKD4OImVeCHim/nWkRGo9lZ7ZlATGenmWi//NYCwzvCzmZ/RCqDQ3E+85Ky9GheDaTXkYJ8BCOk8aJAJDhPPysM8VoyCmhhCquPkspmOiCAVTcdnU6CyXtko65w3nsmHfX9SbN0WhJXSMTtAZctAVaqI71EJtRNEjekGv6M16tz6sL+t7vrpmFZ4aWoD18wvYq6kq</latexit>¨ ¨ ¨ <latexit sha1_base64="y1wIhRefu9shbL4aQMCGvaz4ESM=">AAACKnicdVDLSgMxFE3qq46v1i7dBIvgqsyIqMuiG5ct2Ae0Q8mkmTY0yQxJRizDfIFb/Qu/xl1x64eYaWdhKx4IHM69h3tygpgzbVx3AUtb2zu7e+V95+Dw6PikUj3t6ihRhHZIxCPVD7CmnEnaMcxw2o8VxSLgtBfMHvJ575kqzSL5ZOYx9QWeSBYygo2V2mxUqbsNdwn0l3gFqYMCrVEV1objiCSCSkM41nrgubHxU6wMI5xmzjDRNMZkhid0YKnEgmo/XSbN0IVVxiiMlH3SoKX625FiofVcBHZTYDPVm7Nc/G9mpiJDm2J+Rq+FSnMzDl4yZz2qCe/8lMk4MVSSVdIw4chEKO8NjZmixPC5JZgoZj+LyBQrTIxt17E1epul/SXdq4Z303Db1/XmfVFoGZyBc3AJPHALmuARtEAHEEDBK3gD7/ADfsIF/FqtlmDhqYE1wO8fcGem6A==</latexit>

i
<latexit sha1_base64="mQXhh1FQtvAysAlxBAlZjd88aIs=">AAACKnicdVDLTgIxFG3xhfgCWbppJCauyIwx6pLoxiUk8khgQjqlA5W2M2k7RjKZL3Crf+HXuCNu/RA7MAuBeJImJ+fek3t6/IgzbRxnDgtb2zu7e8X90sHh0fFJuXLa0WGsCG2TkIeq52NNOZO0bZjhtBcpioXPadefPmTz7gtVmoXyycwi6gk8lixgBBsrtZ6H5ZpTdxZAm8TNSQ3kaA4rsDoYhSQWVBrCsdZ914mMl2BlGOE0LQ1iTSNMpnhM+5ZKLKj2kkXSFF1YZYSCUNknDVqofx0JFlrPhG83BTYTvT7LxP9mZiJStC5mZ/RKqCQzY/81La1GNcGdlzAZxYZKskwaxByZEGW9oRFTlBg+swQTxexnEZlghYmx7ZZsje56aZukc1V3b+pO67rWuM8LLYIzcA4ugQtuQQM8giZoAwIoeAPv4AN+wi84h9/L1QLMPVWwAvjzC3Itpuk=</latexit>

j
<latexit sha1_base64="8yenoTdVVZhtEomAOMk/3kATCWQ=">AAACKnicdVDLSgMxFE3qq46v1i7dBIvgqsyIqMuiG5ct2Ae0Q8mkmTY0yQxJRizDfIFb/Qu/xl1x64eYaWdhKx4IHM69h3tygpgzbVx3AUtb2zu7e+V95+Dw6PikUj3t6ihRhHZIxCPVD7CmnEnaMcxw2o8VxSLgtBfMHvJ575kqzSL5ZOYx9QWeSBYygo2V2rNRpe423CXQX+IVpA4KtEZVWBuOI5IIKg3hWOuB58bGT7EyjHCaOcNE0xiTGZ7QgaUSC6r9dJk0QxdWGaMwUvZJg5bqb0eKhdZzEdhNgc1Ub85y8b+ZmYoMbYr5Gb0WKs3NOHjJnPWoJrzzUybjxFBJVknDhCMTobw3NGaKEsPnlmCimP0sIlOsMDG2XcfW6G2W9pd0rxreTcNtX9eb90WhZXAGzsEl8MAtaIJH0AIdQAAFr+ANvMMP+AkX8Gu1WoKFpwbWAL9/AHPzpuo=</latexit>

k <latexit sha1_base64="NoKUKcM5Oij6YYmuIyhpgvoAcRk=">AAACL3icdVDLSsNAFJ34rPXV2qWbwSK4KomIuiy6cVnBPqANZTKZtGNnkjBzI5aQf3Crf+HXiBtx6184abOwLR4YOJx7D/fM8WLBNdj2p7W2vrG5tV3aKe/u7R8cVqpHHR0lirI2jUSkeh7RTPCQtYGDYL1YMSI9wbre5Dafd5+Y0jwKH2AaM1eSUcgDTgkYqTOgfgR6WKnbDXsGvEqcgtRRgdawatUGfkQTyUKggmjdd+wY3JQo4FSwrDxINIsJnZAR6xsaEsm0m87iZvjUKD4OImVeCHim/nWkRGo9lZ7ZlATGenmWi//NYCwzvCzmZ/RCqDQ3E+85Ky9GheDaTXkYJ8BCOk8aJAJDhPPysM8VoyCmhhCquPkspmOiCAVTcdnU6CyXtko65w3nsmHfX9SbN0WhJXSMTtAZctAVaqI71EJtRNEjekGv6M16tz6sL+t7vrpmFZ4aWoD18wvYq6kq</latexit>¨ ¨ ¨
<latexit sha1_base64="ZVmiVhDUMnBJQI6cHNeTmtHL21w=">AAACLnicdVDNSgMxGEzqX13/Wnv0EiyCp7Irol6EohePFdy20C4lm2bb0CS7JFmxLH0Gr/oWPo3gQbz6GGbbPdiKA4Fhvm/4JhMmnGnjuh+wtLa+sblV3nZ2dvf2DyrVw7aOU0WoT2Ieq26INeVMUt8ww2k3URSLkNNOOLnN551HqjSL5YOZJjQQeCRZxAg2VvIFukbeoFJ3G+4c6C/xClIHBVqDKqz1hzFJBZWGcKx1z3MTE2RYGUY4nTn9VNMEkwke0Z6lEguqg2yedoZOrDJEUazskwbN1d+ODAutpyK0mwKbsV6d5eJ/MzMWM7Qq5mf0UqgsN+PwaeYsRzXRVZAxmaSGSrJIGqUcmRjl3aEhU5QYPrUEE8XsZxEZY4WJsQ07tkZvtbS/pH3W8C4a7v15vXlTFFoGR+AYnAIPXIImuAMt4AMCGHgGL+AVvsF3+Am/FqslWHhqYAnw+wdDg6fC</latexit>

m “ 1
<latexit sha1_base64="SVahOPT8RETTkJSL1C0pesNhnVo=">AAACLnicdVDNSgMxGEzqX13/Wnv0EiyCp7JbRL0IRS8eK7htoV1KNs22ocnukmTFsuwzeNW38GkED+LVxzDb7sG2OBAY5vuGbzJ+zJnStv0JSxubW9s75V1rb//g8KhSPe6oKJGEuiTikez5WFHOQupqpjntxZJi4XPa9ad3+bz7RKViUfioZzH1BB6HLGAEayO5At2g5rBStxv2HGidOAWpgwLtYRXWBqOIJIKGmnCsVN+xY+2lWGpGOM2sQaJojMkUj2nf0BALqrx0njZDZ0YZoSCS5oUazdW/jhQLpWbCN5sC64laneXifzM9ERlaFfMzailUmpux/5xZy1F1cO2lLIwTTUOySBokHOkI5d2hEZOUaD4zBBPJzGcRmWCJiTYNW6ZGZ7W0ddJpNpzLhv1wUW/dFoWWwQk4BefAAVegBe5BG7iAAAZewCt4g+/wA37B78VqCRaeGlgC/PkFRUmnww==</latexit>

m “ 2
<latexit sha1_base64="vU99idWjwzgdbF/aSEqKXXzreac=">AAACLnicdVDNSgMxGMzWv7r+tfboJVgET2VXRb0IRS8eK7htoV1KNs22oUl2SbJiWfYZvOpb+DSCB/HqY5ht92BbHAgM833DN5kgZlRpx/m0SmvrG5tb5W17Z3dv/6BSPWyrKJGYeDhikewGSBFGBfE01Yx0Y0kQDxjpBJO7fN55IlLRSDzqaUx8jkaChhQjbSSPwxt4PqjUnYYzA1wlbkHqoEBrULVq/WGEE06Exgwp1XOdWPspkppiRjK7nygSIzxBI9IzVCBOlJ/O0mbwxChDGEbSPKHhTP3rSBFXasoDs8mRHqvlWS7+N9NjnsFlMT+jFkKluRkFz5m9GFWH135KRZxoIvA8aZgwqCOYdweHVBKs2dQQhCU1n4V4jCTC2jRsmxrd5dJWSfus4V42nIeLevO2KLQMjsAxOAUuuAJNcA9awAMYUPACXsGb9W59WF/W93y1ZBWeGliA9fMLRw+nxA==</latexit>

m “ 3

Figure 4.4: The structure of the active list and the lattice are illustrated with arrows
indicating how these vectors point to one another.
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void remove_from_active(int i, int j, int k, int m, vector <int > &active , vector <int > &

active_meta)

{

//get index pointing to this sites position in the lattice vector

int latt_index_to_remove = k*L*L*3 + j*L*3 + k*3;

//get the index pointing to the sites position in the active vector

int active_index = lattice[latt_index_to_remove + 2];

//get the index pointing to the last site in the appropriate active list

int last_index = (m - 1)*L*L*L*3 + (active_meta[m] - 1)*3;

//copy the values for the last site in the appropriate active list to the position that is

to be deleted

active[active_index] = active[last_index ];

active[active_index + 1] = active[last_index + 1];

active[active_index + 2] = active[last_index + 2];

// update the lattice to reflect the site is now inactive

lattice[latt_index_to_remove + 1] = 0;

//get the lattice index pointing to the site which was just moved in the active list

int latt_index_moved = active[last_index + 2]*L*L*3 + active[last_index + 1]*L*3 + active[

last_index ]*3;

// update the lattice with the correct index pointing to the sites new position in the

appropriate active list

lattice[latt_index_moved + 2] = active_index;

// update the number of active sites

--active_meta [0];

--active_meta[m];

}

Now that I have a list of the active sites and the appropriate algorithms to keep the list

updated, I can move on with the additional steps of my Gillespie Algorithm. First, however,

I should initialize the lattice and the list of active sites:

int seed = time (0);

boost:: mt19937 generator(seed);

boost:: random :: uniform_int_distribution <int > disint (1,2);

boost:: random :: uniform_real_distribution <double > dis(0,1);
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int L = //size of lattice

int N = L*L*L;

vector <int > lattice(N*3);

vector <int > active(N*3*3);

vector <int > active_meta (4, 0);

vector <int > neighbors (12);

int LxL3 = L*L*3;

int Lx3 = L*3;

// initialize the lattice

for (int k = 0; k < L; ++k) {

int tmpindexk = k*LxLx3;

for (int j = 0; j < L; ++j) {

int tmpindexj = tmpindexk + j*Lx3;

for (int i = 0; i < L; ++i) {

int tmpindex = tmpindexj + i*3;

lattice[tmpindex] = disint(generator);

}

}

}

// initialize the active list

for (int k = 0; k < L; ++k) {

int tmpindexk = k*LxLx3;

for (int j = 0; j < L; ++j) {

int tmpindexj = tmpindexk + j*Lx3;

for (int i = 0; i < L; ++i) {

int tmpindex = tmpindexj + i*3;

int m = lattice[tmpindex ];

bool active_bool = false;

get_neighbors(i, j, k, &lattice , &neighbors);

//check if the current site has any neighbors occupied by cells of different

identities

for (int l = 0; l < 12; ++l) {

if (m != neighbors[l]) {

active_bool = true;

break;

}

}

//if the previous check returns true , add the site to the active list

if (active_bool) add_to_active(i, j, k, m, active , active_meta);

}
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}

}

Choosing a site from the list of active sites is done by splitting up the real interval (0, 1)

into three sections, each weighted by the number of active cells of each species and their

respective growth rates. Then, a random number is drawn and wherever the number falls in

this interval will determine the winning species. Then, another random number is drawn to

choose a random site from the appropriate list. A vector I call active_rand is passed into

the function and is populated the winning cell type and the index pointing to the position

of the randomly pointed site in the active list. This algorithm is implemented as follows:

void choose_active(s_DP , s_BY , vector <int > &active_meta , vector <int > &active_rand , double

rannum1 , double rannum2)

{

int winner;

int winner_index = std:: numeric_limits <int >:: infinity ();

double sum = 0.0;

vector <double > sums(3, 0.0);

double BY_factor = (1.0 + s_BY) * (double)active_meta [1];

double DP_factor = (1.0 + s_DP) * (double)active_meta [3];

double denom = BY_factor + active_meta [2] + DP_factor;

sums [0] = BY_factor / denom;

sums [1] = (double)active_meta [2] / denom;

sums [2] = DP_factor / denom;

for (int i = 0; i < 3; ++i)

{

sum += sums[i];

int m = i + 1;

if (sum >= rannum1 && active_meta[m] > 0) {

winner = m;

break;

}

}

int ran_index = round(rannum2 * (double)(active_meta[winner] - 1));

active_rand [0] = (winner - 1)*L*L*L*3 + ran_index *3;

active_rand [1] = winner

}
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Note that the “growth rates" used in the choose_active function have the form 1+s_By

and 1 + s_DP. It would be more active to call these rates “death rates" since I am choosing

a site whose cell is going to die, and the cell’s neighbors will compete to see who will occupy

the now empty site.

Now that an active site has been chosen, I move on to Step 3 of my Gillespie Algorithm.

I collect the nearest neighbors of the chosen active site via the get_neighbors function, and

check if the neighboring cells all have the same identity or not. If the neighboring cells all

have the same identity, then no competition needs to occur and I simply replace the chosen

site with a cell matching the identity of its neighbors. Otherwise, I do competition between

the neighbors in the same way as I did competition between 3 cells: I split up the interval

(0, 1) into three regions whose size is determined by the number of cells of each identity doing

competition and their relative growth rates, then I draw a random number and determine

the winner based on where the random number falls in this range.

To avoid having to do the same calculation many times over, I make use of a function

called counts_to_gammas that stores for each possible combination of cells doing competition

the appropriate splitting up of the interval (0, 1). First, I create a new vector called

competitors with size 12, and I copy the values of the neighbors vector into the

competitors vector. This vector then gets passed into the counts_to_gammas function.

The results for each combination of competitors is stored into the gammas vector which is

initiallized with all values equal to infinity. First, I check to see if the value at the appropriate

index for gammas is equal to infinity; if this check returns true, then I do the appropriate

calculation, otherwise I skip the calculation and populate a vector called win_factors with

the appropriate stored values. The win_factors vector is then passed into another function,

called win_strain which determines the winner based on the same trick of splitting up the

interval (0, 1) and determining the winner based on where a random number falls in the

interval.

void counts_to_gamma(s_BY , s_DP , vector <int > &competitors , vector <int > &gammas , vector <int >

&win_factors)

{

int gindex;
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vector <int > counts(3, 0);

for (int i = 0; i < 12; ++i) {

++ counts[competitors[i]-1];

}

gindex = counts [0] * 432 + counts [1] * 36 + counts [2] * 3;

if (this ->gammas[gindex] == std:: numeric_limits <double >:: infinity ()) {

double denom = (double)counts [0] * (1.0 - s_BY) + (double)counts [1] * 1.0 + (double)

counts [2] * (1.0 - s_DP);

gammas[gindex] = (double)counts [0] * (1.0 - s_BY) / denom;

gammas[gindex + 1] = (double)counts [1] / denom;

gammas[gindex + 2] = (double)counts [2] * (1.0 - s_DP) / denom;

}

win_factors [0] = gammas[gindex ];

win_factors [1] = gammas[gindex + 1];

win_factors [2] = gammas[gindex + 2];

}

int win_strain(vector <int > &win_factors , double rannum)

{

double sum = 0.0;

int winner;

for (int s = 0; s < 3; s++ ) {

sum += win_factors[s];

if (sum >= rannum && win_factors[s] > 0.000001) {

return winner;

}

}

}

Once the winner of competition is determined, I check if the winning cell belongs to the

fast growing strain. If so, and if µ > 0, I draw an additional random number to determine

if that cell mutates into the slow-growing strain. Finally, I update the lattice, check the

current site and all neighboring sites to see if it is still active or if it has become inactive

during the update, and add or remove sites from the active list as necessary. Finally, I draw

an additional random number and calculate the time advancement using the total number

of active cells: active_meta[0]. I then advance the time and check if the time has exceeded

the predetermined simulation time. If so, I terminate the simulation; otherwise, I go back

to Step 2 and pick a new site to update.
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When the simulation is terminated, I scan through the lattice and count the number of

cells belonging to each identity. I then calculate the relative densities of each cell type and

print these to an output file. For the construction of phase diagrams, I do this in a loop,

changing the values for s_BY, and µ in each iteration.

I have outlined here only the most important machinery in my implimentation of the

Gillespie Algorithm. The full version of my code with the entire update algorithm can be

found on github at the following link:

So far I have only covered one type of initial condition, where the lattice is initialized with

sites randomly populated by cells of either the bystander strain and the fast-growing strain.

In the next and final section I’ll say a few words about other possible initial conditions.

4.4 Initial conditions

Aside from the mixed initial state I’ve already discussed, I make use of two other kinds of

initial conditions:

1. All sites are populated with the bystander strain except for a small central cluster of

fast-growing cells

2. All sites are populated with the bystander strain except for a layer of fast-growing

cells.

These initial conditions are illustrated for 2-dimensions in Fig. 4.5, the 1- and 3- dimensional

counterparts are easily visualized as generalizations of the initial conditions in the figure.

The cluster initial condition is useful for constructing phase diagrams where instead of

recording the relative densities of each cell type after the simulation terminates, I calculate

the probability that the cluster survives after the predetermined simulation time. This kind

of simulation requires multiple runs to get a good probability phase diagram. These initial

conditions are also useful for creating figures from the final state after the simulation has

terminated. These figures can give a qualitative insight into what is happening at the edge of

the “cancerous" population (fast-growing + slow-growing cells); since the primary interest of

these kinds of simulations is to look at roughening phenomenon, these kinds of simulations
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domain walls

Figure 4.5: For 2-dimensional simulations, two types of initial conditions that differ from
the mixed case are illustrated.
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and the resulting figures can be quite valuable. I’ve included some examples of such figures

for the 3-dimensional case in Fig. 4.6.

It would be interesting to extract quantitative information on the interfacial roughening

for the cluster initial conditions. Whereas I have not done this for this thesis, it would be

interesting to look at this kind of quantitative analysis in future work.

The second type of initial conditions are what I have called domain wall initial conditions,

since the primary object of interest is the behavior of the initially flat domain walls between

the bystander strain and the “cancerous” population (fast-growing and slow-groing strains).

As discussed in 3, this type of initial condition was used to extract quantitative analysis of

the roughening phenomena. This kind of quantitative analysis of the roughening phenomena

has not yet been done for the 3-dimensional case; this would also make a very interesting

future project.
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Figure 4.6: Pictures constructed from simulations with total simulation time of either
t = 100 or t = 200. (a) In the inactive phase, the red/black population always dies out.
(b) in the active phase, the red/black population always successfully invades the bystander
population. (c) Near the phase transition, the edges of the invading population will begin
to roughen.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

In this thesis I have studied and explored roughening invasion fronts in population dynamics.

In Chapter 1, I introduced the main concepts of invasion fronts and roughening phenomena.

Specifically I introduced the stochastic Fisher equation and dicussed moving invasion fronts

as characterized by Fisher waves. In Chapter 2, I introduced my bystander model for

cancer growth and presented the results of my investigation into invasion fronts between

an unstable invading population and a neutral bystander. Namely, I showed that when an

unstable, mutating population invades a healthy bystander, the internal dynamics of the

mutating population has a qualitative effect on the shape of the invasion front. That is, the

invasion front will develop enhanced roughness as the mutating population nears mutational

meltdown. I quantified this by defining a width function on the interface between bystander

and unstable populations and extracted a power-law in the time-evolution of the width and

roughness of the interface was characterized by the exponent associated with the power-law

behavior of the width as a function of time. This analysis was accomplished for interfaces

in 1 + 1-dimensional and 2 + 1-dimensional systems. Though the 2 + 1-dimensional system

had much richer dynamics, namely the potential of cross-over between two limiting regimes,

both the 1 + 1-dimensional and 2 + 1-dimensional systems gave rise to enhanced roughening

behavior as the unstable population approached mutational meltdown, as evidenced in the

crossover in power-law behavior of the width function.

Because of the more complicated details of invasion fronts between an unstable invader

and a neutral bystander, the evolution of these fronts represents a departure from the
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Fisher equation introduced in Chapter 1. For the three-species model, constructing an

analogous equation to the Fisher equation would require taking into account not only the

interaction between the two separate populations, but also the internal dynamics of the

unstable population. Such equations have already been developed for an mutationally

unstable population in isolation[15], but not yet for the case with the addition of a neutral

bystander.

In Chapter 3 I took a brief look at some of the literature regarding cancer growth and

modelling of cancerous tumors to consider if my model makes sense as one describing tumor

growth. In particular, I looked at an experiment on brain tumor cultures in which power-

law behavior for the roughness of the tumors were extracted and I compared these results

to those of my model.

Finally, in Chapter 4 I outlined some of the most important machinery for my

implementation of my model in C++ with particular attention paid to my attempts at

modelling a 3 + 1-dimensional system, and outlined some of the challenges there, as well as

suggestions for future research projects.
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